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PREFACE 
several th^natlc analyses of Emily Dickinson's poems 
have been written since the publication of the Harvard edition 
of her poems and lettez3« Hhat stared me in the face in my 
study of her poetry was the fact of her spiritual alienation 
which was not entirely of her own choice. She was driven to 
isolation by the social and religious forces operating in the 
New England of her day. As a defence against a world which seemed 
chaotic and hostile to her, she dedicated herself to poetry 
and set out to explore the secret of the self. She made self-
revelation her chief commitment to poetry and constantly 
evoked the epiphany of the self to make it the focal point of 
her poetry. I have examined, and analysed her poetry from 
this new angle. Oliis fresh point of view explains and justifies* 
I hope, the sub-title of ray thesis* "The Revelation of the 
Self". 
Giving pivotal role to the self, Sknily Dickinson constructed 
her theories of reality and art. Making the song of an oriole 
the metaphor for objective reality in a poem discussed in 
Chapter V, sh© debates with a slceptic whether the song exists 
in the tree or in the consciousness of the listener and 
concludes that the song is "in thee". Not disputing the 
ii 
separate identity of the objective reality, she argues that 
it can be perceived by the consciousness whose seat is the 
self, ^ e self is also the centre round which impressions 
and responses cluster like the filings in a magnetic field. 
a:he self is "the indestructible estate** and can contain all, 
be all and displace all, in her famous cryptic remark, she 
states that, as a poet, J?er "business is Circumference*. l*iis 
statement has been variously interpreted to establish her 
theory of poetry. I have discussed it exhaustively, I hope, 
in chapter III, and I believe that the circximference is the 
one projected by the self, with itself being the all important 
and all perceiving centre. 
The gradual recognition of the worth and merit of Emily 
Dickinson's poetry has been referred to by Jay Leyda as the 
"thaw of a frozen image". Indeed, it is only a "thaw", for a 
large part of her poetry remains inscrutable and enigmatic. The 
researcher is not encouraged by the missing traditional tools 
with vrtiich he works. There is no definitive biograjdiy as many 
facts about her life are still unknown, she has left no memoirs, 
Hhe only source of knowledge about her singularly uneventful 
life is her letters. They embody her guarded cwtanents on 
religion and art but they are more often than not too cryptic 
to be clearly deciphered. Hie remarkable two volumes of Jay 
Leyda*s The Years and Hours of Emily Dickinson have thrown some 
light but his massive compilation of facts frcxn various sources 
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and their startling juxtaposition, still leave the poet a 
shadowy figure. In the face of these insurmountable odds, I 
have endeavoured to remove some popular misconceptions about 
the major themes of her poetry and I have established, as 
best I could, the fact that there was hardly anything ccaranon 
between her and her illustrious contemporaries. In this effort, 
X have leaned heavily on the primary sourcest her poems and 
letters. 
I have harnessed my Indian sensibility in making brief 
comparisons between her poems and the lyrics of Rig Vfeda, the 
devotional songs of Kabir and Mira Bai, I know that parallelism 
is frowned upon in a doctoral thesis but the resemblances 
were so compelling that I could not successfully resist the 
temptation to mention them, ihere are, however, passing 
references of this nature and, I think, they do not injur 
the main body of iny thesis. I may point out in all modesty 
and hxxnility that I was the first Indian critic to point out 
these coincidences of thought. 
I have also discovered for the first time, I believe, 
the affinity bet%#een Bnily Dickinson and modem American poetry, 
and chapter X deals exclusively with this subject, I was tempted 
to work out her resemblance with "Confessional Poets", particularly, 
with Sylvia Plath. Bnily Dickinson knew that "Gethsemane -/ Is 
but a Province ~ in Being's Centre", and like her, it was from 
this agonized centre that Sylvia Plath derived her poetry. But 
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unlike Sylvia Plath, there is no justification of the self 
to the self in ESnily Dickinson. In her poetry« it is the 
confrontation of the self with the non-self which gives the 
requisite responses. Sylvia Plath's morbid obsession with 
death and her consequent suicide have no counterparts in Emily 
Dickinson's life. 1, thereforo, abandoned the idea and I have 
mentioned a non-existent portion of my thesis only because I 
do not entirely rule out the possibility of her affinity with 
"Confessional Poets". 
The inspiration to write on Emily Dickinson came during 
my stay at Harvard University as a Pulbright scholar in 1959-60. 
I presented several research papers on Emily Dickinson in the 
seminars organised by the USEFI and USIS. Six chapters of the 
present thesis were published (without footnotes) in the form 
of a small book, Bnily Dickinjson's Poetry: The Flood Subjects, 
(New Delhi, 1969), dedicated to the late Dr. Olive I. Reddick. 
Prior to the publication of the book, some chapters were 
published in journals or included in books, in recent years, 
chapter X was included in Essays on Modem ftaaerican Poetry> 
(USIS, 1971) and chapter I in Aliqarh Journal of English Studies, 
(Aligarh, 1977). The period of ray research thus extends to 
about two decades. One of the reasons of this long delay may be 
the fact that ray self-assurance was often eroded. I took a 
long time to comprehend fully her strategy of paradox and 
chapter IX ("immortality") illustrates the slippery ground. 
between negation and affirmation of faith, which I have 
perilously tread« This fact Is applicable to all the chapters# 
including the one one her biography, ("fteraelf). Another 
reason is that I did not avail the study leave granted for 
research and carried on my work In addition to a busy schedule 
of teaching. Xn that respect, I am a lone wolf and like to 
be so. 
Salamatullah Khan 
October 12, 1977 
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^ms PEBEL 
In thinking of the life ai^ art of Saily Dickinson^ one is 
aware of many apparent paradoscae. ^te repudiated the pervasive 
authority of the Puritan orthoCteisey, but her thinking was 
conditionckd by and her ethical norms and social concemo were 
derived from the same Puritan tradition of the Connecticut 
Valley. She wrote poenis with irreverent references to Ood« 
2 
soRtetimes bordering on blaspheoy^ but the main body of her 
poetry and her letters are infocmed with a deep sense of piety. 
She liaposed on l^rsolf an austere seclusion in order to dedicate 
herself to the writing of poetry, but repeatedly refused to 
piiblish her poems, she rejected transcendentalism as a world 
view Which envisaged man as the source of all moral law supplanting 
revelation with intuition* but shared with the transcenctentalists 
their distrust of institutions and their insistence on self-
reliance for self-realisation* ^ e read the poems of Holmes« 
Whittier* Longfellow and BRierson* the last with some admiration* 
1 Thomas H. Johnson* aailv Dickinson (Harvard* 19^0)* p*234. 
2 The Poetry of Bwilv Dickinson* 3 Vols.* Id. Aiomas H. 
Johnson* (Harvard* 1955} (All quotations are from this 
edition with nuBOaer of volumes and number of poems $iven in 
the brackets). See vol. Zii* 1461* where *he attributes 
<!h4}licity to Ood. 
but £orgcK2 altogether a new medium of poetic expression and in 
seeding her poetry, we seldom think of her contemporaries. She 
derived her metres from books of hymnology coiomonly available 
in her days but enridhed them with her own innovations to 
write secular hymns t 
In the name of the Bee -
And of the Butterfly •> 
And of the Breeze - AmenS (Vol.x^ IB) 
She made self'-revelation her cihief commitment to poetry but 
looked upon tt^ t projection of her self objectively as one out 
3 
with a lantern looking for herself. She often wrote poems on 
conventional subjects of the nineteenth century like death or 
immortality but infused them with new meaning and scope by idiat 
I have called elsewhere, her strategy of paradox. She eagerly 
found a literary "perceptor" in Higginson but in spite of the 
deference with which she received his advice* she never 
incorporated it in the body of her peltry. She always addressed 
the men with whom she is generally believed to have fallen in 
love, as "master", "friend" or "preceptor", and one strongly 
suspects that she never allowed them even to know the closely-
guarded secret of her heart. And so on. In trying to analyse 
these paradoxes and to place them in their proper context, we 
3 The Letters of pailv Dickinson, 3 Vols., Ed. Ihoiaas H. 
Johnson and Theodora ward, (Harvard 1958), hereafter referred 
to as Letters. See letter nundder 162 in Vt>l.ll, pp.323-24. 
4 see chapter ix, p.^57 
xvalise the highly conqplex and sophisticated self of the poet. 
Ittis realisation often erodes our confidence, for there is no 
fixed image of the poet. Vo quote iU.chard B. Sewall# "teachers 
send their students to D^tne and Yeats and Frost with an 
assurance (justified or otherwise) not yet applicable to Emily 
e 
Dickinson** • tlo wondor then that we still ask and ask, and, 
in our bewilderment try to identify* What Jay l^yda calls, the 
••aaitted center* not only of her poetry but olso of her 
personality. 
XZ 
These paradoaces, however, reflect, in a way, the conflicting 
forces operating in the contemporary social, religious and 
literary traditions of the nineteenth century /unorica. in 
matters of religion, the theocracy established in Massachusetts 
by the founding fathei^ had considerably weakened by the end of 
the seventeenth century, church membership had declined by the 
severe orthodox doctrine that God alone determined His elect 
and that no one could ever know whether he had been chosen or 
rejected. But soloraon Stoddard brought about a reversal of this 
policy of selfobanishment bywSmitting to comnunion all who 
wished to receive it. He argued that since it was not possible 
5 Richard B. 8«wall# Iwllv Dickinson, (Prentice-Hall, N.J., 
1963), p.7. 
6 Jay Leyda, The Years and Hours of janaily Dickinson. 2 Vols. 
(New Haven, 1960) vol. z, p. XXI (Hereafter rvferred to 
as Jay Leyda). 
to know the will o£ Ood< there waa greater likelihood of God*a 
nensy on those who took up the covenant. By defying the Boston 
theologians, Stoddard Increased the coonSsershlp of the church in 
CXmnecticut Valley with its diocesan centre at fiiorthoRipton and 
organised an association of the Valley churches which est^ reised 
powerful authority for fifty years till his death in 1729. His 
grandson* Jonathan slwards, who suixeeded him, reverted to 
God^s absoluteneaoy to the salvation only for His olect end to 
the final juc^ poent of God as not a foreseeable end. ^ e severity 
of the doctrines preached by him, alienated hio parishners who 
consisted mostly of prosperous land speculators and merchants. 
fi^ ese controversies had long ceased to agitate people in 
the Valley by the time Emily Dickinson was bom in 1C30« but they 
shaped the moral and ethical concerns and# in that llinited 
sense* they were still conpulsively 0£K3rative in the valley. 
Along with the convictions of the Puritan past* tAiich trere still 
held and enunciated by the First Church* there existed the 
unitarian liberalism i^ich was becoming increasingly popular in 
Bost(M) and its neighbourhood, Emily Dickinson was introduccMfl to 
Unitarian thinking early in life by Benjamin Franklin flewton 
who waa a unitarian and who* according to her* "taught me 
7 ' 
immortality** and "a faith in thJUigs unseen* and in life agaiJi* 
Q 
much n ^ l e r and mich more blessed.** she was inst inct ive ly in 
e 
Letters* Vol. ZZ*^261* p.404. 
Ib id . , vol . 14/153* p. 262. 
agz««iMnt with some of tha tenets of unitorianisia and, like 
th« Unitarians^ totally rejected the belief in an azbitrary 
God and revolted against the idea of a chosen few elected to 
•alvation. In one of her poepa, she derisively concludes that 
only the inanimate stone can fulfill the oibsolute decreet 
How happy is the little Stone 
That rand&les in the Road alone. 
And €k)esn*t care Obout careers 
And Exigencies never fears -
Whose Goat of elec^ntal Bro%m 
A passing universe put on. 
And independent as the Sun 
Associates or glows alone^ 
Fulfilling absolute Decree 
In casual simplicity — Vol. ZZI< 1510 
She also shared with the unitarians their religions tolerance 
and their caaphasis on the importance of character. But she did 
not accept unitarianism completely as a faith or religious 
doctrine. 
Her rejection of Puritan orthodoxy seemed final enou^« for 
like Harriet Beecher stowe, she never accepted the dogmas of 
Calvinisn. In her extrwne reaction, she wrote to Higginscoi in 
1862 that the meiribers of her family are religious "and address 
Q 
an sclipse, every iM>niing -> whcm they call their father -** . 
Again, in a poem written four years before her death, she saidt 
9 Ibid., vol. II, 261, p.404, 
Those - dying then, 
IQaew where they itent -> 
Ittey went to ood*8 tli(;^ t HKnd •» 
fhat tfand is airqputated now 
And 6od cannot be £ound • Vol* ZXZ, 1551 
^ 1 have quoted only two exan^leai tihema are many more* But 
these roomenta of negation are exceptions rather than the general 
rule. They represent the doubts without which there can be no 
stable belief and about which she said metaphorically that 
Narcotics cannot still the Tooth 
That nibbles at the soul - V&l. ZZ» 501 
< -There cure many poecos o€ affinnation which present God as 
the Prince o£ the Kingdom of Heaven, who Himself is the unity 
and is diq;>licated in all divine objects (Vbl. ZZ, 721). Again, 
she visualised the cities of heaven, "And God - at csvery Gate -** 
(Vbl, ZX, 615). 
From the arguments above, it is obvious that what she 
revolted against was the sacrosant piety* As Z said elsewhere, 
she was a non«ccmforRiist of a new kind and her non-conformity 
cmisisted in her rejection of the unthinking belief of the 
devout, AS against this rejection, stw clung to soma of the 
significant aspects of her Puritan tradition which held that 
man*s intuitions w»re too untrustworthy to replace revelation, 
that he was inperfect and could not be the source of moral law, 
that he was dependent and must seek revelation even if it was not 
10 See Chapter ZX, **lkmortality'*, p. 257 
guarantead. ihese beliefs of Emily Dickinson explain %fhy« in 
inofnents of spiritual crisis, she turned to Bdwazd Everette Hale 
and Washington Gladden and dharles Wadsworth instead of finding 
peace and ccmaolation in the essays of Oaorge Ripley or the 
sermons of iheodore Parker. But she understood fully the fact 
and the conseqpiences of her spiritual suffering end isolation. 
"Z am standing alone in rebelHon", oho wroto in 1650. tlaking 
Geths^mino* the gazden outsido Jerusalem where Jesus was 
betrayed and arrestod« the n^taphor of spiritual agony« she 
wrote} 
Oethseniane «• 
Zs but a Province - in Being's Oentco Viol.ZI, 5S3 
And it was from this toxc^nted centre of her being that she 
created the tragic poetry of her spiritual solitude. 
Ill 
Closely allied to imitarianism* transcendentalism in the 
New Kigland of Bsily Dickinson's days* though secular and liberal 
in its concept, was predominantly ethical aruS asserted the primacy 
of spiritual over raaterial values. Zt saw Ood or Deity as the 
pervading principle manifest in all the objects of the universe 
and in all men everywhere. Zt envisaged that Ood and the 
universe were one entity and that the macrocosm was reflected 
^^ i^>tters, Vol.Z, 35, p.94. 
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in the laicvocoam - the aoul o£ man* Hence* man's intuitions 
and his inner light were sure guides of his spiritual vell~ 
being and there was no need of man's submission to any authority 
outsit hitaself. In believing man to be an integral part of the 
cosmos^ transcendentalism radiated optimism in its mystical 
assurance about the de8t;iny of man* !i3xese winds of doctrine aud 
idealistic philosophy blowing from Concord and Boston had deeply 
influenced the writers of t/te^f England, Boily Diclcinson ^ os 
also stirred but her thinking was not affected or oltorod. she 
said that "Z see - iJew Englandly** (Viol*!, 285) but she was more 
deeply affected by the alienating disintegration of the social 
and religious cotmnmnity of liew England* t^ile sharing the 
distrust of external authority and institution with transcendentalism* 
she repudiated its basic assumptions. 
One of the fundamental premises of the transcendentaliat 
poets was of nature (written with a capital N) as a divine 
analogy* ihis nature cult, (if Z may use the word) had gained 
wide acceptance for more than a hundred years and had formed an 
essential part of the poetic heritage which had corao down to 
anily Dickinson frxam Thomson and the English romantics to Bryant 
and EMerson* in Emersonian terminology* it provided the facile 
"Oorrespondence** between man and the cosmos or betiraen the 
creature £ind the Creator* Emily Dickinson rejected this 
fundamental premise by declaring i "Nature and God * Z neither 
knew." (vol.ZZ, 835). "Nature is a Haunted House" - she told 
12 
Higginaon# and wrote again in one of her poema t 
But nature is a stranger yet; 
Olie ones that cite her most 
Have i^ver passed her haunted hotise, 
Nor simplified her ^ ost. VbX.IXZ, 1400 
nature* according to hsts is a oyaterioua house# ordained and 
regulated by ood, and its secrets have not been revealed to isan. 
m anoter poea, she apparently had o dig at the trans-
cendentalists who believed that the trrni^ ndoue ai»3 varied 
spectacle of nature was only for mant 
A little t4adness in the Spring 
IB f^ iolesose ©von for tho icing* 
But God be with the Clown -
t^ ho ponders this treniendous scene -
^is whole BKperinient of i^ Dsen * 
As i£ it xmrQ his own. VOl.XZZ, 1333 
A King is tr^itionally expected tu remain calm and dignified 
when confronted with excitement but if his restraint is broken 
by the exuberance and the renewal of life in spring emd he also 
shares the ecstaey ("madness**) of the season, it does him good. 
But it is the height of clownish presunqption to believe that 
the vast phenonena of nature has been ordained for man. *Ehe 
philosophical stance of Bnily DicXinson concerning nature is 
explicit enouf^ to indicate the departure she had made from the 
^2 B>id.. Vol.ZZ, 459A« p. 554. 
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cult o£ nature propounded by the transcendentalists. She looked 
tqpon nature with the eyes of a painter, "Nature** is %rhat we see", 
(Vol.IZ* 666} and her best realized pocoos are genre portraits 
shorn of all sentimentality* 
Another trend in the Moerican poetry of the post Civil liter 
era was that of Ideal Poetry whose champions Richard Hen^ -y 
Stoddard, Bdtnond C« Stedman, Bayard Taylor, Thomas B. Aldrich and 
Richard w. Gilder made a cult of evasion to escape the harsh 
realities following the Civil tsar, some of them pretended that 
they continued the literary heritage of the past and wanted to 
preserve poetzy from t^ he gross materialism of the era. The 
aesthetics of Ideal Poetry was later summarised in stedman*s 
Hhe Nature and Elements of Poetry (1692) which propounded the 
primacy of beauty and the idea that art was allied to polite 
morality. Ihis ideality provided forms to disenga*^ the mind 
of the poet from the felt ea^ perience of life, leading it to the 
exotic, and building a refuge elevated to a national literary 
doctrine. BSnily Dickinson was completely untouched by this 
movwnmit and considering the coldly contaBq;>tuou« review of her 
powaa (1890) by the idealist poet and critic, Aldrich, it can be 
saftily inferred that she was basically antithetical to Ideal Poetry. 
IV 
Alienated spir i tual ly from the convnuaity of a disintegrating 
New fiigland in trtiich both Puritanism and Transcendentali«n were 
11 
losing ground €md seamed less and less convincing as iforld-viemi, 
she was also isolated frciQ the social cocnpiunity by her own choice. 
She lived in a world Where the lengthening shadows of sorrow and 
death darlsened her personal horiecm* *Z can*t stop to stmt - in 
13 
a world where bells toll'*^  she wrote in one of her letters* 
"Sorrow seems more general than it did*** she wrote again, "and 
not the estate of o few perscms* since the war began**. As a 
defence against a chaotic and hostile world* she found the 
coommity of the cme - the poet in the act of creation, urith 
clinical detachment she explored the sUbterrai»gtan secrets of her 
soul and projected her self to confront the non*-self wherein 
resided the esqperience she required, fhis confrontation of the 
2>to by the Not^ >(te (En@eaon*o phrase) had terrors of its own. 
One need not be a Chandaer-to be Haunted -
One need not be a House - ' 
The Brain has Corridors - surpassing 
Material Place «• 
Far safer, of a Midni^it Meeting 
Ixtemal Ghost 
Than its interior oonfronting 
itte Cooler Host. 
Far safer* throu^ an Abbey gallop* 
The stones a'chase •> 
Than unaxwed, one's a'self encounter « 
Zn Lonesomi Place 
13 Jay Leyda* Vol. ZZ* p. 65. 
^* Ibid.* vol. ZZ, p. 72. 
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Ourself behind course 1£, concealed «• 
Should s t a r t l e most -
Assasin h id in our Apartment 
Be Horror ' s l e a s t . v&l,ii, 670 
The encounter with the se l£ in her lonesome soul and the 
meeting o£ herse l f behind herself^ gave her the opportmiity t o 
make a peri»etual assessment of her experience and shaped her 
\miQ(Ue poe t ic mode* 
She was a l so aware of the dua l i ty of the se l f . The s e a t of 
the se l f i s the consciousness and one of the prismry functions 
of the consciousness i s t o bring o r forge uni ty between t ) ^ 
se l f and the non-self or# in Emerson's phrase, the me and the 
not-nie. But t he r e was d iv is ion within the se l f i t s e l f t the pa r t 
of t he se l f which i s involved in the esqperience, i s watehed by 
the other p a r t of the se l f %Jhich i s not involved and which 
functions as an onlooker or a spec ta tor not sharing the experience. 
I t i s l ike the 'you and !• of E l i o t ' s Prufrock, o r as the o ther 
pa r t of the se l f in i^ i tman's 'Song of Myself (Section 4}t 
/ ^ a r t from the pu l l ing and hauling stands what Z sm. 
Stands aimiS€»d,coiRplaceiaenttCompassionating« i d l e , un i ta ry , 
• * • • • • • 
Both in and out of the ^^ioe and watching and %(rondering at it. 
For a poet like Emily Dickinson who was convnitted to self-
revelation in her poetry, this duality of the self assumes greater 
prominence* In her poem (Vol.II, 670, quoted above) she states 
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that it is easier to meet an external ghost at midni^t than to 
confront the cool and composed 'host* of the 'interior*. This 
cool host stands aside as vitnesa and as a recorder of experience 
but siich a host also plays the most liaportant role in the creative 
activity of the poet by modifying the subjective or 'subjunctive* 
and often transmuting the subjective into the objective or 
•indicative*!, (in modem terminology}• Zn another poem« sho« 
almost Jokingly points out this duality* 
But sinco r^self - assoult t5o -
How have I peace 
Except by subjugating 
Consciousness 7 
And since i^'ro mutual r^ inarch 
How this be 
Except by Jtibdication -
Me • of He? Vol, ZZ^  642 
Self»ravelation« however* was not without a precedent in 
the intellectual history of Atnerica. Jonathan Edwards en^hasised 
"personal narrative** as a guide to spiritual recovery and 
Puritanism made introspection the most effective measure for 
self as well as social evaluation. As against Kantian 
epistemology* the Scottish Ocsmmon sense philosophy which 
dominated philosophical thought in jvnerica during the greater 
part of the nineteenth century* held that philosophy and 
introspection were identical. One of its leading exponents, 
Thomas Reid, insisted that a philosopher had to be an anatomist of 
14 
the mind «» of the "corridors'* o£ the n^srain" in Emily Dickinsons 
tesms •* *£or it is his own mind only that he can examine with 
15 
any d«gree of accuracy and distinction,** Emily Dickinson 
wrote in one of her letters t "The soul must go by Death alone, 
16 
so# it must by life, i€ it is a soul,** Again, she wrote in 
a poemi 
Ihe soul has Bandaged moments -
When too appalled to stir -
She feels some lastly Fright come iqp 
And stop to look at her -> Vbl.XZ, 512 
But in all her self-revelations, she remained majestically 
impersonal and even in the most crowed sraments of a crisis, she 
took stock of herself as if she was some other person, **out with 
17 
lanterns'*, as she said, "looking for myself** or as she wrote 
nonchalantly I "l heard a Ply buea - i^en 1 died -*• (Vol.1, 465), 
In an age which was overflowing with melifluous verse, and 
most poets were intent xxpon resolving verse to statenient, she 
wrote aphoristic po«as with **oiiiaitted center** and in deliberate 
irregular syntax, which Kigginson found "spasmodic** and 
16 
**uncontroll«d, ** although he reco{;^ ixed its "luminous flashes" 
and ccmfessed that "you only enshroud yourself in this fiery mist 
and z cannot reach you, but only rejoice in the rare sparkles 
15 selections from the Scottish Philosophy of Oomaon Sense, 
Bd. G«A.Johnston, (Chicago and ljond<m, 1915}, p. 13, 
^6 Letters, Vol. IZ, 321, p.455. 
i7 Ibid., vol. II, 182, pp. 323-24, 
i8 Ibid.# Vol. II, 265, p. 409. 
15 
19 Of lidht*** she made scmsuoud patterns that woxd coofbliiations 
can make and wieldod her voxdM like swozda* often ourpaoiQing 
even t^e imagiats of the twentieth century in the faatidioua 
21 
<dM»iee of t l ^ peeoise and eaeact word. Btm loade s t a r t l i ng 
innovations in the shycie scheme and the uae of meters ahe 
22 
borrowed fraa English hvranology. * 5to the irrogulari t ieo of 
her ayntose she provided the notation to explain her pocsps by 
23 
shoeing ho^ they imast be spoken. Sto created striking 
ioagea as when she described sunset oo ^3locing in Gold ar»3 
queiKihing in Purple/Leaping like looparda to tho Slty,** (vol, x, 
226). Zf thoro t«as a rebel poat« Qmily Dickinson was most 
certainly cme* 
'*Perh^ ps you siaile at Q30**« sho i?rote to Higginson* "Z could 
not stop for that* ity Qusinoss is circuraferonco^. Thus assuming 
the obvious and concentrating on the perislieral, she evoked the 
epiphany of self-revelation and made it one of tho major devices 
of her poetry* for the ultimate meaning of poetry* like a circle or 
circumference* projects itself back upon itself* After suggesting 
19 Ibid., vol. ZX* 330a, p.461. 
20 Donald B. Thackrey* miily Dickinson's Approach to Poetry 
(Lincoln* 1954}* Chapter ZZ. 
21 see Chapter X. p zc^ 
22 see Edith Perry atasn* "Bnily Dickinson i Poetry and 
Punctuation*** Saturday Raview of Literature. XLVZ (March 30, 
1963)* pp. 26-2T:: 
23 Letters. Vol. ZZ* 266* p.412. 
24 Jay Layda* vol. ZZ, p. 6S. 
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a metai^or to the Hoi lands # she wrote t "Pextiaps you laugh at 
roe* Perhaps the uhole United States Is lauding at loe too. 
1 cannot stop for that. My business Is to love*. Then 
esi^ loylng a metaphor for herself as a poet« she continued, 
**X found a Blrd« this looming ... and Wherefore sing, Z said, 
since nobody hears? ••• "My business Is to olng", and away 
25 
she rose.* ftnd she did sing lUto no one else In the nineteenth 
century America. 
25 Johnson, awlly Plcklnaon, see Chapter IV. 
Chapter-II 
mmos 
A poot*s concern for precise end adequate language is 
natural enou^, for wordis are the medium of his art. A poot has 
to grapple uith woxQo, in his avn way ar^ in every age, to 
establish their relevance to his art. The search for suitable . 
atu3 exact words gains greater urgency in the case of a poet 
to i^ oro a worn-out poetic idiom has como as a heritage from 
his predecessors. Emily DicKinson found herself in such a 
predicament. The prevalent fashion in poetry had lost its 
meaningfulnesst at least for her* and had becc»Q© too trite to 
fulfill her need as a poet* Her chosen thesies were also 
different and she had to forge a new and inatching medium of 
poetic expression for the most acute moments of self-revelation. 
She had to go to the lexicon to make the discovery of the words 
she needed for her art. "For several years**, she wrote, **ffly 
Lexicon - was my only companion**, a remark which fiigginson 
thoroughly niswiderstood and thought it to be an expression of 
her lonesome life, ii^ ich certainly was not the intended meaning, 
^art from the obvious fact that she made use of the lexicon 
1 Letters. Vol. ix, L. 261. 
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as the storehouse o£ the tiords she was looking for« this 
stat«»nQnt also Inapliod that she learnt the art of writing 
poetry« not by instruction, but by her own roothod of trial 
and error, which was« consequently, moze agonising and more 
full of anguish for the poet* She also found that her 
education was of no greet helpt "I went to school «• but in 
your manner of the phrase - had no education. ••* the need for 
self-reeducation was all the more greater since, in rejecting 
Calvinistic tl^ology, she had "sent her whole Calvinistic 
vocabulary into exile**, and she had to discover a new one to 
write her poems* "easing my famine / At my Xisxicon -•* (VOl.ll.r 
728) famine, indeed* it must have seemed to the young poet -
a famine of new words for the experience of her solitary self 
clamouring for esqpression. 
n^iere is nothing unusual in this travail of poetic 
creation* In modem times Hr* T*S*Eliot has spoken about 
similar quest for words and their meaning* 
A periphrastic study in a worn-out poetical fashion. 
Leaving one still with the intolerable wrestle 
Hith words and meanings* ...^ 
Bven after having spent a number of years to fashion the new 
tools for pcHitic expression, Mr* Kliot confessed t 
2 Ibid*, L. 261, 
3 Richard Wibur et al*, Baaily Dickinson t Three Views 
(i«herst, 1960), p*l* 
4 "last ooker**, auction IX* 
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So hezio z am, in the middle way« having had 
twenty years * 
Twenty years largely wasted* the years of 
l*entge deux querrea* 
Trying to leam to ose words« and every atte^^t 
X8 a «^olly new starts and a different kind 
of failure^ 
In the Qcam section v«"East Coker*'^  Hr. Bliot also speaks of 
the '*raid on the inarticulote / with shabby eqaipment...** and 
finally concludes that "For us, there is only the trying. 
The rest is not our business**• Talking about the creative 
process of a pc^t Hr. Robert Frost has also spoken about the 
^^ reaching^ out** for words. He writesi 
A poem begins with a lump in the throati a hofne-sickness 
or a love-sickness. It is a reaching«out toward 
exparassioni an effoirt to find fulfillntent, A conplete 
poem is <Hie where an emotion has found its thought and 
6 the thought has found the i#orda. ... 
To reveal the inmost secz:ets of the self, according to Snily 
Dickinson, «ven the lexicon is not enough, and words provided 
by heaven, in raonients of inspiration, aie also the urgent 
need of the poet (vol. Z, 246), Lexicon and heaven both 
provide the instnnients of knowledge as well as expression. 
It was this basic need of aaily Dickinson which attracted 
5 Ibid., aection V. 
6 Robert Frost*8 definition of poetry, printed on the dust-
cover of WMt-Runninq Brook, (Mew York, 1929). 
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her a t t en t ion t o liiggii}8<m*s« *»ljetter t o a Yoimg Contributor*', 
pui>lishedl in the At lan t i c t^nthXy, (iitpril 1662)^ where he 
wrote$ 
fftsaan langixago may be p o l i t e aiu3 potiorlesa in i t se l f* 
upl i f ted with d i f f i c u l t y in to esqpression by the high 
thou#t ts i t u t te rs« or i t may in i t s e l f becoiae s o 
sa tura ted ^ i t h wacra l i f e a i ^ de l ic ious associa t ion 
t h a t every sentence s h a l l p a l p i t a t e ana t h r i l l with 
the were fasc inat ion of the sy l l ab l e s • • • OftentiiiKsa 
a word s h a l l speak «^at acciffiiulated voltsnes have 
labmired in vain t o u t t e r t there soay be yea^s #f 
crc»(rded passion in a word* and half a l i f e in a 
7 
sentence* 
Xt was t h i s **letter** %^ich was a decis ive fac tor in JSraily 
Dickinson's choice of Higginson as her l i t e r a r y 'preceptor*. 
Here was a man who k»ew the power of words and t h e i r p o t e n t i a l i t y 
t o encas^Maiss years of crowded passion which the poet had the 
e te rna l Icmging t o eaqpress. Cri t ics* iiKsluding Professor 
joimscm* have often wondered i^y iBmlly Dickinson turned t o 
Higginson for becoiQing h i s "^scholar" and why* again* she 
received h i s advice with deference without incorporating thesa 
in her poetry* 
Iftiy did aim not ajproach Oliver Wendel Holstes who was 
known t o be synipathetic t o young poets and whose Eteeaaa had 
been given t o her as a g i f t in 1649? there was K h i t t i e r in the 
7 Jay Leyda* Vol. I I* pp. 51-52. 
6 irhORtas H. Johns«m* Emily Dickinson, pp. 106<»107. 
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nvifl^ibourhood and could have been a very convenient a<avl8er, 
particularly when he had ^thered a group of wonen writer* 
includinQ Oaclia Itiaxter, Sarah Ome Jetiett and Lucy LarcoiQ* 
There was Longfellow who was equally congenial and liKed to 
patronise budding poets* why did she not contact Etnerson who 
addressed undergraduate l i terary society o£ Ainherst College 
Q 
in ieSS« and who visited her brother Austin Oicltinson **once 
even apendlng the al^ht under he< brother's roof.-^O and 
obout whom HITS, Susan Austin Dickinson ("Sister sue**) had 
written with considerable admirationt "he turned his gentle* 
philosopdiic face toward me* waiting upon coy coooKMnplaces 
with audh e3q>ectant« quiet gravity, that l became painfully 
conscious that X was Z« and ho was he« the great Emerson?" 
Iliere was some kind of kinship between him and her, for When 
her posm, "Success" was puiblished anonymously in A Masque of 
Poeta (ie7e}# Bmerson was generally believed to be its 
author* smerson was known for his cordial, almost enthusiastic 
reception to the first edition of Whitman's Leaves of Grass 
and she could bank vtpon his sympathetic attention. There was 
Lowell who had encouraged Howells. Then there was Howells 
himself who reviewed her Poems in 1890# four years after her 
death, with keen insic^t and Judgement. • » mimm i -
9 aay Leyda, Vol. X, p. 412. 
10 Osorge Frisbie Whicher. This was a Poet. (Michigan, 1957), 
p. 194. 
11 a>^»« p. 197. 
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But Eraily Dickinson Ignored all these men roost of whcxn 
ware celebrities and considered to be fixBt rank poets or 
critics or both* AS against them, Higginson was the author 
only o£ a £ew m<»3iocre poeras* although he frequently 
contributed to the Atlantic Monthly and was popular as a 
lecturer* As a critic, he was in no way distinguished froca 
other critics %Aio were his contemporaries in natters of 
taste and judgsKsnt. Apparently^ Eknlly Dickinson had not 
approached the cel^rated U&a England worthies because she 
did not need sympathy or encouragement, she knew that she 
was different as a poet and ^at she reolly needed was 
"surgery**, (hor otm phrase} a frank and straightforward 
criticise! of her po@Qcis. Higginson opitwoised tho conteoiporary 
literary taste and had expressed a view about the power of 
words very similar to her own* Against his Judgment she 
wanted to laeaaure the vitality of the new poetic idiom which 
she had created and to teat the eactent and daring of her 
innovaticms both in thertie and style* 
XZ 
Even a cursory reading of Bnily Dickinson's poetry makes 
it obvious that words had a special fascination for her* She 
often discovered a word with childlike wonder and delist* 
Mords like Txeroendousness, Boundlessness« Bimortality, etc* 
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«xoito«3 her imagination and she coomented on their imaensity 
and imperishable significance. "R^ nen&^ rance «• mighty word**. 
she (mce reflected after thanking a friend for remeitibering 
12 her* This \snusual interest sent hor to search tht root 
meaning of words, to their Latin origins, and used them in 
their remote iz^ aning. ^ e used the wor6. 'adequately* to n»ian 
*in exact proportion, 'stimulate* to mean * animate*, 'splendor' 
to mean * shine*, 'prudent* in the medieval religioxis meaning 
of *prxiden8*« capable of perceiving divine truth. 5»iese 
examples can be multiplied but they isfould serve my purpose 
here. Her keen sensitiveness to words determine, to aoam 
extent^ her attitude towards the art of writing poetry, for 
she made sensuous patterns for which word cosbinaticHn gave 
her highly original and extensive scope. Thou^ not entirely 
and always true, it is significant to note, as pointed out 
by Donald B* ^ackray, that her method of writing poetry was 
inductivet "th»mgh tl« confining of words to arrive at 
whatever c<»xclusicm the word pattern seemed to suggest, rather 
than using words as svibordinate inatrtsnents in mtpressing a 
total conception••.• manipulating th^n into brilliant patterns 
regardless of the direction of thought,"^ 
Inevitably she exercised studious deliberation in the 
12 Mabel Loomis Todd (Ed.), Letters of Emily Dickinson, 
(Cleveland, 1951), p. 248. 
13 Donald B* Ihackeray, Boily Dickinsons Approach to Poetry. 
(Lincoln, 1954), p. 9. 
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choice o£ words# particularly nAmn auch words had a decisiva 
bearing upon tho total inpreasion of the poam. **Z hasitata 
which word to take"* aha wrote« '*as x can taJce but few and 
each inust ba the chiafeat*'*^^ In a li^it mood* she has 
written a poen) on the choice of wordat 
£Eholl z toko thee, the Poet aald 
l!o the propounded word? 
Be stationed with the Candidates 
Till I have further tried -
The Poet probed Philology 
And when about to ring 
for the suspended Candidate 
There catae unsutoEooned in * 
That portion of the Vision 
H^ie litord applied to fill 
Itot unto nomination 
fhe Chertibixo reveal - Vol.ill, 1126 
Thm vision of the poet which the word (suspended candidate) 
finally ccraplates* comes in a flash and the ultimate choice 
of tha word is not made till (unto) it is revealed by the 
poatic inspiration (Charublia). svan so« such inspiration is 
pracadad by a thorou^ search for words (candidates). Xn this 
attitude* mily Dickinson contradicts Bsarson who thought 
13a Jay Lsyda, Vbl. il, p. 412. 
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that the **rlpeness of thou^f* easily £ound expression in 
14 
**poens or songs.* She had a greater awareness o£ the 
travails of poetic ccxnpositlon than Emerson* Vh&t partly 
explains the existence of many incon^lete po^os whiclt) did not 
proceed beyoi^ the rough draft and also the variant readings 
sho noted do«m in her wozlcsheets. 
A very interesting example has been quoted by Hrs. Hillicent 
15 
2odd Din^aia to illustrate her choice of word. The linos 
quoted are from the concluding stanssa of the poem "^ Zhe Bible 
is an antique VOIIBIK)** (Vol.zzi, 1544} and run as follows t 
Had but the talo a thrilling, typic 
hearty« bonnie, breathless* spacious* 
tropic* waxbling* ardent, friendly* magic* 
pungent, winning«mellow teller 
All the boys would cocne • 
Orpheua's aermcm captivated* 
It did not condwrsi* 
Mrs. Bingham believed that Bnily Dickinson was unable to choose 
out of the fourteen alternatives and took the credit of deciding 
to keep *warbling*. Johnson has pointed out that warbling was 
selected by the poet herself in the fair copy of the poon. 
14 Ralph w. anerson* "The Boot**. 
15 Millicent Todd Bingham* Ancestors* Brocadest The Literary 
Debut of milv Dickinson. (Mew York. 1945), p. 314. See 
also Poeaie. Vol. lll. pp. 1066-67, 
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Similarly* the votkaheet ot the poeia, "Two Butterflies went 
out at Moon -** (VOl« ZX# 533} io a fascinating docisaent of 
the poet's diligent prdbe of philology* A portion of the 
second stanza is pxoduced below. 
Gravitotion chased 
httdbled • 
6jecte»3 
fouindered 
grucGibled 
Until o z&E^t pu8h€»d thom 
chased -
flung -
spumed 
scourged 
And Both were wrecked in nooon 
drowned 
quenched 
whelmed 
And they wore hurled frora noon » VOl.Zli^ p. 411 
The Harvard Bdition of her poems abounds with such exasoples 
and one of the great merits of this edition, apart from the 
restoration of the potuns to their original fomi as they were 
written by the poet, is the reproduction of the worksheet* 
where possible* and the alternative lines or variant zeadinfipi 
of the lines which the poet had written down for her final 
option* are given. 
This uncorancm concern for the choice of the right word 
was a consequence of her belief in the power of words. She 
lived in an age of orators and her own father had distinguished 
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himself in that fields* ^ e pulpit pretacihera also cultivated 
this art and often achieved reno%m# as did Charles Viadsworth 
ifhcMD she isc^ t probably heard preach in Philadelphia, for the 
brilliance of their pithy utterances. As against the flowing 
Qenoralities of prevalent poetry« often pimctuated with 
fluffy aisbiguitiea^ oho wanted to write a kind of poetry which 
transmitted an isancdiate* overpoweiring vision and for that 
she needed words whicdi had the sharpnoss of a sword t 
There is a word 
I4hich boars a sword 
Can piorco an QXXSX^ man "• 
It hurle its baxbed syllobleo 
And is QTUto again - ^ 1 . Z# 8 
Again* she expresses the same idea in another poem* chonging 
the traitaidior into a simile 
She dealt her pretty words like Blades, 
As glittering they shone. 
And every One unbared a Nerve 
Or wantoned with a Bone. V&l. X, 479 
Obviously, she is not talking about a poet or about herself. 
According to late Professor I4hicher*s conjecture, the poem 
describes Sister sue with whore an \inaccountable estrangeiaent 
had invisibly grown i.i the closing years of the poet*8 life.^^ 
16 ghis was a Poet, p, 36, 
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But that Is not our concern hece. 1#iat Is aignlficant is the 
fact that. In her own Xife« she had the experience of words 
which cut liKo •blades** uiibared a nerve and pXayed with a 
bone» and she painfully realised the power of words. 
She talks about th6 ixnpact of the s^rase, **Z love you", 
in one of hor poems« althou^i she does not specify and leanres 
it, in her characteristic way, to the imagination of the 
reader. 
Mony a phraso has the English languago 
1 have heard but one -
Low as the laughter of the Cricket, 
Zx»ud, as the i:liun<ter*s Tongue 
• • • « • • « 
Breaking in bright Orthography 
On my simple sleep " 
Thundering its l>rospective -
Till 1 stir, and wmp - Vol.Z, 276 
Such a phrase has both the softness of tone and tl^ resounding 
loudness of the thunder and the brightness of its words is 
capable of distucbing the uninvolved and innocent sl««p« Hie 
ravezberating distant view, evc^ ced by these words, moves tJw 
human heart to tears "Not for the sorrow, done ae » / But the 
push of J«y«** (Vbl. Z, 276). Similarly, words may efface joy 
to a depth from which no recovery is possible. 
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The Txeason o£ an aocont 
Might Ecatasy txanafer » 
Of her effacing Pathc»a 
Xs no t^ecoverer •* 
The Treason of an Accent 
t^ gS^ t vilify the Joy -
To breathe - corrode the raptuso 
Of Sanctity to be. Vol,lll, 1358 
It moy obliterate even the holiness (sanctity from t)^ Latin 
sanctitas) of an ocstacy consecrated to a deity. 
Smily Dickinson also warns against the concealed po^er of 
an innocuous remark* seaningly quiet and made casually but 
containing the hidden spark uhich oaay e;^lod^ into a fire. 
A taan may make a Ronark » 
In itself - a quiet thing 
That may furnish the Fuse unto a spark 
In doxmant nature - lain <-
Let us divide - with skill -
Let us discourse - with care •> 
Powder exists in Charcoal -
Before it exists in Fire vol, ZX, 952 
The words are, therefore* to be separated and classified 
(divide) before they are used not only in writing but also even 
ordinary conversatiim has to be watched carefully. 
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Ocmld mortal Xlp divine 
She tmdfivelqpod imeight 
Of a dialivered ay l l ab le 
*TwouLLd cxm&ile with the weight Vol, XXI, 1409 
One can Imagine how careful s ) ^ isuat have been and how s l ^ 
muat have tiieig^ied each word with i t a root laeaning and connotation 
b e ^ r e using i t in a poem* lEhat a l s o e:^XQins hor horror a t 
the e d i t o r i a l changes raode in a few of hor poons which wore 
published during her l i f e - t i i s e , Khen hor poem* " ^ o Snake", 
was p r i n t s in 'fftie Springfield Republican without her permission, 
she was furious with s i s t o r sue and angr i ly coRxtiented in a 
l e t t e r t o Higginsont *••• i t was robbed of n@ - defeated too 
of the t h i r d l i n e by the punctuation* The t h i r d and fourth 
17 %mre one*** Pea^>aps# i t a l so c o c a i n e her pe r s i s t en t refusal 
t o publish Ymr po^ns in an age tfhen the ed i to r s tooH undue 
libexrliy with the t e x t . 
XXX 
Xn order to make her words ef fective, it was necessary 
to exercise the utmost economy in their use. Too many words 
diffuse the vision they embody or weaken the idea they carry* 
i:he ore tor can afford to play with words^ employ eedbellishments. 
17 Jay Leyda, vol. XX, p. 112. 
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eidbroider and decorate his ideas, for he had ample apace 
and time. Not so the ^ >oet whose art is the art of concentration 
and of brevity. Ha does not talk in psoae but in poetry* For 
a poet like Baiiy Dickinson who had decided to write a kind 
of as^oristic poetry with its "ociraitted centre*, it was all 
the cnore necessary to practise austere eccmoroy of words* /^art 
frop this artistic need^ she was bom and lived all hor life 
in new Diglond where frugality of speech and understatctaent 
are still common and inborn habits of specsch* Thero are several 
Jokes, still told with lot of mirth and enjoynHsnt, about 
President Coolidge vAio ei^ke in monosyllables, seldom using 
two words* and never using two words where one was enough* She 
did not practise such econanoy in speech, she told extremaly 
funny stories to her classmates, inventing them on the spot, 
during her brief stay at Holyoke seminary. She wrote letters 
to her brother sparkling with banter and hianorous turns of 
I^rase* But with the passage of time, she became more careful 
and developed the habit of cosqposing her letters lil^ poems. 
Her last letter to her cousins, Louise mod Frances Horcross, 
to 
consisted of two wordsi ''Galled back*** In one of her poems, 
she wrote t 
Tell Hln the page I did*nt write -
Tell Him - Z only said the syntax -
And left the Verb and the pronount out * Vbl.Z, 494 
18 lbid.# vol*!, p. XXI (**Zntroduction'*). 
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Zn writing a love letter, it was not the haste which caused 
her to ignore the rules of constructing a sentence* Xt is 
the laconic mode of her elliptical style %A)ich she cultivated 
ana ccansistently practised in writing poetry* she celebrated 
this cKscmomy in an aphorisms 
capacity to Texxainate 
Is a specific Grace -* Vol.lZl, 1196 
Indeed, it «fas this capacity Which distinguishes her poetry 
from the verbosity of her contcm^raries and brings it much 
closer to modem poetry. 
She also believed that %K>rds have imperishable significance. 
They hatm a life of their own* Hiey grow and develop and 
change throu^ the a^s and assume new shades of meaning and 
connotati<m but their significance remains perpetual* Xn a 
short poem# she comments oa this aspect of the words* 
fi word is dead, «^en it is said 
sono say -
Z say it Just begins to live 
That day, Wol. Ill, 1212 
The life of a word begins from the day it is made the vehicle 
of communication and throu^ the passage of time when usage 
changes its orthography or even malces it obsolete* it continues 
to live in the literature of the antiquity and is still studied. 
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words have« thus, recreative power which makes them ImnortaX. 
A word that brsathes distinctly 
Has not the power to die 
Ocalteslve ats the s^ plrlt 
It may expire if He - Vol.llX, 1651 
Again* she comments on tho tinelessneas o£ «K>rdsi 
A little overflowing word 
^ttmt any> hearing* had inferred 
I^r Ardor or for Tears* 
Thouf^ Osnezetions pass away* 
Tradition ripen and decay* 
AS eloqt26nt appears - Vol.ixz, 1467 
1!he word * eloquent* signifies vividness* that is* the word 
rannains vivid and forceful and does not becoiae a still ornament. 
Zn another poero^ slw jokingly speaks about the perpetual 
significance of the words in terras of 'infectiai' and 'malaria*• 
The words canbined in patterns of poetic idiom* survive the 
poet* their maker* 
A word dros^ ped careless on a Page 
May stimulate an « ^ 
When folded in perpetual seam 
The wrinkled Maker lie 
Infection in the sentence breeds 
We may inhale Despair 
At distances of osnturies 
vrom the Malaria - Vol.XZZ* 1261 
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There is a imivexsal belie£ that inspiration is the 
gsnsrative £orc«i in ecciposing postxv &nd in inspired imiments* 
nords come as copiously and abundantiy as ttua water falling 
fvam a cataract* ^ere axe exon^les of 0E7ieridge# ii^erats an^ 
Byron to whom poems came £ully composed. Bums and Blake had 
similar esqoeriences. Broadly speakinQ# it may be true but it 
is not# I thinks the whole truth* Manuscripts of o^mn great 
poets bear testio^ny to the fact that they work^ assidwously 
in revising^ iniproving and polishing tho lines before they 
arrived at the final draft. Xn one of her letters to tligginson* 
she wrotet "You told me Mrs* lowell was Hr. ljOwell*s "inspira-
tion"» lAiat is inspiration?" ^  The pointed question does 
not deny the cocistence of inspiration* as it may secaa* i^at 
it really signifies is the fact t^at what she understood from 
the word was different, mspiratii^, according to her* %fas 
partly divine^ it could not be associated with a human beliig* 
She also believed that inspiration came rarely* often following, 
and not preceding* the travails of cmipoaing a posm, helping 
to find <•nominate") the ri^it word (Vol•III, 1126)• Again, 
«he wrote t 
Your thoughts don't have words every day 
Diey cone a single time 
Z*ike signal esoteric sips 
Of the conminion Wine 
Which while you taste so native seems 
easy so to be 
20 lbid>, vol.II, p, 152, 
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You cannot conqprehend Ifea piece 
lior i t s infzvquency. V&1*ZXX# 1452 
She ccffi^^res the rare nionients of in0piration« titien thought 
£inds the right %K>rda, t o the flips o£ 8acr«iaental wine which 
i s £or t}»3 chosen few (esoteric)« not exoteric , and which 
max!kB the in i t ia t ion into ttie knowiea^e of t t » divine essence. 
She was also aware of the inode<3iaaey of ianguQtgo t o 
e g r e s s the intr icacies of thought or the depth and intensity 
of emotions* ^ e wrote to Samuel. Bowles* **X can*t thank you 
more - *»• The old imrds are omflb - and there a*nt any new 
21 
ones -«,''* A^in« she wrote, this time to Higginsont "1 ••• 
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never try to lift the words Which I cannot hold,"** After the 
death of her father, she said in a letter that she could not 
23 
eatpsess her grief in words - **it was too soon for language."* 
An emotion which can find facile expression in words is, 
pexhaps, shallow or is an artificial and simulated one, for 
deep emotion JUiaves a person speechless* 
If X oould tell how glad X was 
Z should not be so gl<u3 -
lut %ihen X cannot make the Yoree 
Nor mould it into Mord 
X knew it is a sign 
That new Dilemma be 
from mathematics further off 
HMn from itemity. Vol*xxi, 1668 
2i ^ttepp, vol. XI, p. 395, 
23 ma«« vol. zz, p. 330. 
31 mM*» Vitl,ZZZ, p. 713. 
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Sinca mathematics la the aclence o£ measuring quantities with 
the help o£ signs and systools, its function is to solve 
perplexing prdblems (dilenma). But the perplexity of diep 
amotions dtofies conxounicaticm and the signs and s^n^mls of 
language are of no avail* Hence* ^mathematics* has been used 
here to mean language and emotion is equated with dilmorna. in 
another poem she wrote t "Can Blase be shown in Oochln&al - / 
Or msoa * in Masarin?** <Vol,zz# 561), 
Since perfect communication is unattainable throu^ tiords, 
silence can often express more than %iords. "Speech is one 
s^ poptcna of Affection / And silence one •"• (^l.ZIZ, 1661}. 
Emily Dickinson argues In ono of her poems that '^Omnipotence •» 
had not a <3tongue - / His lisp • is Liglitning • and the Sun." 
(Vol»Z# 420 }• In lanother poem* she jokingly egresses her fear 
of the silent man* 
Z fear a Man of frugal 9pwtdti -
Z fear a Silent Man -
Haranguer - Z can overtake -
i^p ^fc Bi^^meii^w ^ ^^^p !• ^iwfce ^ p^^^w* ^i^m*ei»a 
But He wlie weigheth - Mtile the Hast -
ftqpend their further pound -
Of this Man - l am «Niry <-
Z fear that He is Grand - Vol,zz« 543 
Because of the inadequacy of language, words diminish the beauty 
they describe and diAase its fascination. I«ike the unfatheiMble 
••* which is *«yll«ble*leas**« an effort to find its equivalent 
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in wort28« Is suce to iseat with failure. Beauty is like the 
joy o£ unspecified legacies or it ia like the nines of thought 
Which cannot be fully explored (Vol. XU, 1700)» 
IV 
Stiily Dickinson believed in ttei recreative potior of ideos 
and if such ideas found matching wor^ in poetry* they ^ *ould 
have an chiding significance a{^ >roaching Ijonortality. She 
considered uncreated ideas as the hi(Men Deity and the word 
as the manifest God* &ie^, thorefoxB, found in tho bread and 
wine of the Holy Oonxnunion or Buchacict and Bt, jdim^B doctrine 
of the wordr powerful metaphors to repress her belief* tkm 
Gospel of St. uTcAm and th^ Book of ftevolation* her favourito 
reading in the Bible« provided her with the parallels which 
she used to describe ttm power and perpetual relevance of 
poetry. "In the beginning was the Word, and the Mord was with 
God and the Word was God.** (St. JcAm Isl). Since no man had 
seen God* He coald not be made manifest to men. He made the 
son as the moa of roan and sent him to live amcmg mankind, so 
that throu^ him« the glory of Ood could be perceived by the 
limited human intellect. The advent of CShrist in the light 
of St. jri^ hn's meaning* was the incamaticm of the Mord. "And 
the word was made flesh* and dwelt cunong us« (and we beheld 
his glory* the glory as of the only begotten of the Eather, > 
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full of grace and truth.* (St, John ltl4}» C3irl«t*8 discourses, 
according to this argisnent, are his flesh and blood, The 
word ^ ich was made flesh and blood in Christ« was further 
rsincamated in the ccmsecrated biread and wine, and the eating 
of the bread and the drinking of the wine brought knowledge of 
the divine essence. 
A lK>rd made Fitesh is seldom 
AIK3 treniblingly partook 
Nor then perhaps reported 
But have X not mistook 
Bach one of us has tasted 
i^th easitasies of stealth 
HhB very food debated 
To our specific strength -> 
A lAard that breathes distinctly 
Has not the power to die 
cohesive as the spirit 
It may expire if He -
*Made Flesh and dwelt among us** 
Gould condescension be 
Idke this consent of lAnguage 
This loved Vhilology. Vbl.ZXZ, 1651 
Bnily Dickinson has made use of St. John's ^ >ctrine of the word 
and AACharist in the poem quoted above. "A vioxd made Flesh" is 
joined with the term ''partook** of the Holy oonmiuiion signifying 
the incarnation of the Mord as well as the Sucharistic ritual 
of sharing the bread and the wine as the reincarnation of the 
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word. Without going into minor theological details, she 
employe these two doctrines to express her faith in the 
imperishable significance of poetry. It is seldom, she says, 
when ideas are revealed in perfect words of poetry and equally 
rare when such poetry is tasted for the nourishment of our 
souls. But when such words do exist, they become Immortal 
like the incarnated iiford* Such a rare occasion, however, is 
made possible when words descend voluntarily through the ccmsent 
of language or **^i8 loved Philology* ** The poem, quoted above, 
is made obscure by the use of religious metaphors borrowed from 
two different but interrelated sources* It, however, gains 
in strength and depth of meanixig once the significance of the 
religious metaphors is understood. She herself searched for 
its meaning as is evident from the transcript of one of the 
notes made by Susan pickinson* "the Jjoport of that Paragraj^ 
'*The Mord made llesh". Had he the faintest intimation vftio 
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broached it Y^ iiterdayi "Hade Flesh and dwelt amcmg us.** ** 
Again, she borrowed her metaphors from the Book of Revelation 
where St. John had made possible a spiritual interpretation 
of the Last Svqpper. As St. John was about to write the Book 
of Revelatim, he was commeinded by heaven to **Oo and take the 
little book, %(hich is open in the hand of the angel whicih 
standeth upon the sea and upon the earth." (Revelation 10s8}. 
He went and as directed by the angel *«Z took the little book out 
34 Ibid.^ vol, ZZI, p. 912. 
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of the angel's hand* and ate it upi and it was In ny nouth 
0W»et as honey." (Revelation lOtlO). **And he said unto tm. 
Thou oust pxoFliesy again be£ore raany peoples, and nations* and 
t<»igues» and kings." (Revelation lOtlX)* Eating o£ the ]>ook or 
MOrd gave nourishment and strength to tho spirit of St. John 
to niako tho Aevelatlon of ^sus Christ. Applying the borrowed 
figure of the apocalyptic vision of St. Jtohn« Bonily Dickinson 
wrote in one of her poenis on tho theme of tho l^ ast 8UK>Gr and 
oxteiKSod it further to becoo© the metaphor of the poet. 
He QtB and drank the precious tilords -
His Spirit grew robust -
lie knew no naore that ho was poor, 
Hor that his frame was Dust *• 
He danced along the dingy Days 
And this Bequest of Win^ 
Was but a Book • What Liberty 
A loosened spirit brings - vol. XXX* 1567 
Like Christ who ate and drank the vx>rd# reincarnated in bread 
and wine of the Last suqpper, the spirit of the poet is nourished 
by words and he transcends the actualities of his niserable 
existence and also the fact that he is inoirtal. Ha is able to 
dance through his dismal life by the help of the wings bequeathed 
to hin by poetry or words (book), ihe spirit of the poet is 
thus liberated by the words %fhich he both eats and creates. The 
eating and drinking of the bread and wine in the Last Supper 
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and the Rasurzectlon of Chrlat, ajm thus made into netaphora 
extending to the poet in his poetic creation. 
In another poetn she refers to a pagan tradition and 
refers indirectly to Henaos Trismegistua* Greek name for the 
Egyptian god Hhotht roputod founder of alchemy and other 
occult sciencca. Thoth vas identlfiCMl vith Harmes of the Greek 
mythology^ who was the god of science and eloquence and who 
explained the universal principles governing the phenocoena of 
nature* A mind Which is **l!ennQtic**« con provide strong 
stimulus to othors who can Journey through Strang realms 
of thought, carrying the sealed wine like the water stored in 
a camel* 
QotoB Draughts of l^eir Refreshing Minds 
To drink * enables Mine 
trough Desert or the Wilderness 
As bore it Sealed Wine -
ino go elastic « Or as One 
The Camel*s trait - attained -
How powerful the stimulus 
Of an Hermetic Hind - Vol. ZI« 711 
Like the camel Who can go long distances through the desert 
or wilderness by stvring water within^ the poet who has drunk 
the wine of words and preserves them in the vessel of a poem* 
can go into the realms of thought, Zt is a startling simile* 
indeed, to identify the poet with the camel but the point which 
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shtt want«d to oake* coroed vividly* 
In her e££ort8 to rejuvenate the poetic idiom bequeattwd 
to her« she chose her similes and inetaphozB from various 
sources• She weighed every word etymologically before using 
it to convey her experience. Zn that respect, she anticipated 
the csodem poetic usage, fier devices to c^ ake sensuous pattoxms 
by conibination* substitution, juxtaposition ond roarrangsasQent 
25 
o£ vtorOB was deliberate to a<d)iovo cs^ ^^ iasio ond surprise. 
**How lovely are tho wiles o£ words**« she wrote in one of her 
26 letters. Her fascination for words was the primary concern 
of a poet viho wanted to be boldly original not only in her 
thinldLng but also in £orging a new idictn for poetic expression. 
This aspect of her poetic achievcioent has not been fully 
realised and cotan^ tnted upon* With the exploration of her 
poetry in greater details, the worth of her innovations in 
poetic technic^e, one topes, would finally be given the 
importance they deserve. 
25 Some of these devices have been discussed, but not in 
relation to Emily Dickinson's poetry^ by Margaret schlauch, 
flie Gift of Language (1955). 
2« Letters, Vol. II, p. 612. 
Chapter ««- III 
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Baily Dickinson wrote in ona of her letters to Higginsoni 
"Berhapa you smile at roe. I could not atop for that. My 
Business is Clrcuiaferonco,'* r^his is the xxmt cryptic 
atat©nent about her theory of poetry and it has to be explored 
in all its ramifications before arriving at the possible 
meaning of the word '^ circusQferenco'** Zt is to be pointed out 
that in her pootry as veil as in her letters* she often used 
%>0rds both in their religious and secular connotations • Zndeed* 
there are poaxu3 where a %ford can be interpreted both vays, 
resulting not in the confusion but the enriclwK3nt of her meaning. 
Like tl^ use of the synibols* this poetic device gives depth 
and diBwnsion to her writings and her poeias can be understood 
and a|:^ reciated on more than one level of meaning* A possible 
intexprstation of the statement quoted above* has been suggested 
by Jay Lieyda. He writes i 
A major dofrice of Emily Dickinson's writing •.. was 
what mL0it be call«d the "omitted center*** Ihe 
riddle* the circumstance too well known to be repeated 
1 Jay beyda* Vol.xi* p. 63. 
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to the initiate, the deliberate skirting of the 
obvious - this was the means she used to increase the 
privacy of her cofrmmnication. •.. Many of her best 
poems •.. screen their Icemel from a superficial 
reading* She must have enjoyed arranging for the 
inoment of revelation, when all falls into place. Once 
found# the center itopresses itself on the mind and 
moBsory mors than if bluntly stated, "^ ttell the truth 
but tell it slant," 
TSnm significant implication of this interpretation is that 
the central stibjcct of the po^Q# which was obvicms to her and 
which is not always devious to the reader, is often unspecified 
and is to be asswmd by the reader* tier function as a poet 
was to concentrate &a the peripheral - the circumference «• or 
the ramification of the main sidaject in relation to the 
perception of her projected self. 
Zn such a novel poetic device there are chances of being 
misunderstood or of not being understood at all. Bnainent critics 
3 have stuiobled on her poems and serious students of her poetry 
know that there are <piite a few o€ her poems in which her 
intendiNS meaning cannot be fully realised or tforked out. there 
is also the lurking danger that tim explicator of her poems may 
be tempted to foist his own leaning by providing or assuming the 
2 Ibid., vol, X, P. XXI, ("introduction-) 
3 3ee the introduction in Pally Dickinscm, Sd.Richard 8. 
Sewell, where Ivor Winters* and John Ci^we Ransom's mis-
reading <^ her poems has been pointed out. Tfmxm are many 
more exaniples in the explication of l e s ser c r i t i c s . 
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incorract clua to the omitted <»ntre of a poetn, she begins a 
poemt 
Many a phrase has the English language 
X have heard but one •> Vol.l« 276 
fhis one fdirase is left to be guessed by the reader and unless 
he assumes that the phrase is "I love you", the entire poem 
would not yield the intended iseaning, A better realised poem 
begins with the linei "After great pain, a fonsal feeling 
comes *** (Vol.X, 341). She does not specify the pain and we 
do not know whether the pain referred to is caused by loss of 
love or faith or daath. lEhe poem ccmcentrates on the consequences 
of the stunning grief (pain) in which all sense of identity 
is lost and the acts of daily existence become the movements 
of a meaningless cerem^my enacted in a trance. The poem, 
ho%iever» employs images of death« the focmal service, the 
silent tread of the funeral procession and the lowering of 
the coffin in the grave* These images in the three relate 
iROV«»ents of the poem do not necessarily lead to the conel\ision 
that the cause of pain is death. If death is assumed to be 
the centre of the pocon, the circumference is the grief and its 
effects which the poem vividly evokes and it is this circtaa-
ferenee «^ich, she said, was her business as a poet. 
such examples can be multiplied, especially by her well-
known 
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the Soul selects her own Society -
Then - shuts the Door -
TO her divine Majority -
Present no more -
Uncooved - she notes the Chariots-pausing -
At her low Gate •» 
IMnaoved - an Etoperor be kneeling 
Upon her Mat -
I ' ve known her - from an <mi^ le nation •> 
Choose One • 
Then •> close the valves of her attention •» 
Like Stone •> Vt)l*I. 303 
This poem is generally regar<ted as a love poent oirA the society 
that the soul selects in the opening line« is the companionship* 
it is assinned* of the one chosen from an ample nation of the 
third stanea. Once this deliberate choice is raade, other 
suitors or claimants o£ considerable wealth and tenqporal power 
may come without being able to iiq^ ress her^ for she has closed 
the valves of her attention and is impregnable in so far as 
the affections of her heart are concerned. This interpietaticni 
is valid eiMMigh« even if the identity of the cme is not revealed 
and the biographical inquiries do not help to make the discovery. 
But the fact remains that Mily Dickinson speaks of the choice 
of the soul in ebetract terms. Hsr main concern as a poet is 
to analyse the singleminded devotion to that choice and the 
demands it makes on the individual self. Her concentration is 
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thus not on tYte centre but the circumference of the subject. 
May be she JLs talking of her dedication to poetry and the 
"one"* Is the cocnmunlty of the one - the poet In the act of 
creation. Once this dedication Is loade, the allurements of 
the mundane world* syinbollsed by "the Chariots" and "an Emperor", 
no longer Interest or tempt her. Thus «re see that by keeping 
the centre of the poem unspecified* she adds to the depth and 
dimension of the po^ Eci. 
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AS It has been pointed out by Jay Leyda, she carried this 
habit of omitting the centre In her letters and even In the 
literary and Biblical allusions she used In her letters or poems. 
When she quoted a line from Shakespeare In a letter to Susan 
Austin Dickinson t 
"Doth forget that ever he heard the name of Death" 
what she really Intended and what was relevant to Illustrate the 
outapokeness* most probably, of her sister Lavlnla, were the 
unquoted preceding lines of Corlolanua' speecht 
His heart's his moutht 
Mhat his breast forges, that his tongue must vent. 
Similarly, when she quoted from Othellot 
"And very Sea^Mark of my utmost sail" 
she expected Otis Lord to know the significance and warmth of the 
unquoted lines 
4 Jay Leyda, Vol«Z, p.XXZZ ("Introduction"). 
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HojDB is my journey's end* 
Similarly^ she considered the phrftse **An envious sliver" 
sufficient to evoke the scene of OphdiiQ*s drowning. She piayed 
the saioe kind of oblique game with Biblical quotations, although 
they are more easily recognisable. Occasionally she mixed 
indirectly quotations from two different chapters of the Bible 
as she alluded to the Gospel of St. Jdtva and the Book of 
Revelation in one of her poeras (Vol, ZXI* 1651). Again* she 
used the novels of Charles Dickens as codes for friends t The 
Old curiosity shop for Samuel Bowles or David Oopperfield for 
Mrs. Holland, In this way, to quote Jay Loyda, *'Sho would even 
make mosaics of her oblique quotations# each jagged color 
fragment li^tly contributing to her broad design « 
ZZ 
By the use of the word "Circunference** in different contexts 
in her poetry and letters* it is evident that she did not use it 
consistently and can be interpreted in various ways, it is a 
mcurring image in her thinking and in her theory of poetry. 
Another possible interpretation is that she considered the nind 
the centre and its consciousness was the circunfermice. It was 
throuf;^  the consciousness that the mind explored the outer trorld 
and registexod# if not entirely dotexmined* its response to the 
MCtomal world of aen and objects. This accounts for a large 
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nundtMr o£ her pocKsa on nature %iAilch are genre portraits* The 
thunderetoxm* the ounrlse, the sunset, the moon, the birds, 
the spring, the winter, the flowers, the trees, the mountains, 
the butterfly* even the rat and the bat, figure in her pomm, 
S 
seen throu^ the eye of the painter. Xn this process of 
perception and description, the sense impression plays a major 
role and Emily Dickinson's watchful attention to the everchanging 
scene and her effort to realise the ineffdble is remarkable in 
many ways. But even she feels, at times, that the elusive light 
in spring cannot be understood through ^science^y it can only 
be feltI 
A Light exists in Spring 
Ntot present on the Year 
At any other period -
Bhen March is scarcely here 
A CXtlor stands abroad 
On solitary Fields 
That Science cannot overtake 
But Human Nature feels. 
It waits upon the Lawn, 
It shows the farthest Tree 
Upon the furthest Slope you know 
Zt almost speaks to you. Vtol. ZX, 812 
in this natter, at least, she was like the Frefidh synbolist 
poets who gave priiMicy to the amnae impression and tried to 
5 See the chapter on «*Nature" for exaaples. 
so 
exprsss the ineffable, 
Cionsciovisness was aXdo the seat of the self and the 
exploration of the self was one of the roost infallible sources 
of knowled^, EVnily Dickinson had an inborn tendency to 
introversion, Emerson's observation^ though not entirely true, 
that tho Americans of his generation "were bom with knives 
in their brain" and had natural inclination to self-dissection# 
was certainly applicable to Emily Dickinson. She not only 
observed and analysed the scenes and objects of the outer world, 
but also applied the same loothod, with greater depth and 
dimension, to anatomising hor thoughts and affections. She 
ropaped in the fields and pastures like "l^e Horse that scents 
the living Grass" (Vt>l. Ill, 1535), to borrow her own simile, 
but she also searched the shades and limits of the bam. Captivity 
and freedom were both prisons to hert "Captivity is Conscious«> 
ness -/ so*s Liberty" (Vbl. I, 384) and she discovered the 
absolutes within her own self. 
Gxmfth of Man - like Grvywth of Mature * 
Gravitates within -
Atmosphere, and sun endorse it -
But it stir •» alone -
Each - its difficult Ideal 
Must achieve - itself -
Throuf^ the solitary Prowess 
Of a Silent Life - Vol. II, 750 
6 Albert J. Gelpi, Bwilv Dickinson i The Mind of the Poet, 
(Harvard, 1966), pp. 94-W. 
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Otie b«ll«f that intellectual and spiritual growth as 
well as tho artistic fxalfillment gravitates within* also led 
her to th© belie£ that awareness of the self brought both 
uniqueness and separateness of her identity as a poet and as a 
person, the self* she concluded, was all in all. 
She knows herself an in<^n0O srnall -
Yet small ~ she si^s - if All - is All -
HOW larger - be? Vol, 1, 284 
She was detezmined to remain what she was and refused to lose 
her identity* even when she knew that she was small. Employing 
another metaphor of multiple meanit)g* she thought of herself as a 
"brook" and declined the Jjnvitation of the sea to coBcm and he 
absorbed. If the self contained all* was all* it must also 
displace all# to remain what it was and wanted to be. 
The Sea said "ooine'* to the Brook -
•The Brook said "Let me grow" -
Hie Sea said "Then you will be a sea" -
Z want a Brook - Oome now" I 
The Sea said "Oo" to the sea -
Utim Sea said "z ara he 
You cherished" - "Learned waters -
Wisdom is stale •> to Me." ^ 1 . IZZ* 1210 
The brook has the potentiality of growth and is likely to grow 
into a sea. AS S U ^ * the sea addresses the brook as fche sea 
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in the 0ecorK3 stanza, intplying the argument that the ffea does 
not join the seai only the brook can and does join the sea 
and it is the bxooH which cherishes to loeet the sea* There 
is both truth and wisdoQ in the argument but they are stale to 
the brook/ for the brook would lose its individuality and its 
identity after joining the sea. 
Btaily Dickinson has often used geographical images for 
the Q3c|>loration o£ the self. out she was also aware of the 
liamensity of the consciousness or the ''circumference*' and used 
Eaetaphors to indicate its vastness where she could hardly find 
any recognisable signs to mark its perimeter* She talks 
metaphorically about the vast prariesi 
Uhbroken by a Sttttler -
Mere all that I could see -
Infinitude - Had'st fhou no Face 
flhat I might look on Hhee ? vol, II, 564 
She compeared her heart, before it achieved the dimensions of the 
expansive consciousness, to a "litfcle Bank" as against the 
seemingly llisitless stretch of the sea* Bi^loying the metaphor 
of the bird for the self, she describes how hesitatingly it 
rises, gaining an arc. 
And now among Circumference •> 
Her steady Boat be seen -
At heme - among the Billows - As 
The Bou^ where she was bom, vol. II, 796 
See PQSBts, Vol.II. 516, 631, 655, vol.Ill, 935 and Letters, 
Vol,III, L. 71S, 
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varying the metaphor, ahe claims in another po«uat "Existence's 
whole Arc« filled vsp» / With one small Diadem'*. (Vol.XZ, 508} 
BquatinQ the conscin^isneas to *'the Brain** or rnind^ she asserts 
that while the self is assailed ytith sense iiBpression8# 
Utio Brain - is wider thon tho Sky -
B>r •» put them side by sido -
Ithe one the other will ccmtaiUi 
witii ease *- and YOU •- beside * vol* Zl« 632 
£aie also used the word ••circwiferencQ" for the expanse of 
time and* jperhaps* thought of the finite self as a tiny speck 
confronting the infinitude of Eternity* it has often been 
c^ sejn^ ed in the theological doctrines of Christianity and Islam 
that the finite cannot coinprBhend the infinite. Bcoily Dickinson*8 
basic motivo as a poet, was tu> comprehend and she projected her 
c<»isciou8ness li)ce a circxaoference of whic^ the pointed centre 
was the self« and it was through this projection that she hoped 
to establish the vital relationship between "rae** and "not me", 
to feel intensely and to gain knowledge necessary for the 
confrontation of the self with ecstasy as well as pain* But she 
was often afraid of losing her finity 
Titne feels so vast that were it not 
Tor an Eternity -
Z fear ne this circunference 
Bngrosa my rinity. VCl. 11, 602 
Paradoxically enough* she also felt that 
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Pain - oaepands the Tima •» 
ikgeB c o i l within 
fZhe minute Ciroumfecenc^ 
Of a s ing le Brain - Vbl* l l , 967 
Thar© i s an apparent inecmsistency when aha t&XltM o£ the 
•minnte** circumferenco of a s ing le bra in as ccampared t o the 
claim t h a t the bra in ia wider than tim sky (Vol,lZ« 632« qi»otedi 
above), fho circumferenco of the ainglo b ra in beccxEBS small 
in a twofold senses pain es^pands t i no t o ttm OKtent t h a t ages 
c o i l within and in t h i s bleak eaqpanse o€ tiUae, tho circimtference 
of the laind seems ins ign i f i can t i secondly# pain forces the 
ccmsciousnoss t o cent re ixiund the ftiysical e n t i t y of the 
individual and the s e l f i s thus cixcumscrlbed and unable t o 
projec t i t s e l f i n t o the circumference of which the acute and 
sens i t ive cent re i s the se l f , Zn t h i s respect i t inerits 
ccBoparison with the conclusion of the chapter *»The Oeoitre of 
Many Circumsferences** in Melville*s novel« Mardit 
And hersy iM t h i s is^enetr€as>le r e t r e a t , c en t r a l l y slumbered 
the univexse-rounded* «odiac<4}elted, horison-xoned, sea-> 
g i r t« reef-shashed, Bicnmtain»locked« axbour-nested, 
royalty«girdled« arm-clasped, self-^iugged, i n d i v i s i b l e 
Doajalolo, absolute loonarch of Jusmi* the husk-inliusked 
HMWt in a nuti the JUmeroiost spark in a ndbyi the 
ju ice-nes ted seed in a golden-rinded orangei the red 
royal stone in an effenlnate peachi the insi^ered sphere 
of . p h . r . . . « 
Baily Qickinstm a l so believed t h a t the ou te r circuraference 
8 Herman Melvi l le , Mardi, (Signet c l a s s i c s ed . , 1964), Chapter 79, 
p« 206. 
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derived i t s ctagnitudo f iroiQ ttm innar aelt which waa th« axis 
which regulated "the lAieelo.Cvoi. X« 451), 
ZXX 
Boily Diclcinoon also made the circtsafezence the metaphor 
for divino Qlosy* eianifosted by the cosmos^ ao i#ell as for 
the divine ocstacy experienced by the individual through tiie 
comprohenoion o£ the revealed divinity« Jonathan Edwards« the 
most sophisticated and articulate theologian of the eighteenth 
century America^ argued that as the universe of heavenly bodies 
moved in a framework of wheels within wheels* so did God*s 
providence. Further, as the different wheels of a watch move 
in ccmtrary directions« the intricate design of the watch 
serves the purpose of the craftsman to show time, so the 
spiritual life of Ood*s creation has a central purpose. **There 
is a progress towards a certain fixed issue of things*** 
he wrote* **und every revolution brings nearer to that issue* 
as it is in the motion of a wheel upon the earth or in the 
motion of the whcrails of a chariot* and not like the motion of 
9 
a %fheel on its axis* for if so* its motion would be vain.** 
Bnily Dickinson agreed with this fundamental principle of 
Jonathan idwards* even when she often disapproved and flouted 
9 Jonathan tdwardsi images or Shadows of Divine Things, 
pp. 107*108. 
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most of his religious concepts, including his theory of the 
Elects the chosen few elected to salvation. In one of her 
poems (Vol* ZZX# 1510) she argued almost Ironically that only 
the inanimate stone could fulfill the Gibsolute decree. But 
she had identical view on the basic pzeinise of the quotation 
given above and asserted that 
Bach Life Ocmver^s to son^ Centre *-
expressed - or still -
Exists in every Mupan nature 
A Ooal - l/o^ <IZ,68o 
Hhat she ciQant by a "A Goal", was the centre of the outer 
circumference or the divine glory and that centre tsras itMdst 
assuredly God. 
St« Augustine, 03ie of the great theologians of the early 
Oiriatian Church, to nfhora Sir fhomas Browne was indebted for 
several ideas« and ^am he called "the great Father", described 
the nature of God as a circle whose centre was everywhere and 
its circumfesrenco noWhere. Qtaily Dickinson's favourite author* 
Sir Ihoraas Browne^ defiiuMS the divine circle or circumference 
'^^  Rfliqio Fadici as a sense of boundlessness radiating out 
from a centre as against the normal sense of a limiting circle 
with defined and bounded enclc^ure. He cited the definition 
of Hermes I "The sphere of whic^ the centre is everywhere, the 
circumference nowhere.** In the definitions of both Hsnees 
10 Sir Thomas Browny Heligio Medici Part I, Bd.james, (Cambridge, 
1963), p. 12, }A)mxm Bro%m sayst "That allegorical description 
of HenMNi pleaseath me beyond all the metaphysical definitions 
of divines" (11 7-8). See also p.102 for the original descrip-
tion of Hermes Trimieglstus given in the commentary and notes. 
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and st# Augustine, apart from the similarity in the language, 
the emphasis la on the radiating motion i^ich encompaases and 
extends to irjiclude scxnething greater than the static circle 
con define» snily Dickinson used the metajihor of the circum-
ference for the divine glory in the dynamic as well as the 
static sense* 
And m atsd HD in nighty List 
unto this present, xrun, 
^ e larger Glory for the less 
A Just sufficient Ring. Vol, II, 865 
But, paradoxically, she also stated* 
When Bells stop ringing - Church - begins -
The Positive - of Bolls -
When Cogs - stop » that's circuraforenco-> 
HhB Ultimate - of viheels. Uo^ . II? ^ H^ 
Oils is so, because the divine glory or circumference had the 
function of both extension and enclosures it brought about the 
release of the self from the self and it also defined and 
deteraiined the self, **For sheen ntust have a disc / To be a 
sun." (vol. ZZX, 1550}. fEhe radiating splendour (sheen) is the 
extension of the sun but it nnist remain a disc with its 
defined limits to be a sun. 
In preceiving the divine circtanference as «raill as in 
experiencing the ecstacy, the self has the awareness of its 
diminutiveness and expansiveness, in a manner similar to the sun. 
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Z saw no \my « 'B\m !le&vens ver& a t iched •-
Z f e l t the a»lunms close • 
OtiQ earth x&vexB&Sk her Heartispheces • 
Z touched the Uiiiverde -
And bac)c i t s l i d • and I alone •> 
A ^peck ts^n a Ball » 
went out ve^m Circuraferenca -
Beyond th© Dip of Bell - vol. zz. 378 
^ily Dickinsem dafined heaven variously as tho "Mouse of 
supposition"« th© "Acre of Peihapa", the "old Codicil of Doubt", 
11 
*»Qn £dt>lativo estate"# and "uncertain certainty", * zn a 
similar mood# she tries to explore heaven and finds no way as 
the heaven and its coltsnns are closed. But in scanning the 
unitmrse, she finds herself alone, finite and insignificant 
as a speck, mvdt gcma out to feel the divind splendour which 
coctends beyond the slc^e of the earth and also, eternally, 
hm^nd tiiae, into the infinitude. T^ne ecstacy that tl^ soul 
or self eaqperiences, is, thus, "finite infinity". 
There is a solitude of space 
A solitude of sea 
A solitude of death, but these 
society shall be 
Oompared with that profounder site 
The polar privacy 
A soul admitted to itself » 
yinite infinity. Vol.ZZZ, 1695 
11 see jMWf, Vol.ZI, 696, I012f Vol.ZZZ, 1741, 1411 and their 
discussion in the chapter on "Xnroortality". 
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Otte spectacle of the divine cirounference, created in 
her a sense of awe. Even a starlit ni^t could draw the 
response which was characteristic of her. she «rrote in a letter 
to a person unknown to usi **Sihould you asK me my coinprahension 
of a starlight Niis^ tt A%m were my only reply" (Vol, III« L.965}, 
Again« she wrote to Sister suet **i!iwe is the f iz»t hand thct is 
held to us «•• Moving on in the Dark like Loaded Boats at 
ni^t, thou0i thoro is no Oourse« there is Boundlessness*" 
(VOl# III, L. 871) and to Higginsont "1 shall pick "May 
flowers" cjor© furtively, and feel new awe of "Koonlight*," 
(Vol« ZXZ« L* 641). Xn one of her poems* she gave a fuller 
and nwre comprehcmsive responses 
"Hoaven* has different signs - to me -
Sonetimos* X think that Hoon 
Is but a syrctbol of the Place -
And when again« at Dawn* 
A mighty look runs roxmd the tJorld 
/tnd settles in the Hills -
An Awe if it should be like that 
Upon the Ignorance steals - vol, II* 575 
While tMbster's New World Dictionary (1959) defines the word 
awe as a mixed feeling of reverence* fear and wonder* casued 
by something najestic* sublime* etc.* one of the dictionaries 
12 
of her day, illustrated the meaning of the word by quotations 
12 Dictionary of the English lisnquaqe. Ed. James Kadley and 
revised by Oeorge Lyman Kittradge7 (New Haven* 1847* 1864), 
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from cowper, John Klabb* Hacaulay and C.J.Snith. The quotation 
frcsQ anith is tiorth repeating! **Itie solitude of the desertr 
or the loftiness of the raountain may fill the laind with a%ni -
the sense of our own littleness in soue greater presence or 
power.** It was mostly in this sense that Bnily Dickinson used 
the word in the letters and po&nsqiKJted above. 
Hie meaning of awe as "terror or dread** is now obsolete 
but both the old and the new dictionaries use the word sublime. 
Presutaably* Albert J. Oelpi had this meaning in loind while 
quoting from Kant*s Ihe caritioue of Judgeiaent a passage similar 
to ths quotation from C.J. Smith referred to above, ihe 
<^otaticm from Kant is as follo«rst 
Bold* overhanging, and as it were threatening, rocks; 
clouds piled vq? in the sky, moving with lightning 
flashes and thunder pealsi volcanos in all their 
violence of destruction; hurricanes with their track 
of devastation; the boundless ocean in a stage of 
13 tumult; the lofty waterfall of a mighty river... 
Mr. Gelpi has also referred to tOmaaa Burk*s "A Ftiilcmc^hical 
Enquiry into the Origins of Our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful.** Admirable as these references are, he himself 
has admitted that Baily Dickinson, **qaite certainly** had never 
read these mithoxBm But, perhaps, she did read merson*s essay 
••The Oversoul* in issayst First Series, ccmsidering her 
13 lily Dickinson t The iOnd of the Poet, pp. 124-125. 
^^ Jfrld., p. 125. 
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admiration for the elder poet« and she must have noted the 
passages 
• •• the emotdUxi of the sublime ... is an influx of 
the Divine mind into our mind. It is on eOab of the 
individual rivulet before the flowing serge of the 
sea of life. Every distinct apprehension of this 
central cocxoandment agitates men with awe and 
deUght.^ 
"BiQ passage quu^ tcd above, however, merits CQtapari8(»i with 
Emily Dicldnson's poem discussetd in section ZZ of this chapter 
(Vbl.ZZZ, 1210} to Imow the difference between the attitudes 
of Boerson ond Qoily Dickinson* Attention may bo dratm to two 
more passages in the same essay, **lhe Over-Soul", of Emerscms 
I1eantitr» witliin man is the soul of the whole; the wise 
silence; the univex^al beauty, to which every part and 
particle is equally related; the eternal One. And this 
deep power in whicdi we exist and whose beautitude is 
all accessible to us, is not «qtly self-sufficing and 
perfect in every hour, but the act of seeing and the 
thing seen* the seer and the spectacle, the subject 
and the object, are one. 
andt 
ineffable is the tmicm of man and Ood in every act of 
the soul* The simplest person who in his integrity 
15 Zbi<l.# quoted on p. 126 
IC Jto AttldicAogy of jyaerican Literature of the Nineteenth 
Csntury^ Bfl* Fisher et el., (Buresia. B65), p. 84. 
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worships God, becomes Oodi yet forever and <sver 
the influx o£ this better and universal self is new 
17 
and searchable, Zt inspires wm and astonishment. 
ESnerson's concept of the transparent eye which dissolves the 
mo and not«ne and his merger of nan and OoA was totally 
unacceptable to Emily Dickinson, ;^e insisted on maintaining 
her separate idemtity in response to the non-self and in 
relation to ood, Hie concluding sentence o£ the second 
quotation is also modified. It was the divine circumference, 
radiating and encircling the divine glory« which inspired 
awe. 
XV 
Wi also do not find in her poetry rhapsodies and exi^ horic 
visions of finer^on. Her e3q;>loration of the self was not 
directed toward the achievement of moral or spiritual elevation/ 
its main objective was to gain knowledge of the self, and 
through the response of her self to the cosmos, an understanding 
of the non^self, both in the limited and larger sense, She 
also Imew that the circumference also served as perimeter which 
demarcated the boundary between man and OoA, for circumference 
WkM something 
17 Ibid,, p. 94. 
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Mhoae Amptitude no end invades -
Whose Axis ncyver comes, Vol.ZlZ« 1428 
crisis # totiraxds which iiiq;>lacable forces move and retreat* is 
like hair which balances li£e or death and, often, it gives a 
shock to the hand o£ God which maintains the difference between 
eternity and the circucoscribed life of man. 
Let instant push 
Or an Atom press 
Or a Circle hesitate 
In Circumference 
jt - may Jolt the Hand 
Ittat adjusts the Hair 
i:hat secures Eternity 
From presenting > Here -> Vol. ZZ« 889 
Hot to speak of divine cijxumference, even another man's mijnd 
is so inscrutable that a close "inquest** yields no knowledge 
of the impregnable other mind. 
His mind of man# a secret makes 
Z Bieet him with a start 
He carries a circumference 
In which I have no part 
Or even if z deem Z do 
He otherwise may know 
ZBqpregnsble to inquest 
Hewever neighborly « Vol. ZZZ# 1663 
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Her poetry and her letters eiiA>ody a mind which was 
basically rational. Zn monents of ecstacy or despair. It 
was the continuous flow of reason which came to her rescue and 
"iJhoso esoteric belt / Protects our sanity" (Vol. III# 1717). 
This sanity also consisted in knowing that the divine or 
human circuinferoncQ was too fragile to give permanent or 
enduring light or guidance. In a pooa, brutally naturalistic, 
she statesf 
m ignorance a sunset 
Confer upon the Eye -
Of Territory - Colour -
Circumference > Decay. Vol. ll, 552 
Xn another poem, she describes a butterfly which eic»3rges from 
the cocoon, as a lady does from a door, on a avernQX afternoon 
and **To nowhere - seemed to go / Zn purposeless Circumference**, 
exploring the wide expanse of the world in sheer delight, where 
men siade hay and the bee %fas busy collecting honey frcsn flowers. 
Till sundown crept •> a steady Tide -
And Men that made the Hay -
And Afternoon * and Butterfly -
extinguished in the Sea « Vol. Z, 354 
Ihe sea is the metaphor of darXness which the sunset coafem 
upon the human eye and which drowns the spectacle radiating 
the divine circumference and marks its termlntui. Like the 
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divine clrcuroference* the cizcuro£erence o£ the mind or the 
self has its serious llinitations* Zt may project itself in 
ordor to conpn^iend but there are many £act8 of life ai^ 
death which defy the prcdt>e and are impregnable, The mysteries 
of noture# God and death are ii»:oii^ rehensible and unknowable 
18 
entities and any claifo to know thera is sheer presumption. 
Death Is '*2})at lonesome Glory** (vol* ZZZ, 1370) which even 
the wildest guess cannot fathcta. 
Further than Guess can gallc^ p 
£\irther than Riddle ride -
Oh for a Disc to the Distance 
Between Ourselves end the Dead* Vol* XZ« 949 
From the foregoing discussion, it becomes obvious that 
Emily Dickinson was aware of the perimeters of the divine as 
well as of the human circumference and the consequent limitations 
of the human knowledge which these boundaries implied* Even so«> 
she believed that circumference was the reaching out of the 
hiinan understanding from mortal limits to the absolute 
fulfillment of the divine circle* The limits were the conditions 
of the finite self but within these limits the consciousness 
operated to gain the knowledge, however iBq;>erfect, which was 
necessary for art and essential to the human situation - the 
need of the isolated self* Two years before her death* she 
wrote in one of her letters to Mrs* ftollandt in 1864« about the 
16 see the chapters cm "Nature** and **Death'*. 
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death anniversory o£ or* Holland and concluded the letter by 
a startling statisment* made almost casually* ^'She Bible dealt 
with the osntre« not with the Circumference.** (vol.xiX«L.950). 
The statement is extraordinary in view of the fact that the 
19 
Bible was one of the primary sources of her imagezy* I^rhaps« 
what she n»ant was that the Bible was a rule book of conduct, 
insisting upon certain values, it also provided precepts and 
pjrop^ ecies with its authoritative "I say unto you". It did 
not cmibody« for Emily Dickinscm* tho divine reality. The 
fottntain head of all truth and all the absolutes was within the 
self and its circumfc^rence - the consciousness. *'By intuition 
Mistiest l^^ iings / Assert themselves - and not by terms", she 
wrote in one of her poems (Vol. Z, 420). In spito of its 
limitations, therefore, the circisnforence roarlcod as well as 
represented the farthest perimeter of htuoan experience - the 
finite circle pressing on tho infinite circle beyond. 
In one of her poems, she defined circumference in concrete 
terms* 
At Half past Three, a single Bird 
Unto a silent Sky 
Prc^ jounded but a singe term 
Of cautious meloc^. 
n 
At Half past Four, Esqperiment 
Had subjugated test 
And lo« Her silver Principle 
Siqpplented all the rest 
19 Johnson, Bnilv Dickinson, pp. 151-53. 
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At HaX£ past seven* Bleinent 
Nor Zmplement« be aeen -
And Place was where the Presence was 
Circumference bettieen, VoX.ZZ* 1084 
The flxBt stanza refers to the cautious note o£ roalody o£ a 
single bird* proclaixDlng the dawn on a stsismsr laomlng. The 
£lrst hesitant note was in the nature o£ an experiment %^ich 
overcame the test to establish the silver principle of the 
proclamation and soon there was a chorus of songs. At 
smirise^ the bllrds fell silent and flew away and In bet%^en 
the place where the birds wore and the song which ^noted 
their presence* there was the circumference, The awareness 
and the perception of the song hovered bet%«een the Place and 
the presence even after the song had ended. Again, she wrote 
In another poemt 
Twlxt Fizmament above 
And Firmament below 
The Billows of Circumference Vol. Ill, 1343 
signifying the cosmic void which displayed the divine glory with 
"Ood, for a Frontier" (Vol,ll, 1090). 
Emily Dickinson considered the circumference of the poetus 
self to be all isq;>ortant, for the totality of experience Inheres 
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in it. Hhe poet through the laoroentii of ecstasy aa well as of 
<9espair# la obXa to partalca of reality which ia the fountain-
head of all art, seeking releaae and relief from intenae 
emotions of the felt esqperience* he endeavours to impose the 
rigour and design of artistic re-creation in tBoments of 
inspiration which come as a grace. The poet# ttmsp captures 
and expresses the reality which is perceived by the self. Truth 
distills throu^ the agcmy of his travail and if he succeeds 
in revealing even a fragraent of the total reality* he 
proportionately fulfills the need of the artistic creation. 
What really loatters* then, is the ability of the poet to 
cocqprehend reality and to recreate it thremgh the medium of 
artistic expression, smily Dickinson, therefore, gave primacy 
to the poet*8 perception. 
X reckon * when I count at all -
First -> Poets •>• Then the sun « 
ifien summer -> Then the Heaven of God 
And then * the List is done « 
But, looking back - the First so seems 
TO oonprehend the Mhole -
ihe Others look a needless ^ow « 
so Z write - Poets - All - Vol. ZZ, 569 
anily isickinson had to take this count, for she had dedicated 
herself to poetry and she needed the assurance that her 
dedication «ias not only right but also necessary for the release 
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of the 8el£ ftaa the agony of the self. ''Some seek in Art -
the Art of Peace -« (Vol. ZZ« 544). 
Zn this ffoispeety sho tras in the main stream frois Plato to 
20 
Boeraon* ^ e poet was a seer and as inspiration came 
transcending the regular channels« the poet« in a sense* was 
possessed* divinining the truth in the experience and the 
experience in the truth, ^ e poetr t^ te experience and the 
cffitdiiSQ of artistic experience were* thus* interrelated, zt did 
not matter what kind of seer the poet wasi what loattered tias 
the transmission and articulation of the perceived reality* 
!Zhe pedigree of Money 
Does not concern the Bee* 
i3or lineage of Boitasy 
Oelay the Butterfly 
On spangled Journeys to the peak 
Of some perceiveless thing * Vol« ZZZ* 1627 
This articulation was cofoparatively easy when it ccxicemed 
the wctemal reality but even in that limited sphere she felt 
the inadequacy of hisaan perception ai^ the incoiapetence of human 
articulation* 
Zt was mix:h more difficult when the poet was face to face 
with the splendour of the divine glory. The poet in his 
creative i^tivity* emulates Ood* the Creator* who is the 
20 Zbid.* p. 148. 
21 see the chapter o» "Hature**. 
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radiating centre of the divine circnsnference, fhe poet has 
also the circiMxiference of the self« which radiates frcm and 
£aXls bacK upon the self as its centre, Soily Dickinson was 
aware o£ the qualitative difference between the tinro circum-
ferences and made a pointed reference to them in one 6f her 
earlier poexos* 
Of Bronze - and Blaze 
She north - Toni^t * 
So adequate *» it forms -
So preconcerted with itself 
So distant - to alarms -
An unconcern so aovreign 
Ito imiverse« or me •• 
Infects my simple spirit 
With Taints of Hajesty -
Till X take vaster attitudes -
jy^ a strut tQ>on my stem -
Disdaining Men, and Oi^gen, 
9or Arrogance of them •> 
My istplendors* are Menagerie -
But t^eir Ooinpleteless Show 
Mill entertain the Centuries 
Mhen X# am long ago« 
An Island in dishonored Grass -
Hhoa none but Daisies* know. Vol. I* 290 
The poem has three interrelated movesMtnts, Zn the first 
mov«aent, (lines 1*7) the poet describes the aurora borealis 
and makes it the metaphor of divine circumference. In the second 
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inov«inent« (lines 8*13} she dslineatea its effects on the 
simple spirit of the poet* Zn the thixd movement* she talks 
metephorically of her circisnference as inenagerie which iirould 
entertain people long after her death, 
the poem laerits closer analysis. The radiating splendour 
of aurora borealis has a magnificenc® sufficient unto 
itself (adequate). Zt hoa perfect coiaposuro and self-
possession (preconcerted) as against the disconcerted self of 
the poet, Zt is beyond the reach of omndane fear or anxiety 
(alarms) and is siqpreinely detached (unc<mcem so sovereign) 
from the world below or the poet. The grand spectacle creates 
in the poet- a sense of presumptuous self-intportancet it 
infects the naive spirit of the poet with the contamination 
(Taints) of majesty which is beyond human reach, o^e use of 
the words "infects* and "taints** is in mocking contempt of 
the contoiqporary romantics and transcendental is ts «^o believed 
l^at the contenplation of divine beauty exalted the poet to a 
godlike power and supremacy. This contwiination induces the poret 
to take attitudes vaster than he can reasonably take and makes 
him puffed up with arrogance (strut) in complete disregard of 
his limitations (stem) and also of the social and biological 
conditicms (men and oxygen) of his being. The stem restricts 
and limits the flower on it. Hence, a flower can disregard 
the stem only in pride and presumption. As against the 
beauty of the divine circumference» the beauty created by the 
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po4it in his poems« is lowly and hunoble like the oaged animals 
of a travelling oi£cua. But this menagerie troiild entertain 
{>eople Mhen the poot is dead Icmg ago and lies in the grave 
{island} in the grass treated disrespect£ully (dishonoured) 
and troubled tqpon tyy people* At such a future date^only the 
daisy gj^ owing by the sidte o€ her grave Kould be able tx> 
recognise her* 
Bonily Dickinscm, thus, ridicules the romantic notion and 
yet maintains, at the san» time, that hor poems# hotmver 
imperfect and incccqplete (ccnqpleteless), would be a source of 
delight to future generations. In asserting the prenniol 
significance of a poet*s creations, she harnessed another 
set of metapliors in a later poem, 
Ihe poets light but Umpa * 
Themselves - go out -
The wicks they stimulate -
Zf vital liiQjht 
Inheres as do the suns -
lach Age a lease 
Disseminating their 
Circumference. Vol. Zl, 863 
Zf the poet succeeds in capturing the vital light of his 
experience and is able to recreate it in his poems, his **lanps** 
would achieve imnortality, though much less than that of the 
sun* Each succeeding age would disseminate the truth perceived 
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by the circumfecence of the poet and limiortalised in his poeans. 
A poet who fulfiXXs all the nquireinenta o£ artistic creation* 
Kirould continue to be interpreted and reinterpreted according to 
the critical insist dense) o£ each age. Xt i#as this assurance 
of the isolated self of the poet, an assurance tinged with 
sadness« ««hich taede her write the poignant lines i 
ihis is my letter to the fflorld 
Itiat ii^ rver wrote to Ha • 
The sJbQple tlaws that Nature told -
With tender Majesty 
Her Hessage is cocmitted 
fo Hands X cannot see -
£tor love of Her • sweet • countryiran <> 
Judge tenderly - of Me* VOl.X* 441 
And it is not only her countrymen but also the people of different 
countries and races who are engixtsaed with her poetry. 
Two years before her death* she wrote a letter in 1684 to 
Daniel Chester French whose statue of J6hn Harvard was unveiled 
in front of University Hall in canbridge. She ccmgratulated the 
youfig sculptor* according to his daughter* Mrs. willioiD Penn 
Cresson* and wrote t 
Dear Mr. Frencht* 
W» leam with delight of the recent acquisition to 
your fame* and hasten to congratulate you on an hcmor so 
reverently won. Success is dust, but an ain touched with 
dew. God keep you fundamental}"22 
22 Quoted by ffiomas H. Johnscm in the notes on the manuscript 
of poem 1620 in Poems, Vol. XXX. 
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She ccmcluded the letter by quoting her poemt 
Circumference thou Bri<3is o£ /am 
Possessing thou shalt he 
Xtessttssed by every hallowed kniirht 
That dares to covet thee» Vol, IXX* 1620 
Circumference ox consciousness is the bride of the sublinua 
ond an artist (knight) Who covets her# is able to possess her 
and is also possessed by her. the connotative then» of the 
poem is fulfillment - religious^ aesthetic and seicual* W&ssm, 
as she said in her letter# was of no conseqiuence (dust) and 
was transitory like dew, What was logportant was the integrity 
of the artist • his veracity in transmitting and articulating 
his vision » to remiain fundamental, Uirking behind the 
metaphors of the poem^ ia, perhaps^ a statement of her own 
predicament as a poet. In the circumference, encircled and 
envelc;q;>ed by awe« she was the captive knight, both ttw bride 
and the bridegroom. 
chapter « iv 
mnms 
Sineo the dosing i^ acado of the slglhteanth Oentucy, 
nature has been one of the iDost recurrent themes of English 
and American poetry* The chief ej^ ponent of this subject^ 
William Itordswoth, explored its utmost philosophical limits 
eund in doing so* set a trap of c(»3vention for the succeeding 
generations of poets• From him down to the Victorian poets 
in England and through them to Bjryant and Emerson in America, 
evexy poet faithfully^ and at times exasperatingly* echoed 
some of the notable aspects of his attitude. i^rdsworth*8 
pervading influence had so deeply pemstrated the literaxy 
•ensibility of his age that for a long time to ccm@ poets could 
not get out of the rutr indeed, it was almost in^ posaible for 
them to break away from a tradition whose validity had achieved 
widespread acceptance. As a consequence they saw, vexy often 
without really seeing* unity in multiplicity and carried their 
aching hearts to the mountains and to the meadows, without 
perhaps experiencing the healing power of nature, which 
Viordsworth had once claimed so eloqiu»ntly« Man, Nature and 
Ood wtere no longer separate entities and man*s relation to 
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Mature and to God aasunied a well defined pattern as he was 
tmrged with the universal Bolng which £lot#ed through hixa, 
intermittently perhaps* but always^  felt reassuringly in t^ ie 
blood and felt along the heart. Among the later rx3inatlcs 
two distinguished poets, Byron and Shelley# had. ca^lained of 
the contagious dullness of Wordsworth's poetry but even they« 
in their inspired inoinents« ga«^ nensorable expression to the 
2 
creed they had apparently disapproved ord at times despised, 
llius in the preceeding century, nature as a subject for poetry 
had been utterly eadnausted and had rea<died its dtead end from 
which it could go no further and in the process, nature poetry 
had become a colossal ntonument of boredom, 
Emily Dickinson must have boen familiar with i^rdsworthi 
she had certainly read Bnerson with some interest, if not with 
the same enthusiasm as that of tlhitman. The bareness of her 
1 ache allusion is to the lines in tlilliam I40rd8worth*s famous 
poMQ, "Lines Oooiposed a Few Miles i^ve Tintem Abboy^t 
• •• Z have owed to them, 
Zn hours of weariness, sensations sweet. 
Felt in the blood, and felt along the hearti 
2 Lord Byron's ridioae of Wordsworth is very well-known. Two 
notorious examples are English Bards and Scotch Reviswers, 
11.237-242, and Don JUan. "Dedication*, stansa ZV. Shelley 
wrote an entire poem "Pater Bell the Third", satirising what 
he called the contagious dullness of Wordsworth's poetry. 
3 Almost all of aaily Dickinson's biographers have referred to 
her interest in Emerson's Poems. To mention cmly a few, 
please see George Frisbie vftiieher. This wa a Poet, (Ann Arbor, 
1957), p.897 Thomas H.Johnson, Emily Dickinsonr"AnZnterpre-
titfe Biography, (Harvard, I960}, p.72; Jay Leyda, The Years 
and Hours of J»tilv Dickinson, VOl.z, (New Haven, I960}, p. 164; 
Albert J. Oelpi, i—ilv Dickinson i Ttie Mind of the Poet. 
(Harvard, 1966}, p.i6, 60. 
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reference to Emerson In her letters does not justify the 
belief that she was inspired to write poetry by his eloquence 
but the claim does not seem to be entirely exaggerated. It is 
interesting to note that one of Emily DicXinson's poems 
"Success is counted sweetest** was attributed to Emerson on 
4 
its first appearance in an anthology of anonymous poems. She* 
however^ rejected the romantic axxS. trancendental doctrines 
central to Emerson *s belief and in doing so, she also rejected 
his view of nature as a divine analog, the spectacle of 
nature did not urge her to philosophisse on her own or on human 
predicament and more than anything else it was for her a feast 
for the eye, which she helped to recreate in her poetry. She 
was fascinated as an artist by the phenomena of nature, by the 
variety of its colour and sound and with her characteristic 
analytical mind, she eaqplored the complex inqplications of her 
experience* In this as in various other respects, she 
anticipated the modem attitude Which refuses to make any 
facile assignment of man in relation to the cosmos and views 
5 
nature as something shorn of all sentimentality. It would be 
wrong to believe, however, that Eaily Dickinson did not 
occasionally slip into the prevalent convention of transcendentalism 
but more often than not, her conventional thinking waui coloured by 
the whimsy of her thought and expression. In recording the 
4 Johnson, Bailv Dickinson, p. 170i J«y Z^ eyda, VCl.II, p.307. 
5 canaries R. Anderson, aailv Dickinson's Poetry> stairway of 
surprise, <Naw Yor}urSSNGrd^ THB«^ 94. 
^.N^^5 
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tension between sensation and abstraction, ahe presented, 
what Professor Allen Tate called, "the perfect literary 
situation**. It was also an artistic situation in which the 
primary concern of the poet was the perception, even if with 
what she considered to bo imperfect understanding, of the 
hidden meaning of the process of nature, and the harnessing 
of an adroit utterance to match her perception. 
She* however, never claimed^ like the transcendentalits, 
to have understood the deep mystery of the phenomena of nature. 
Even though gifted with the acute power of observation and 
the intensely sensitive mind of a great artist, she did not 
succeed in entering the innermost sanctuary of nature. But 
this was not the individual failing of the poet but the 
inadequacy of hiiman awareness itself. For her, nature and God 
wore the two unknowable entities which were beyond the range 
of hwnan comprehension• £^e wrote many poems to emphasize the 
inviolable mystery which none can understand. In one of her 
early poems, she spciaks about the eager look on the landscapes 
which appeared to repress a secret clamouring to be revealed 
but the supplication of the summer and the prank of the winter 
snow cover the secret with a veil {'•Tulle'*), ihe '*grasple3s 
manners" of nature mock at the effort to know what cannot be 
7 
6 Charles Feidelsun and Paul Brodtkorb, Ed., Interpretations 
of ABBerican Literature. (Oxford, New York, 1959 J, p.208. 
7 G«lpi# Bailv Dickinson^ pp. 97-98/ Anderson, Emily 
Dickinson's PD#trv. p. 83. 
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Known, Hhe eyes wlilch had perceived the splendour o£ colour* 
"the Inipalable Array", surpassing the legendary pcsnp and 
gran<teur of Cleopatra* and filling the heart with a brief 
spell of nature's sovereign authority* are cheated in the end. 
They feel ••cheated" because they believed to be on the verge 
of Imowing the secret. The eyes shut in death hoping that 
what they failed to know in this life* might be revealed* 
in a different way, in the life after death. 
The fine^ incrpalable Array 
Ttiat swaggers on the eye 
Like Cleopatra's Cocnpemy 
jRepeated - in the sky -
The MoiQents of Dominion 
That happen on the Soul 
And leave it with a Discontent 
Too exquisite - to tell > 
The eager look-on landscapes -
As if they Just repressed 
some secret - that was pushing 
Like Chariots - in the Vest -
The Pleading of the Sunv^r -
That other Prank - of snow -
Itiat Cushions Mystery with Tulle* 
For fear the Squirrels - know 
Their Graspless manners > mock us -
until the Cheated Eye 
Shuts arrogantly - in the Grave 
Another way - to see - vol.I* 627 
eo 
What the poet aeenis to say Indirectly* la that the procession 
of colours and brief moments of ecstacy In no way constitute 
the knowledge of nature's mysteries. The loneliness and the 
"luidecaying cheer" of the purple In the east and in the north 
at© only the signs of nature's inn and broad invitations of 
nature's hospitality to all to enjoy what the senses can 
partake. But the caxtemal loveliness of the forests and the 
hills are only the outer fringe of the tent which, like the 
travelling circus« nature has installed and it would be a 
grave error to mistake the outside for the inside. 
iJQ Q£yy the Forests and the Hills 
The Tents to Nature's Show 
Mistake the Outside for the in 
And mention what we saw. Vol. XI« 1097 
Ttius« those who pretend that tlwiy know the inside and talk 
about it, aiinply mislead otters, for nature, in spite of our 
familiarity, remains a stranger. 
But nature is a stranger yet 
The ones that cite her most 
Have never passed her haunted ho\ase. 
Nor siieplified her ghost. 
To pity those that know her not 
Is helped by the regret 
That those who know her, know her less 
The nearer her they get. VOl.IXX, 1400 
8 Anderson, iwilv Dickinson's Poetry, p.52, 83. The travelling 
circuses came periodically to Anhert during her girlhood. 
There are references to circus in her letters. See letters. 
Vol. II,L390. 412. 
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She had also aald in one o£ her letters that nature Is a 
o 
**haunted house ** and the mystery o£ Its ghost cannot be made 
understandable by giving it the tangible substance of the 
concrete. Again* she argues in another poem that nature is 
"sedate**, at times, end "grar^* on other occasions, but our 
observation should end there, as nature's practices extend to 
necromancy. 
To Necromancy and the Trades 
Remote to understand 
Behold our spacious Citizen 
Itoto a juggler turned Vol. iz, 1X70 
Zt is not in the literal sense that nature practices black magic, 
as the necromancer is replaced by the tricky but hazmless 
juggler whose manipulations only mystify. The wit o£ the 
concluding two lines, particularly o£ the poets' characteristically 
frugal eaqpression for nature as "spacious Citissen**, softens 
the serious accusation of the first line. 
similar to the problem of perception, was the problem of 
articulation, Bven what anily Dickinson could perceive of the 
external nature, she was cran^ ped by the limitations of her 
expression to delineate in words, tiike Mr. T.s. Eliot, who 
emerged on the poetic scene almost a century later, she also 
felt the inadequacy of words, not only in the formulation of 
^ letters, Vbl.zz, L.459A, "Nature is a Haunted Hoiise - but 
Art - a House that tries to be haunted.** 
10 See T.S. sliot*8 "East Ooker*«« section ZZ, 
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philosophical ctbstractions but also even in the coninninication 
of what the senses perceived, 
••Nature* is what we see 
^ e Hill - the Afternoon -
squirrel - Eclipse - the Bumble bee * 
Nay - Kature is Heaven -
llature is what we hear -
The Bcjbolink » the Sea •> 
Thunder - the Cricket -
Nay - Nature is Harmony -
Nature is what we know -
Yet have no art to say -
so impotent Our wisdom is 
To her simplicity. Vol, IZ« 666 
Nature's ostensible simplicity and artlessness is deceptive 
and conceals the illusive caoplexity which we have neither the 
11 
discerning wisdom nor the competence of art to describe. In 
one of her earlier poems, she describes tl^ progression of 
sunset but admits in the concluding staneat 
These are the Visions baffled Guido 
Titian - never told -
Oomenichino dropped his pencil -
Pftralysttd, with Gold. Vol. Z, 291 
Her failure to represent the scene was similar to the three 
Italian painters* Rene Oiido* Titian and El Greco (DoRMinico}, 
11 Anderson, Broilv Dickinson's Poetry. p,82, where he writes 
about "the inadequacy of the artist's mimetic powers". 
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£or they irare equally baffled by tl» illusive shades* and the 
resplendent gold of the sunset was so overwhelming that even 
Demenico would give up his effort in despair to reproduce it 
on the canvas. Again* she returns to the same idea in a poeci 
where she describes the scene of a sunimer day and says that 
OS compared to them even a celebrated Vandyke painting would 
appear so inferior* "mean**. 
Bright Flowers slit a Calyx 
And soared upon a stem 
Like Hindered Flags > sweet hoisted -
With Spices - in the Hem -
Xt was more -> z cannot mention -
How mean ~ to those that see « 
Vandykes Delineation 
Of Nature's - Sisnmer Day* vol, ZZ, 666 
Again* she assexrts that if one could reproduce **I1ie Lingering -
and the Stain** of the sunset on a sunmor day* his name would 
always be remembered* for it would certainly be a great 
achiavcKnent. 
Emily Dickinscm*s departure from romanticism was thus 
cocqplete. Zn rejecting the Qmersonlan assvooption of merger 
of man* nature and God* she went a step further to ridicule the 
transcendentalists in one of her poems. 
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A Xlttle t-ladness in the Spring 
Is wholeaorne even for the King, 
But God be with the Cloim«> 
IAK> ponders this treioendous Qcene > 
This «Aiole Experiment of Green -
As if it were his ownl Vol. IXX# 1333 
l^ ith the regeneration of nature in the spring* it is noturol 
to feel cmd share the exuberance of the renewal of life. Zndoodt 
it is wholesome even for a dignified King if his customary 
restraint is brolcen by the ocatacy, ••raadness", which the 
warmth and sunshine of the spring bring in their wake for 
living creatures. But to presume that the tremendous "Experiment 
of Green**, ordained by God« is for man alone« would be clownish 
12 
presumption. Man is an insignificant speck in the enornu^ us 
spectacle of nature and his limited separate identity does 
not entitle him to claim the entire scene as his own. He must 
realize his separateness as he must admit the complexity of 
natural phenomena whoso inner significance ho cannot totally 
understand. 
By rejecting Emersonian tradition, Emily Dickinson set a 
difficult task for her as a poet. She could no longer indulge 
12 Zn this view, she makes a departure from the Christian 
conception of nature as the visible manifestation of 
God and shies away from a positive coninitment to the 
orthodox view. 
es 
in randbling generalisation but had to pin down her perception 
as well as its delineation in the most precise %K>xds. She had 
to search for a vocabulary which could evoke the transient 
nx>ods and the elusive truth. She had to cut down her 
observation to the bare minimum to keep the essence of her 
description intact. The abjective reality existed irrespective 
of her or of anybody; her concern as a poet was to perceive 
and recreate that reality in her poetry. It was not only half 
13 to perceive and half to caceatei it was to perceive fully 
and recreate faithfully in words, ihe cteasure of her success 
in this effort would determine tl^ extent of her success as a 
poet or as an artist. She once wrotet 
1!he truth X do not dare to know 
14 1 muffle with a Jest. 
This is a characteristic understatement, for truth can very 
often be reached only trough paradcaces and can be made clear 
only by "jest**, imily Dickinson did not "muffle** truth but 
helped it to crystalise by her wit. She thus needed the verbal 
13 Ihe allusion is to the following lines in wordstrarth * s 
"Lines Oomposed A Few Miles Above Tintem Abbey's 
• •• of all the mi^ty world 
Of eye« and ear« - both %ihat they half create* 
And What perceive/ ••• 
14 Quoted in Carl Bode, Ed.# The Great Experiment in American 
Literature. (Hein«siann, Lcmdon, i961},p. 73. 
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veracity and precision of the Imagiats and the wit o£ the ineta-
f^yalcals to operate effectively as a poet. In fulfilment of her 
self assigned task as an artist, Here^ again, she anticipated scHoe 
of the notable attitudes of modem English and iVenerlcan poetry. 
Is It any wonder« then* that the full extent of her merit as a poet 
was recognised only in the t%ientleth century? 
IZ 
After having stated ESnily Dickinson's views on nature, it 
remains to be seen how she put into practice %^at she professed 
as a poet or as an artist. Since she had cut herself adrift 
from the long tradition of nature poetry bequeathed to her 
gei^ratlon by Wordsworth, it may seem that she did not have 
much to write about. This is not so; on the contrary, she 
%rrote more than five hundred poems on nature and there is 
hardly any of nature's creatures under the sun and within her 
physical reach, which escaped her attention. For cAivious 
reasons, her major themes were the aeasons and the elemental 
forces which signalled or brought about the change. While she 
had gone out on picnic parties in her girlhood, she gradually 
withdrew to her garden, house and finally to her room from 
16 
Where she observed the outer world. From "an ample crack** 
in the window curtain, she saw the branch of the apple trees 
15 See Chapter X, "Emily Dickinson and Modem American Poetry" 
16 For the description of her girlhood, see Whlcher, This was 
a Poet, pp. 53-54. 
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Lilce a Venetian •> waiting * 
Accosts my open eye - Vol. X« 375 
On this bough is seen the '^ Emeralds'* of summer and the "Diamonds' 
of winter snow* !E1ie "ample crack** was also sycibolic of her 
hi^ly original and almost idiosyncratic angle of vision which 
lies at the root of all her observaticms. In one of her early 
poems, she introduces spring thusi 
Baffled for just a day or two • 
Btibarrassed - not afraid > 
Encounter in my garden 
An unexpected Maid Vol. I, 17 
Ihe description of the hesitant, almost tentative approach of 
the spring season and the sudden blossoming forth of the 
leaves and flcwers^ delights in its precision as the metaphor 
surprises by its witty verislmlituda. Spring received ampler 
treatment in another poem in which each line gives separate 
characteristics of the spring season, not unlike one of 
17 Wallace Stevens's poems. 
An altered look about the hills -
A Tyrian light the village fills -
A wider sunrise in the mom * 
A deeper twili^t on the la%m -> 
17 The allusion is to Wallace Stevens's poem, "Someone Puts a 
Pineapple Together", which consists of twelve separate 
lines. AS to the simple question what a pineapple looks 
like, Stevens gives twelve different and equally correct 
answers. The fact that there are so many correct answers 
•hows that reality is not one scientific description, but 
that there are many realities shaped by the imagination 
of the poet. 
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A print of a venniXlion foot -
A purple finger on the a lope o-
A flippant fly upon the pane -
A spider at his trade a^ain -
An added strut in Chanticleer 
A flower expected every%fhere -
An Q3XB shrill singing in the woods -
Fern odors on untravelled roads » 
All this and itK>ro z cannot tell -
A furtivo look you Imow as well -
And uicodeoais* ^ tystery 
Receives its annual replyS Vol. I, 140 
The diversified renewal of life is thus the reply given each 
year to Hicodemus's question which he asked Jesus as to how 
regeneration was possible. 
The same theme is repeated in another poem whore the 
valley* the hills and the trees are swept clean and are given, 
%rhat in modem cliche is called, "face-lift**, in honour of the 
visiting digpiitory# the spring. 
'Shm tidy Qreeses, with their Broc»ns * 
Sweep vale - and hill « and treei 
Pritlwe, My pretty Housewives! 
Who may eaqpected be? Vol. I, 74 
The neighbours do not know the answer but the woods knowingly 
exchange a nail*. 
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And yet» how at111 the Landscape stands! 
Hoif nonchalant the Hedge i 
ha if the ** Resurrection ** 
Vfsre nothing very strangei Vol. Z, 74 
Reeurrection, even i£ in the theological sense^ would certainly 
be a tniracle or wonder too great and esnsiting to bo bypassed 
calmly or diaintorestodly and the poet is Quite rightly 
surprised at tho stillness and the ostensible nonchalance of 
the scene* Again* she repeats the idea in her characteristically 
witty manner* 
j^rlng is the Period 
Express froci <3od« 
AtBong other seasons 
Himself abide* 
But during March and April 
None stir abroad 
Without a cordial interview 
With Ood Viol. XZ, 644 
The idea esqpressed here is likely to be mistaken for some 
variety of pantheism or transcendentaliwo if the concluding line 
ifi 
of the first stanza is lost sight of. Zn other seasons Ood 
le Zn Emerson's concept of Transcendentalism* the self was 
th« **unknown CSantre** but he also envisaged "the world* as 
flowing perpetually outward from an invisible* unsounded 
centre in himself* centre alike of him and of them*** and 
the next step was to dissolve it all in the euphoric 
perfection of the **aboriginal Self on which universal 
reliance may be grounded •** 
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abides by Himself and it Is only the spring season which He 
especially ordains and manifestly COIQGS down to reveal His 
glory all around with its pxt}found impact' on discerning eyes* 
The interview is "cordial*, for at no time of the year, natuxB 
is so benevolent or reassuring to man. It brings '^ madness** 
which is wholesome even for a king! Another variant of the 
same theme is cacbodied in another poem, 
A light exists in ;^ring 
tlot present on t)% Yeor 
At any other period « 
f^en March is scarecely here 
A Color stands abroad 
On Solitary Fields 
That Science cannot overtake 
But Hianan Mature feels. 
It waits upon the Lawn 
It shows the furthest Tree 
Upon the furthest Slope you know 
It almost speaks to you. Vol. II, 612 
The light that she speaks of is not the visionery gleam seen by 
the mystics. It is the light of the **wider sunrise" and 
"deeper twilight" which signify the approach of the spring 
seascm. It gives the intangible shade of colour to the 
expectant but baren fields %ihich have not yet started hiaming 
with the activity of the spring, it is a colour which cannot be 
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perceived by s c i e n t i f i c observation but can only be Celt by 
those vrtio have watched the change of season with loving 
1.9 
cajps. Hie presence of this new lighter however, is unkistakble, 
as it CQCsniinicates the arrival of the festive season in almost 
human language* coomonly undex^tood, ciarking the cordial 
interview with <^d about which she speaks earlier. 
'Hhe spring and the sutmaor seasons were the most stimulating 
for her and inspired a large number of her ]poems« She wrote 
five poems on the month of March alone. Even when winter lay 
bare all around her* she was comforted with the thought of 
summer. **Zt will be suimner->eventually'*» begins one of her 
poems, t^en ladies with parasols* gentlennen with canes and 
little girls with dolls, would come out in the open and form 
a variegated bouquet to give colour to the otherwise pallid 
landscape in which the village lies surrounded by the marble 
of snow. 
The Idlacs - bending many a year -
will sway with purple load -
Thm Bees - will not despise the tune -
Their rorefathers - have huan^d - Vol, 1, 342 
19 The idea is presumably borrowed from ljOcke*8 disttAction 
between the primary qualities of cdojects* which are 
absolute in the sense that they exist whether perceived 
or not (such as bulk* eaetension* and motion)* and their 
secondary qualities* which depend on the perceiver for 
their existence (such as taste and colour). 
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With the advent of stmnner, she is pleased as well as amused 
hy the variety o£ the multitudinous creatuxes who appear 
along with it. In one o£ her poosis, she describes them* not 
without giving humorous attributes tdiich distinguish them frcxn 
each other. TIAiere axo, £or eseomple* the **Barcmial Bees -> march 
one by one -/ In murmuring platoon i" Ortius the rainbow, tli© 
peacock, the butterflies, the robins,the orchis flowers and 
the bees constitute the Strang armies of 8UDn:er but the most 
impressive are the uroods and the hills* 
Without ccxnmanderi Countless! Still! 
'The jRegii»Bnts of i^od and Hill 
In bright detac^ iment stand! 
Beholdl whose multitudes are these? 
The children of whose tuxbaned seas -
Or what Circassian Ziand? Vol. X, 64 
It is difficult to visualise a tuzbaned sea, except perhaps in 
the sense that a rough sea with the heaving surge may appear 
tuxbaned. But what Emily Dickinson seems to ems^asize is the 
strangeness of "the children" and their ancestors. Circassia 
has similarly been used for the same purf'Ose^  denoting the 
20 
mystery of a distant land. 
20 According to the lexicon of her day, Circassian was the 
nmae of the inhabitants of a region northwest of the 
Caucasus# known as circassia (now Kuban). T^hey iiere 
finally subjugated, after a long struggle, by the 
Russians in 1664, after whicti many thousands migrated to 
Turkish territory. They were notable for beauty of foxm 
and feature. Circassian fathers used to sell their daughters 
to Turkish merchants for Turkish harems. 
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smmer in Hev England is inescapably associated with rain 
which washes away the putrid stagnation of winter and hastens 
the process of regeneration in nature. The snow is swept 
clean, the dead grass sends animated sprouts and the trees 
sway with e3^ >ected loads of foliage* flowers and fruits. Rain 
in suroBKar is th\is symbolic of the joy of creation and fruit-
fulness. Emily Dickinson noticed the rejoicing in the 
elements with the advent of rain. In one of her poems, "A 
Drop fell on the /^ pple Tree**« she catches the mood of the 
summer 8ho%#ers. 
The Dust replaced* in Hoisted Roads -
The sunshine threw his Hat away -
The Bushes * spangles flung-
The Breesses brought dejected Lutes -
And batltod them in the Glee « 
The Orient showed a single Flag, 
And signed the Fete away - Vol. XZ, 794 
The outdoor scene in this poem is croi^ ted with gay festivity 
tihich comes to an appropriate end with the f la^ of the rainbow 
appearing in the rain-wet sXy. 
The rain is often accompanied by the pleasant breese of 
summer. Zt is **a fashionless Delight** (Vbl. 1, 297) as it 
moves across, swaying the trees, scmetimes bringing the scent 
of the woods to sell it at «a gentle price** (Vol. ZZ, 602). 
scmetimes it coraes to tap at the door like a tized man. 
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A Rapid » footless Guest •> 
TO offer whom a Chair 
t^ ere as impossible as hand 
A sofa to the Air - Viol. X« 3X6 
Out there are occasions tAien it cOcaos blowing aand« pebbles, 
boys-hats and **an occasicmal steeple "with a hoarse cry, **Get 
out of the way, X say^. At such a time, the poet muses, %rho 
%fOuld be the fool to stay (vol, X, 316)* 
The wind is not al%iays gentlef it often comes on the 
wings of tumultous thunderstonns, Xn about fifteen poc^ is of 
remarlcable descriptive beauty, Etnily Dickinson ireproduces the 
terrifying spectacle of ruthless ferocity. These poems again 
deviate from the benign nature of Emersonian tradition. liar 
predecessors conveniently ignored the destructiveness of the 
natural phenomena and even i4hen they did notice it, it was 
more or less with tacit approval, for nature could not construct 
without first destroying what was tainted or rotten• Emerson 
covered it further by having recourse to Hindu mythology - the 
21 
Brahma, one of whose attributes was destruction. That 
attitude, hoiraver, was <»i much higher, sophisticated and 
philosophical level. Nature, on the ostensible level, remained 
a benevolent manifestation of a Being which watched the human 
21 The allusion is to Bnerson's powm "Brahma". The title, 
in fact, should have been "Brahmand*, the name for the 
trinity of the creator, the pressirver and the destroyer 
(Brahma, Vishnue and Shiva), according to vedantic 
philosophy. 
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drama with infinite sympathy, ready to guide man through 
the tangled web o£ his phy9ical and ethical existence, 
Stoily Dickinson cleared the cobwebs o£ this confused pathetic 
fallacy. She saw man pitted against the terrifying brutal 
forces occasionally let loose by nature, forces which in the 
blindness of their fury did not recognise the sanctity of 
man's existence or his manifold interest. It was quite 
eppropriate that she saw a thunderstorm as o nmnster chuckling 
over the roof-tops, whistling in the air. shaking his fists, 
gnashing his teeth and swinging his frenstied hair. The 
memory of the monster still dominates as the storm blows over. 
The morning lit - the Birds arose -
iTie Monster's faded eyes 
Turned slowly to his native coast -
And peace - was paradise! Vol. I, 198 
In another po«n, catching the sound of the shrieking wind, 
she compares it to the piercing sound of a bugle, perhaps 
to Gabriel's trictqpet. As the windows and doors are barred 
against the storm, the "anerald Ghost" 
22 See Q^tton Mather, The Christian Philosopher in 
Selections from Ootton Mather, Bd. K.B. Murdock, 
(Harvard, 1926} i^ere Mather maintains that God's 
benevolence is manifest in nature and apparent to 
man through reason. Bnily Dickinson was directly 
opposed to the orthodox view and saw man ccmfronted 
with i&qplacable and hostile forces in nature. 
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^ e Doom's electric Moccasin 
Itiat very instant passed -
On a strange Hob o£ panting Trees VoI.ZZZ* 1593 
Again^ the stoxia is presented as a pack o£ howling* hungry dogs 
deprived o£ a bone« and it leaves in its trail the trees with 
"their mangled limbs / IiiKe animals in pain*** <\^1.ZXZ# 1694). 
In another poem she gives a £anci;^l description o£ the 
clouds as giants putting t^ir backs together to start the 
gigantic push and *'?!he Forests galloped till they fell**. 3^ 
such reign o£ terror* the poet concludes* "Hbw good to be 1J:I 
Tombs / Where nature's Tesap&Bt cannot reach* (V&l.ZZ* 1172). 
Ihere are two poems in the group wliich stand out for their 
precision and for the evocative chronological sequence of the 
description* Zn poems discussed so far, the poet was c<nicemed 
only with the human scene* in fact, the reaction of the poet 
to the chaos and tuzmoil of the storm, Zn "llie wind begun 
to rock the Grass*** the scene is more inclusive atiA extends 
to the pradicaiaent of the birds and cattle as well* 
The Wind begun to rock the Grass 
With threatening Tunes and low -
He threw a Menace at the Barth -
A Menace at the Sky. 
The Xieaves unhooked themselves from Trees -
And started all abroad 
The Dust did scoop itself like Hands 
And threw away the Road. 
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itto Magoao quickened on the Streets 
The Thunder hurried slov -
The Lightning showed a Yellow Deak 
And then a livid Claw, 
The Birds put up the Bars to Nests -
The cattle fled to Bams -
itiere come one drop of Giant Rain 
And then as if the Hands 
That held the Dams had parted hold 
The Waters vjrecked the Sky» 
But overlooked my Father's House 
just quartering a Tree - vol. II# 824 
The poet does not devote separate stonsas to describe the 
effect of the storm on the earth or tho sky as has been done 
in Shelley's famous "Ode to the West llind". In her scheme 
of perception, such divisions i<rould amount to artificiality 
and distuzb the accurate sequence and rapidity of the stonn. 
» Except for the second stanza «^ich is devoted entirely to the 
scene on earth* each stansa mixes the spectable on the earth 
and the sky or the hxnnan and the natural. This method gives 
the poem the amasing speed and its correspondence wLth the 
maniac <Mirush of the thunderstorm. The vezbal precision 
entitles the poem to be included in an anthology of iroagist 
23 poetry. The concluding two lines are intended as an anticlimax 
23 See Chapter X, *'Bmily Dickinson and Modem American 
Poetry"# for elucidation of this remark. 
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to the apparently tall pervasive menace of the storm which 
misses many targets. To read in these lines an evidence of 
the provl<3tential watchfulness, would not only be farfetched but 
wouMelso i^oro its irony, 
llie fury and the threatening spectacle of a thunder-
storm is coo^ressed into another poem of only eight lines. 
1!he brevity and the restrained description* however* catches 
the intensity of the outer scene even when mention of wind, 
cloud, thunder, listening or rain is scrupulously avoided. 
The encircling chaos and darlcness.seen through the window, 
resemble the eclipse of the doomsday inspiring awe in the 
onlooker, 
Zt sounded as if the streets were running 
And then - the streets stood still -
Eclipse - was all wo could see at the Window 
And Awe - was all we could feel. 
By and by - the boldest stole out of his Covert 
To see If Time was there -
Mature was in an Opal Apron 
Mixing fresher Air, Vol.ZZ, 1397 
At doomsday, time must come to a stop and the stealing out 
of shelter to see if time existed, expressmfi the need of 
reassurance that it was cmly a storm that had blown over 
and that nature was once again out in her startling colours 
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24 
and fresh air. 
The storm was apparently so indellably ioipressed on her 
itsaglnation that she used it as a metaphor In one o£ her 
poaras to express the soul's storm. There was. however* a 
fundamental difference between the two atorrosi the one passed 
after a brief spell but the other romained to strila3 hBr, to 
bum her and to blister her dreams. The con^arison gives 
her the chanco of displaying her wit, 
I thou^t that Storm - was brief -
The Maddest - quiclccst by -
But Nature lost the Date of This •» 
And loft it in the Sky Vbl. 1, 362 
In a similar witty manner she describes tho li<g^ tening in 
another poem. The unexpected con^mrison of lightening with 
**awful cutlery" is a typical metaphysical conceit. 
The ZJightening is a yellow fork 
From Tables in the sky 
By inadvertent fingers dropt 
The awful cutlery Vol.IZ, 1173 
sutnner is followed by autumn« a season which has evoked 
24 presumably this is a sufaiae:i^red reference to Noah peering out 
of his Axk* after stoxm and flood have sxibsided, to see 
if the face of Ood is still in eclipse or if time, in the 
sense of a new dispensation* has begun again, se^also 
Anderson* awilv Dickinson's Poetrv. p. 141. 
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varying responses, Keats saw it as tho season of mellow 
25 £ruit£ulness# having a special chanaa of its ovin. This 
attittide was echoed by the Aiaerican romantic poet Bryant vho 
26 
was fascinated by the colour of gold all around in this season. 
Jaines Shoinson, the scotish poet, saw it as a season of 
harvest afi did Ksats. Emily Dickinson also adioirod tho bright 
colours ushered in by the autumn-season, just as she noticed 
the ripening of the fruits, Most of her poon3 on autumn are 
splashed with bright colours aiK3 seem to be tho croation of a 
poet «ho has looked on the scene with the eyes of a painter. 
The name - of its «- is "Autumn** -
HhQ hue » of it - is Blood « 
An Artery - upon the Kill -
A Visin -> along the Road -
Great Globules - in the Alleys -
And Oh, the shower of stain -
When Minds - upset the Basin -
And spill the scarlet Rain -
It sprinkles Bonnets - far below <-
It gathers ruddy Pools •> 
Then - eddies like a Rose - away -
Upon Vermillion Wheels > VOL 11, 656 
T^tm dominant colour is red and its shades are emphasized by the 
25 The allusion is to Keats>s *'Ode to Autumn**. 
26 w.C. Bryants poem **The Fringed Gentian** emphasises the 
colour of autumn. 
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words blood, artery^ scarlet* ruddy, rose and vermlllion* 
Purple is suggested by the word vein and the variegated colours 
by the phrase **the shower of stain" and also perhaps by 
circular clusters of fallen leaves (globules) on the path of 
the garden, i^art frona its artistic implications, the poena 
is a very precise and realistic description of New England 
autumn, where people still go on long rides to see the replendent 
countryside during this season. Emily Dickinson also noticed 
the ripening of nuts £uid fruits and in one of her early poems 
she described this aspect of autumn without mentioning the wosd 
euttsnn and leaving it to the reader to spot the season himself. 
'lEhe moms are meeker than they were 
The nuts are getting brown 
The berxy*s cheek is plumper -
^ e Rose is out of town 
Itte Maple wears a gayer scarf -
The field a scarlet gown -
last X 8h*d be old fashioned 
1*11 put a trinket on. Vol, Z, 12. 
The mood of the poooa is of cheerfulness, generally not 
27 
associated with autumn. Itie •• gayer scarf* of the maple tree 
suggests the bright coloujra of the leaves and the entire 
landscape wsara a scarlet gown. The poet urges herself to put on 
27 Traditionally autumn season is associated with sadness and 
decay in English poetry, as in Shelley, Keats and Tennyson, 
to mention only a few poets. 
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a trinket to achieve conformity with the aurroundlngs. 
Hhe autumn season, however. Is also a season of bareness, 
27A 
o£ persistent mists and of Inconveniently cold winds* Xn one 
o£ her poems she refers to Bryant and Thomson with an indirect 
suggestion that what they saw in autumn was only half the 
picture. The other half was of an autumn which stopped the 
brooks, sealed the fragrant flowers and closed the eyes of the 
elves and fairies of th© summer season in sleep. 
Besides tto Autumn poets sing 
A few prosaic days 
A little this side of snow 
And that side of the Haze -
A few incisive Mornings -
A few Ascetic Sves -
Gone - Mr.Bryant's "Golden Rod'* -
And Hr. niomson's "sheaves'*. 
Still is the bustle in the Bzx>ok -
Sealed are the spicy valves -
Mesmeric fingers softly touch 
The Eyes of many Elves -
pexhaps a squirrel may r^nain -
My sentiments to share -
Grant me. Oh Lord, a sunny mind -
Thy windy will to bear. Vol. Z, 131 
27A In one of her letters to her brother, she described the 
autumn country side. **The earth looks like some-poor old 
lady who by dint of pains has bloomed e*en till now, yet 
in a forgetful laocnent a few silver hairs from out her cap 
cone stealing, and she tucks them back so hastily and 
thinks nobody sees.** Letters. Vbl. z, L. 56, p. 149. 
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The mock-seriousness o£ the ccxicluding 8tanea« does not 
con^letely conceal the lurking £ear o£ the days ahead which 
can be endured cheerfully only i£ God grants a **sunny raind**. 
A£ter the onset o£ the frosts in late autumn* there is 
26 
a period of warra weather known as the Indian suraner which 
is marked by a certain amount of serenity en^ i^ lc^ ing the 
bogusneas of a deceptive summer. Qnily Dickinson wrote several 
po^ns on this subject as well« emphasizing the illusive nature 
of Indian sunsner which can be very misleading, at times, m 
one o£ her poems she describes the daisy tihich, assured by 
tho south wind, steps forward pouring soft refrain and landss 
-t* <• 
Into the lap of Adamant -
And spices - and the Dew -
ihat stiffens quietly to Quartz -
Upon the /«nber Shoe - Vol. I, 337 
In another poem she speaks of this phenomenon of nature as a 
recollection of summer in which the humming bees and blossoms 
a^ qpear plausible but unreal (vol. I, 302 }* The best realised 
poem on this subject, however, sums up the entire gamut of 
the outdoor scene. The poem is remarkable for the economy of 
the touches with which Emily Dickinson paints the landscape 
with characteristic restraint. 
26 Scrai H.L. Mencken,American Lanquaoe suppliant I, pp. 161-164. 
Indian summer is a period of mild, warm, hazy weather 
following the first frosts of late Autumn, especially on 
the North American continent. 
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These are the days when Birds cone back -
A very few - a Bird or two • 
IXi take a backward look. 
Ihese ana the days when akies resume 
the old - old sophistries o£ Jtme -
A blue and gold mistake* 
Oh fraud that cannot cheat the Bee «-
Almost thy plausibility 
Induces ray belief. 
Till ranks of seeds their witness bear -
And softly thro* the altered air 
Hurries a timid leaf. 
The sacrament of summer days# 
Oh last Oommunion in the Haee -
Permit a child to join. 
Thy sacred embl@ns to partake -
Thy consecrated bread to take 
And thine iintiortal wine! Vbl. 1, 132 
It may be pointed out that the poet violates scxne scientific 
29 truths. Hho birds do not rettim, the bees collect honey 
whenever possible and seeds do not sprout in the brief spell 
of the warm weather in autumn. But this is something beside 
the point, vftiat Dnily Dickinson wishes to present is the 
29 in the light of H.L.Mencken's description* Bnily Dickinson's 
poem is based more on fancy than on actual truth. Presumably, 
her surmises are baaed on the observation of spring when 
uB«cpeeted frost kills the blosaoms of firuit trees, practising 
deception on the flowers* in a manner of speaking. 
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deceptiveness or the apparent plaiislblty of Xndian sunmer Which 
almost Ituiuces belief that sunaner has returned again* warding 
of£ the blealoiess o£ winter. The poet is unconvinced because 
o£ her superior knowledge and so is the bee which is the 
shrewdest insect. But tho blue and <^ld sky which the poet 
}mows to be a mistake^ resumes the sqphistries of June so 
realistically that the birds and the seeds ere deceived like 
the daisy of tho poem discussed earlier. Tho serenity of 
the Indian summer seems almost divine and Emily Dickinson 
fanploys religious terminology of sacrament and last ccoDmunion 
to express the elevated and sacred feelings evoked by it. The 
reference to herself as a child is apparently an illusion to 
the scripture* Matthew 18t3, "Ei^ept ye be converted* and 
beccKoe as little children* ye shall not enter into tho kingdom 
of heaven*** although she often made such references to herself 
in her mature years. 
If Bnily Dickinson expressed the lurking fear of autimm 
in her prayer of mock-seriousness* 
Grant me* Oh JjoxC a sunny mind -
Ihy windy will to bear I Vol. I, 131 
30 In the decade of Ei^ i^ teen Fifties* sba called herself 
"Bnilie** and she did not seem to have fully matured till 
she had passed her thirtieth year. She once wrote in her 
letter to Abiah* **she is more of a wcnan than I am* for 
Z love so to be a child -** This comnent* however, did not 
mean that she wanted to escape reality. She rather hoped 
that she would not lose the power of seeing things with 
the freshness of childlike wonder. See also Johnson* 
•nilv Dickinson, pp. 16-17* 38. 
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she was outspoken In her expression o£ dislike £or the dreary 
winter* It way have its "hoary delights'* but inost certainly 
"welcoae When he (spes**. (Vol. ZZ« 1316}. Zt is an interruption 
which despoils sucimer like the deluge o£ Noah which swept the 
world once but is now a legend almost discredited (Vol. Z« 403). 
It is the "Finland of the year" whore only th© reindeer lives. 
Again,she locoes on the uinter scene with £aintly amused 
disapproval* 
Like Brooms o£ Steel 
The Snow and Mind 
Had swept t\)B winter street * 
The House was hoiked 
The Sun sent out 
Faint Deputies of Heat -
Where rode the Bird 
The silence tied 
His antple - plodding steed. \^1. ZZ, 1252 
The closed house, the feeble sun and the oppressive silence 
where winter ties its ao^le-plodding stecd« characterize the 
dreariness o£ the season which has the look o£ death on its 
face. Zn one o£ her poecns she gives expression to the 
concentrated gloom and sadness of the skeleton bareness of 
winter* 
ItMirB*s a certain slant of light« 
Winter Afternoons -> 
That oppresses, like the Heft 
Of cathedral Tunes -> 
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Heavenly Hurt, it gives us -
mi can find no scar* 
But intesnal difference. 
Where the Meaning, are -
« 
Hone may teach it - any -
'Tis the Seal Despair -
An ipporiol affliction 
sent \ia 6f the Air -
Whon it coctes, the Landscape listens -
^adowo - hold their breath « 
ijhen it goes, *tis like the Distance 
On the look of Death • VOl. I, 256 
Afternoons are always marked by the slanting rays of the sun 
^ing down on its journey in the west but on winter afternoons 
that tho poet speaks of, tlwre is an unusual attnospheric gloom 
in the slant of li^t comparable to the heavy, vibrating tunes 
31 
of the cathedz^l at H i ^ Mass, It brings unspeakable sadness 
at human predicament, although it can be felt only internally 
and is not related to or consequent upon any physical suffering/ 
it is concerned only with the spirit where the significance 
of the things prennially lie. Such winter afternoons confizm 
the authenticity of the despair caused by winter which man is 
helpless to alter ("Kkwae may teach it - Any") and which man ®**»^  
31 High Mass is celebrated with incense vnd music, the priest 
being assisted by a deaccm and 8ub><!ieac<»), as against ZJOW 
Mass which is celebrated by one priest without music and 
with little cerwDony, 
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endure like an affliction oent by God. ^ e landscape ahudders 
to listen its approaching footsteps* the shadows freeae with 
fear and t^en it goes away, one cannot fail to notice the 
cold, unfeeling look as on the face of the dead. The concluding 
stanza indirectly employs the Pluto - Persephone myth. The 
coming of winter is like the threatening arrival of Pluto who 
carried off Persephone-Proserpine while sho was gathering 
flowers in tho vol© of Dnna in Sicily. 2eus, at tho prayer of 
Desneter* allowed persephon© to spend six months of the year 
on earth and the reo^ining with Pluto, fhe layth sycoibolizes 
the burying of the seed during winter with the look of death 
on its face and its growth in spring, marking the return of 
32 persei^one • 
Associated with winter are frost and snow and they also 
attracted tho poot*s attention. She notices in particular the 
fatal touch of the frost %*hich visits in the night and concludes 
its interview before the sunrise, **Caresses - and is gone*. 
But whcci his fingers touched •> 
And where his feet have run -
And whatsoever Mouth he kissed -
Is as it had not been. Vol. z, 391 
The poet returns to this thctfoe again a few years later to 
describe the frost as never to be seen or if seen, passing 
32 Oxford Ooiapanion to English Literature. Ed. Sir Paul 
Harvey, (Oxford, I960}, p, 641. 
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rapidly in iooirdiQate haste. The flowers notice the stran^r 
£irst hovering around and a search is made for the despoiler 
to no purpose* 
Till some retrieveleos t^ ight 
Our Vigilenoe at waste 
The Garden gets the only shot 
3^at n&VQT could be traced Vbl, Z2, 1202 
The image presented in the first po^ ia discussed here* is thet 
of the seducer and in the second that of a thief - assassin. 
'She assassin image is repeated again with a grimness that is 
terrifying. 
Apparently with no surprise 
To any happy Flower 
The Frost beheads it at its play -
In accidental power -
The blonde Assassin passes on * 
The S\m proceeds ui^ ioved 
To measure off another Day 
For an Approving (Sod. \^1« 1X1, 1624 
The rranorseless destruction of the frost is appropriately 
linked with winter which syc^ bolizes death. 3he frost's cruelty 
is obvious from the fact that it kills aimlessly« without any 
ostensible design, while it is at play. The power it wields is 
not used deliberately but apparently accidently and it moves on 
nonchalantly as if nothing has happened. The s\in also proceeds 
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to measure off another day without feeling any sympathy for 
the beheaded flower and apparently God looks on this grim 
33 drama with aii^ roval, 'Oma there seems to be a dark 6eaign 
operating with disconcerting indifference to the fate of victims 
in the temporal scene, similar in mood, is her pc^m on snow-
storm in which the outer scene described is one of deadness, 
deprived of all hwnan or animal activity. It denotes an 
emptiness caused by the plunder of the predatory snow* 
It shifts from Xisaden Sieves -
It powders all the T^od. 
If fills with Alabaster lft>ol 
The ffrinkles of the fioad -
It makes an Even Face 
Of Mountain* and of Plain • 
unbroken Forehead from the East 
Unto the Bast again -
It reaches to the Fence -
It wraps it Rail by Rail 
Till it is lost in Fleeces -
It deals Celestial vail 
To Stump* and Stack - and stem -
A Summer's empty Room -
Acres of Joints, i^ere Harvests were > 
Recordless, but for them • 
33 There are many disparraging references to God, sane 
bordering on blasphemy, in Enily Dickinson's poetry. 
They hove been analysed and discussed in Chapter IX 
"Iftiiiortallty*. 
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It Ruffles Wrists of Posts 
As Anklos of Que«n 
Then stills it's Artisans - lilce Chosts > 
Denying they have been - Vol» z, 311 
The metat^or of the leaden sieve for the grey sky is precise 
but lead suggests the ^ e^i^t of death, so does alabaster of 
the alabaster wool used metaphorically for snoW'^flaKes, The 
death image thus runs throughout the poem, suggested indirectly 
by words and pharases such as 'even face*, *cAlestial vail', 
'stump, and stack - and Stan*, 'stills' '^ ghosts', Winter is 
thus a season of frozen activity with death hovering over the 
natural %iorld and Emily Dickinson does not minimize its grim 
and terrifying aspect. In this attitude, again, she rejects the 
Emersonian notion that the earth rejoices in winter to clothe 
34 its inqpexrfections in the purity of white snow. The change 
of season also did not give her, as it gave to her romantic 
35 
compeers, the assurance of rebirth and regeneration. Her 
34 The allusion is to Bnerson's poem, "The Snow*-storro'*. Qnerson 
had, in fact, echoed the old C3iristian view of half>anlmate 
nature, conscious of her loper feet ions, awaiting the advent 
of her Creator, Milton employed an elaborate conceit in »0n 
the Morning of (Prist's Nativity- in the second stanza of 
••The Hymn* 
Only with speechless fan 
She woes the gentle air 
To hide her guilty front with innocent snow. 
And on her naked shame. 
Pollute with sinful blame, 
confounded that her Maker's eyes 
Should look so near upon her foul deformities. 
35 The allusion is to Bryant and Bmerson, in English poetry such 
assurance is enbodied in Shelley ts •*Ode to the vfest wind" and 
The Revolt of islam (Canto IX). 
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concom was not the metaphysical In^lications o£ the cyclic 
variation; she kept her attention rivetted to the pageant 
o£ varying colours and sotinds and amused, delighted* or 
repelled^ she recreated in words her perception of the outer 
scene. 'Nnot was the ideal she had set for herself so far as 
nature was concerned and she strove without wavering to achieve 
her ideal* 
XZZ 
It was natural* therefore, for her to observe not only 
the seasons but also the different nuances and the varying 
moods of each day. ihe morning, the sunrise and the sunset 
engaged her attention with animated fascination and she 
described what sho saw with equal precision. Zn one of her 
early poems, she escpresses her childish anguish to know what 
the nature of morning or day is. ^Has it feet like tfater 
lilies? / Has it feathers like a Bird?"(vol. z, 101). A large 
number of poems that she wrote subsequently on this subject, 
are more or less answers to that initial query. She thought 
of sun and morning as king and queen and as the morning is 
touched by the sun, the radiant glow of happiness assures the 
morning that life would be eternal spring. But the sun slowly 
wheels along the orchards and the deserted queen is left 
forlorn. 
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The rtoming <>- fluttered - staggered -
Pelt feebly - for Her Crown -
Her unannointed forehead -
Henceforth - Her only One * Vbl. 1, 232 
Those who havo had the pleasure of watching a aunrloe, know 
its suddenness in spite of the banners of colour heralding 
its appro^3h. Qnily Dickinson wrote two poems on this 
phenomenont both remarkable for the econcxny of words and the 
evocative eachxiberance of siinilics. In one of the poems, she 
speaks of the day springing before tho hills "Idke Hindered 
Rubbios * or the liight / A sudden msket - spills -** /. ^ e 
comparison of the sunrise with the flash frcxn tl^ barrel of 
a musket may be a hyperbole but it catches tho essence of tho 
morning scene. Zomediatoly after this striking simile, she 
speaks, with characteristic restraint, of the purple which 
could no longer hold the eastern horizon as **The Simrise shook 
abroad / Like Breadths of Topae ...**/. As tho morning extends 
into the broad day, the poet notices its spangled glory 
almost oriental in its splendour and again she employs an 
unusual simile to denote the richness and variety of its 
colour. 
The Orchard sparkled like a Jew 
How mighty 't was - to be 
A Guest in thid stupendous place 
The Parlor - of the Day - Vol. I, 304 
lU 
The coR^arlson of the Orchard, glittaring in the brilliant 
sunshine« with a Jew may ajqpttar distracting, je%«el# on« might 
think, would have been more appropriate. But th© Idea seems to 
be that a rich Jaw of the medieval ages, wearing turqnoise 
and diamond rings and preclotts beads, would be a more picturesque 
point of coraparlaon.''* The poem ends on a note of rejoicing 
that it was great to be a guest in the day's magniflclent 
parlour, the outer scene of stupendous magnitude* 
The other poem on the same st^ject needs to be quoted in 
full. 
I'll tell you how the Sun rose -
A Ribbon at a time -
The Steeples swam in An»thyst -
'^ - ^ Sw»~news, like squirrels, ran -
The Hills untied their Bcmnets -
The Bobolinlcs - begun -
Then I said softly to myself -
"That mmt have been the Suni** 
But how he set - z know not -
Hhnsm seemed a purple stile 
That little Yellow boys and girls 
were clliablng all the while • 
Till Mhen they reached the other side, 
A Dominie in Gray •> 
Put gently up the evening Bars -
And led the fleck awaty - Vbl, z, 318 
36 With the simile of the jew, she recalls all the richness 
inpovted from the last itorlng the Italian Renaissance, 
as Invoked by «hakotp«axe In "mm Mfrehant of Venice. 
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The sunrise and the sunset have been conqpressedi into one 
poem here* devoting neatly el^t lines to the description of 
each. Here* again* very striking comparisons are made of 
the news of the morning with a squirrel, of the lingering 
rays of the evening sun with little yellow boys and girls and 
finally of the dusH after the sunset with a clergyman in his 
usxxal grey dress. The steeple* viewed with the eastern 
horizon in the background* seems to swim in a sea of purple 
water. The morning rays reveal the peaks of the mountains* 
suggesting the metapSior of the fifth line* "The Hills untied 
their Bonnets'* -. Xn both these poems the brilliance of the 
sunrise has been seen in terms of the glitter of precious 
stones - the nflsles* the topaz and the amethyst - which also 
denote the rich variety of colours. 
The poems on sunset also employ images and conceits 
37 Which surprise by their originality and newness. One such 
conceit she used in one of her early poems* which was piiblished 
ancmyinously in the Spring Field Daily Republican of March, 1864, 
ai^r«^riately in the "Wit and wisdom** column, titled "Smiset**. 
Biasing in Ciold and quenching in £^rple 
Leaping like Leopards to the sky 
Then at theftet of the old Horizon 
I*aying its spotted Face to die 
Stooping as low as the Otter's win<^ >w 
Touching the Roof and tinting the Bam 
Kissing its Bonnet to the Iteadow 
And the Juggler of Day is gone. vol. Z* 226 
37 See Qelpi* Bwily Dickinsoni The Mind of the Poet* pp. 137-138. 
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The entire span of the day is conqpressed in the first linet 
the biasing ^Id of the inocning sun is quenched in the puzple 
of the eunaet. The journey of the sun from the east horizon 
to the west is described by the unusual simile of the leopard 
across the sky. 'She yellow background of the leopard's skin 
resendbles t)^ golden blasse of the day mi^ the black spots 
have their equivalent in the spotted dimness of the light seen 
at the sunset. So tibe leopard*>sun falls to tho western 
horizon to die. Finally* after going down as low as tho Otter's 
window and after toiiching the roof and colouring the bam« 
the juggler of the day» the sun# kisses its bonnet as a 
final gesture of leave - taking. 1!he version of the poon 
reproduced by professor aohnson has 'her* in place of 'its' in 
36 
line four arui seven* In that ease the leopard conceit would 
be applicable to the day in general and not only to the sun. 
The day would be a wcxnan juggler bidding good<»bye after kissing 
her bonnet. Bstily Dickinson has presented the day as a lady 
elsewhere too. 
The Day tuidmssed - Harself -
Her Garter - was of Gold > 
Her Petticoat - of Purple plain •* 
Her Dimities - as old. Vol,II, 716 
Bnily Dickinson returned to a similar image to describe 
36 for the four different versions of the poem, see The Poems 
of awilv Dickinson. Ed, Thomas H, Johnson, vol.I, pp.163-165, 
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tho 4i«tt.lng - svm# although at first reading* one is likely 
to miss the point of the poam* 
A eying Tiger * looaned for Drink ~ 
I hunted all the sand -
1 caught the Driii^ ing of a Rock 
And bore it in my Hand -
His Mighty Balls « in death tiere thick 
But searching » X could see 
A vision on the Retina 
Of water - and of lae « 
*T was not my blame - who sped too slow « 
*T was not his blai»e •» who died 
inlhile I was reaching him -
But »t was - the fact that He was dead - Vol.ZZ# 566 
The d^ing tiger is the leopard of the poem discussed earlier 
seen <»ily briefly at the horizon* The red-ball appearance 
of the setting sun is suggested indirectly by the thirsty 
tiger moaning for a drink but before water can be rushed to 
it, it is dead. The last wish of the tiger is imprinted on-
the retina of its mighty eyeballs - the iisage of water and of 
the poet carrying water in her hand. Just as the poet had 
seen the sudden emergence of the rising 3un« she also noticed 
the magestic brevity of the setting sun. The tiger image as 
well as the purple bloora (efflorescene) suggests the royal 
grandeur i^ich she constantly evoked in her descriptions of 
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39 the auns«rt* 
fipart fr<^ the horleon# the lingering gold o£ the setting 
6un makes the mountains gleam before they are dissolved in the 
darkness o£ the ni^tfall. The poet looks at the mountains 
in several o£ her poems, **i:he Kills in purple syllables / Die 
Day's Adventures tell" / (Vbl,ZZ« 1016}« she observed in one 
o£ her poems, she notices the **Bloofn iq;x>n the Mountain *** 
defying classification or exact reproduction and wondersi 
'Hho for tilling - to the Mountain 
Oon^, and disappear » Vol.ll, 667 
Again« she describes the moimtaijns rising to prominence as the 
twili^^t envelopes the plains. 
The Mountains - grow unnoticed -
Their fMrple figures rise 
without attmnpt •> Sxhaustion -
Assistance or /^ yplause •» 
Zn Their Eternal Faces 
The 3\m • with Just delimit 
Looks long - and last <- and golden 
For fellowship - at ni^^t « ^l.Zl« 757 
Zn another poem, she makes a startlingly familiar comparison of 
the glow of the sunset with the "Mighty Foot Lights" of a 
st«qp«ndotui theatre %«here "The far Theatricals of Day" axe being 
staged* the universe applauds tout the chief guest unong the 
19 See also oavid T.Porter« The Art of Emily Dickinson's 
Mrlv Poetry, (Harvard, 1966 h p,2e. 
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audience was Ood hlntsel£# the oxdainer as «»11 as the spectator 
o£ the whole show* 
Like Mighty Foot Lights - burned the Red 
At Bases of the Trees -
'Stio £ar Hieatricals of Day 
Exhibiting - to These -
•T was universe - that did applaud » 
flhlle Chlefest - o£ the crowd >-
Enabled by his Royal Dress -
It^ self distinguished ood ~ Vbl.ZZ« 596 
She uses familiar but unusual metaphors ^ again in another poem 
on sunset« presented this tiioe as an ufq;>recedented conflagration 
trtiich is noticed without surprise or concern. 
The largest Fire ever known 
Occurs each Afternoon -
Discovered is without surprise 
proceeds without concern -
consumes and no report to m m 
And Occidental Town* 
Rebuilt another morning 
To be burned down again VOl.ZZ« 1114 
Ihe occidental town is the western horizon n^ich is consumed 
each evening and rebuilt in the looming to be burned down again* 
40 ft>r other striking metaphors« see Oelpi« awily Dickinson t 
The Kind of the Poet* pp. 99, 120, 137-141, 151-152* 
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Zn addition to these poems %ihex« the description is 
pictorial# trying to render in words the spectacle of the 
H^iter worlds there are also occasions iihen the unisDqpeachable 
beauty of the sunset leads her to the conteinplation of the 
timeless and the eternal. The glow of the sunset« according 
to her« is a partial manifestation of the timeless which defies 
analysis by man whose understanding is limited and circumscribed 
by time, iha scientist ond the theologian are both destined 
to failure, for the infinite cannot be analysed in tezms of 
the finite.^^ 
The tiilac is an ancient shrub 
But ancientor than that 
Hhe Fizmamental lAlac 
Upon the Hill tonight -
The sun stiibsiding on his Oourse 
Bequeathes this final Plant 
TO contemplation - not to Touch > 
The Flower of Occident. 
Of one Corolla is the Visst -
The Calyx ia the l!arth -
The cai>sule*s burnished seeds the stars -
The scientist of Faith 
His research has but just begun * 
Above his synthesis 
*^ l^ fct^ gf' ^ 1 * ZXZ# L. 871. BDlly Dickinson wrote of 
human life as "Moving on in the Dark likt Loaded Boats 
mt llighty «hoii«(h there is no Oourse, there is Boundless-
iiesSw** See also poems, vol. I, 349| vol. IX, 800, 1090 
and V^l, III, 1442. 
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Vtie Flora unimpeachable 
To Time*a Analysis -
"^o hath not seen" may possibly 
Be currooit with the Blind 
But let not Revelation 
By theses be detained - Vol.ZZZ« 1241 
•the lilac is a hardy, wild shrub known frcxn ancient tiroes but 
the pu£ple e££lorescence of the sunset (The FlSRiainental Lilac} 
is older and as the sun goes dcwn in the veat, it bequeathes 
this plant (the firmaroental lUac) and the pale purple £lower 
on the horizon £or contemptation. This flower has its vast 
petal in the we8t# o£ which the calyx is the earth and the 
stars are the shining seeds carried in the inner corolla. The 
tl^ologian (Scientist o£ Faith}# his research and interpretation 
cannot reach the sUblime beauty o£ the firmaroental lilac (The 
Flora uninqpeach^le) which is beyond teoaporal time atua beyond 
the analysis o££ered within the liroits of time whether 
scientific or theological. The belief in the words, Z 
Oorinthians 2t9 i "But as it is written, Sye hath not seen, 
nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart o£ man, the 
things %Aiich God hath prepared for thtm that love him**, is 
tentamount to blindness caused by lack or wea)cness of faith. 
For those who can see, the fixmaiaental lilac is a revelation 
of the infinite and the timeless and immortality. We measure 
time by the help of sun but the sun itself is free from time 
("dateless** )# as she says in another poem. 
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upon His dateless Faroe 
Our Periods may lie 
AS stars that drop anonymous 
From an abundant sky. Vol, 11, 999 
The sun and Its lilac, thus, are visual representations of 
42 Immortality ordained for man's contemplation only, 
Emily Dickinson, hotsre^ mr, docs not speak with slmilor 
seriousness very often. The change of mood and tone io one of 
the greatest attractions of her poetry/ it holds the attention of 
the Keener and protects her utterance from monotony and dullness. 
In one of her po^ xis she describes the sun emerging from his 
"amazing House" and leaving a day at every door without any pomp 
and funfare* As ccxnpared to its quiet dignity. 
The Earth has seemed to me a Drum, 
Pursued of little Boys, Vol.11, 888 
Again, in a display of metas^ysical wit, she employs, almost 
imperceptibly, the ima^ of the circus ringumster for the sun 
and presents a deli^tful picture of a day threatened to be 
•mothered with fog. 
42 This is not to be confused with Emersonian transcendental 
doctrine tfhen he said, **Z become a transparent eyid>all; I am 
nothing, Z see all/ the currents of the Universal Being 
circulate through nwi X am part or particle of God**, a 
statement which, according to Perry Miller, was attacked as 
the latest fona of infidelity. Interpretations of American 
Literature, p.119. In the same book, Allen Tate, in his 
famous essay on mily Dickinson, casually refers to Emerson 
as a •*light-bearer who could see nothing but light, and was 
fearfully bl^ nd.** p.200. 
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^ e sun and Fog conteated 
The Oovemment of Day -
The sun took dotm his Yelloiir Whip 
And drove the Wog away » VoX.ZZZ* 1190 
The sun does not allow its **yellow plan** to be interrupted by 
the caprices o£ tho atmosphere, she says in another poem. Even 
%dien the snow 
Hsaves Dalls o£ Specks, like Vicious Boy 
Directly in His Bye -
Does not so much as tarn His Head 
Busy with Majesty « Vol.11, 591 
These poems are delightful interludes in her devoted tributes 
to the sun, seen through almost all possible angles o£ the 
mortal, human eye* such tributes are the continuation of an 
age-old tradition of the poets and priests paying homage to the 
43 life-giver sun. 
Ziike the sun, the moon also engaged her poetic attention 
as it had done in the case of many poets of the past. If one 
had the desire, a sieeable anthology could be compiled of poems 
written about the moon. Like Datnte*s tribute to the sun in 
the opening lines of the Divine Ooroedy, the poetic effusions 
about the moon in the past had been more or less in the nature of 
sentimental homage paid to its placid beauty or to the perfection 
43 In Indian tradition, it goes back to the h^pns of Rig 'Wada 
in tribute to Ushas. Dante *s opening lines in the Divine 
Oomedy and in Imitation of him, Shelley's opening lines in 
"The Triunqph of Idfe" are notable examples. 
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o£ Its foxin« Xt was an attitude which EkaiXy Dickinson had 
deliberately ruled out from her poetry* She saw all the objects 
of nature in peculiar relationship to her response and perception^ 
and what she £elt and wrote about thees, had the umaistakable 
atanip of her orginality, Hhe originality is there both in the 
thought and in the imagery, ^m have already noted sone of the 
striking images and conceits in her description of the sun and 
the same characteristic im maintained in the sirailas and 
metaphors she oioployo in the description of the moon. In oae 
of her poesm she calls the moon ishmael* the outcast son of 
Abraham* suggesting the lonely wandering of the moon in the 
unchartered and extensive realms of the sky. The metaphor 
remains unusual in spite of the Biblical mscm and its facile 
connotation (Vol. ZZ« 504). Ihe moon« seen through a window 
pane against the background of a cloudless sky, is cornnon 
enough experience but it provides the poet many a turn for her 
whimsy. She considers the moon as a weary traveller whose 
privilege it was to stop at the window pane for rest. But ttm 
moon was also a stranger, a "Lady in the Town** %iho did not 
think it impolite to peep through the glass-panes and intrude 
upon the privacy of the poet. The poet gases at the moon and 
notices that it was only a face, a head which had rolled away 
after it had been guillotined. 
44 Xshroael, the son of Abraham by Hagar, hence allusively an 
outcast. Oanesis 16tl2« '*And he will be a wild man/ his 
hand will be against crvery man« and every roan*8 hand 
against him**. 
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But like a Head - a Guillotine 
Slid carelessly away - Vol.XZ« 629 
This striking simile, however, does not satisfy the poet and 
she employs another, a more familiar one this time. 
Or like a stemless Flower -
Upheld in rolling Air 
By finor Gravitations -
^an bind philosopher - Vol.Zl, 629 
The description over, the poet muses how the moon is free from 
all wordly cores and concerns, and with one singleminded 
devotion, shines and illuminates the world. 
But se@aied engrossed to Absolute -> 
ifith shining - and the Sky Vol.ZZ, 629 
Perfection, illumination and the sky keep tlw moon ongross€»Sl, 
^nd the indirect implicaticm is, that it would have not been 
possible if the moon had other preoccupations* In another poem, 
Qsiily Dickinson does not consider the ic»on as only a face but 
fancifully constructs the feminine figure of the moon extending 
from the sky to the earth. 
Her Bonnet is the Firmament «• 
Hie universe - Her Shoe -
The stazB - the Trinkets at Hor Belt -
Her Dimities - of Blue - Vol.ll, 737 
As the sun and the moon impressed Btnily Dickinson with their 
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permai^nce* the granite solidness o£ the mountains gave her a 
sense of satisfaction and security, she admired the serenity 
o£ the snow-clad peaks as ««ell as their nonchalance with which 
45 
they looked upon the pageants of pomp or parting. In one 
of her poems« "Ah^ tenerlffe**, she comments on the cunclent 
mountain range of the Canary Islands which seem to retreat with 
the horizon. 
sunset - reviews her sai^lze Regiment -
Day •» drops you her Red Adieu: Vol.lZ* 666 
She returns to the same subject again iA the manner of the 
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metaphysical poets. 
The Mountain sat upon the Plain 
In his tz^ smendous Chair -
Kls dbservation omnlfold« 
His Inquest* everywhere -
The Seasons played around his knees 
X«Dce Children round a sire -
Grandfather of the Days Is He 
Of Da«m, the Ancestor - Vol.ZI# 975 
45 Emily Dickinson*s observation of nature is In accordance 
with the view of Melville expressed In Pierre, Book XXV, 
Chapter ZV» "say what some poets will. Nature Is not so much 
her own ever-sweet Interpreter, as the mere supplier of that 
cunning alphabet, whereby selecting and combining, as he 
pleases, each man reads his own peculiar lesson according to 
his own peculiar mind and laood.** 
46 The Image of the mountain sitting like a magistrate on a 
big chalr« Is witty In finding similarity between two 
apparently dissimilar objects. 
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Hie mountains* because of their great hei^ jht, can observe all 
things around and their equanimity or repose has the magisterial 
dignity holding a judicial inquixy. The fact that the 
mountains have nothing to do vith the creation of seasons, is 
irralevant. What the poet suggests is that seasons come and 
go &nd play arouiua with apparently no effect on the grandeur 
of the oowiitalns* Similarly, the day end the dawn are not the 
offsprings of the coountains but as the mountains €ire on the 
east horison, the sun se^ns to be bom as it ecarges above them 
every morning, bringing dawn and later the day» 
Itie sea should have been another symbol of permanence for 
her but there is no evidence in her letters that she had ever 
gone to a beach or ever lived in close proximity to the sea. 
There is one poem, however, which does describe the sea, 
although the description has significant sexual undertones/^ 
AS she '*visited the sea**, the mermaids came out from the bottom 
to look at her and the frigates sailing on the surface of the 
sea, extended their "Hempen Hands" in cordial greeting. The 
tide came to meet her and, since no one had warned her to move 
away, the tide enveloped her. 
46A ^ y X<eyda, Vol.ll, p. 452. She wrote to Mrs. Todd, in 
Europet **X am glad you cherish the sea. we correspond, 
tbouQ^ I never met him.** 
47 At least in this respect, she is similar to wait Whitman 
about whoro she wrote, according to Jay Lsyda, \tol,ZZ, p.57, 
*'you speak of Mr. whitman. X never read his Book - but 
was told he was disgraceful." Whitman suggests love-making 
by the heaving waves in "Out of the Cradle Endlessly 
Rocking". 
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But no Man mov^ ed Me - till the Tida 
\mnt past ray siiople Shoe 
And past ray Apron - and niy Belt 
And past my Boddice • too 
And made as Ha would eat »o up • 
AS tifholly as a Dew 
tJipon a Dandelion's Sleeve -
And then - I started • too -
And He - He £olloiiired - close behind » 
Z felt His silver Heel 
^pon my Ancle - Then my Shoes 
T«>uld overflow with Pearl -
tJntil Vie met the solid Town * 
No One He seemed to know -
And bowing <- with a Mi^ty look -
At me - The Sea withdrew - Vol«ZI, 520 
Zt is difficult to see why Bmily Dickinson always associated 
sex with the sea but in her love poems too, the aoa is 
inseparably clothed in sex imagery. Pechaps the heaving waves 
sug^sted to her love making as it did to Himingway or was 
it the rocking and rolling of the waves which seemed to her 
symbolic of the sexual act^ One wonders at the concreteneas of 
the suggestion* *'i^nid made as He would eat me up -**« and at the 
audacious* almost brash male figure of the sea as he follows 
48 The allusion is to Ernest Hamlngway*s« The Old Man and 
the Sea and islands in the Stream. 
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till the time o£ parting comes and he withdraws with a bow 
and **with a Mighty look** at her. Or is it an indirect 
suggestion that the poet loved the sea as she would have loved 
a man? 
compter •» V 
NATURB * S CR5ATURBS 
Like tho ev^rehangiog face of the outer vorXd and its 
manifold pheiKXoena^  Qnily Dickinson was also fascinated by 
the variety of its creatures and they all found place in her 
poetry. The birds* pairticularly the song birds, had tho pride 
of place in her affection and she never tired to record her 
response to their individual idiosyncracies of behaviour or 
the richness of their songs. The song of a bird« she said 
in one of her poems^ is '*a lonesonie glee** which "sanctifies 
the mind**. The process of purification is set in not so much 
by the melody as by the expression of **Delight without a cause -* 
which is as **arrestless** as the invisible bird which pours 
forth the notes of its joyful song from the \m)aaown expanse 
of the shy (VOl,XZ« 774}. In a mainly descripti^^ poom on the 
bluebird, she returns to the same theme in the concluding lines* 
With g.ay delays he goes 
To some superior Tree 
without a single Leaf 
And shouts for joy to NcA>ody 
But his seraphic self » Vol.zii, 1465 
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Hhe song* or rather the songs of the bluebird, are punctuated 
by discerning intervals for the listener to choose fran the various 
apeciioens o£ scmgs product by the bird. TUniB desire on the part 
o£ the bird to cater to the need of the listener, is obviously 
attribut^le to the whimsy of the poet who nevertheless does 
not fail to note that the irrepressible delimit of the song< 
as the song itself, is addressed to no one except the bird's 
own "seraphic self**. According to Emily Dickinson, an 
usonitigated Joy forms the central core o€ the bird's song and 
this characteristic is predominantly described in her poems. 
This attitude of the poet, how&ver, is not new or original. 
Almost all her pradctcessors in ^nerica and England had noted 
the '*full-throated ease** with which a nightengale or a skylark 
sang but they always contrasted the delight of the bird with 
the unending grief of human predicament. If thex^ is any thing 
singular about anily Dickinson's attitude, it is her consistent 
refusal to cloud the joyousness of the song with human sorrow. 
JPor her, the purity of the song's expressed delight remained 
unsullied and infectious for those who listened to it. 
Upon his saddle sprung a Bird 
And crossed a thousand Trees 
Before a Fence without a Fare 
His Fantasy did please 
And then \m lifted up his Throat 
And squandered such a ^te 
1 The allusion is to Keats's "Ode to Nightingale" and Shelley's 
"ito a skylmtk". 
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A Ublverse that overheard 
IB stricken by it yet, Vol.IIZ* 1600 
Thd first four lines indirectly suggest the carefree life of 
the bird which ignores a tlwusand trees before alighting on a 
fence, ihe ccmcluding linos describe the intense note released 
from an tqplifted throat remarkable for its potierful melody, 
loaded with delight. The note is so intense that those 
listening to the song are paralysed for a long time by tho 
lavishness of the expressed delight. Sfhe key vords are 
'squandered* suggesting profuseness« and 'striken' suggesting 
the forceful impact of tho song. The reverbrating memory of 
the song is indicated by the frugal use of tho word *yet*. 
One might argue that the extravagant note does not necessarily 
suggest joy and that the concern of the poet was more with the 
profuseness of the melody than with anything else. This 
interpretation« however, would not be in keying with the 
description of the bird in the opening lines, although in 
another of her poems, she speaks of joy as stomething akin to 
anguish and inquires almost dejectedly* 
Why Birds, a summer morning 
Before the Quick of Day 
Should stab my ravished spirit 
with Dirks of Melody. Vol. Ill, 1420 
It is unusual metaphor to call the notes of melody as daggers 
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(Dirks) isdiich stab the enraptured spirit of the poet ond it 
implies pain in the clearest terms. And yet the pain is one 
caused by ioy and not by suffering. Ihat explains the opening 
of the poem with the linest "One Joy of so much anguish / 
Sueet oaturo has for n^*. 
In fact Emily Dickinson believed that a bird sings to 
express an inner delight which it cannot repress, itiat the 
song imparts* at least a fraction of that delight, to the 
listener# is incidental. Even any admiration for the song 
is outside the birdb intention; it sings to please itself. 
Iliis idea has repeatedly been expressed in several of her 
poesos. She talks of the most triun^hant bird which asibarked 
upon a twig 
And sang for nothing scrutable 
But intimate Delight. Vol.IIZ* 1265 
Again* she repeats t^e same idea in another poem. 
tlor was it for applause -
Vhat Z could ascertain • 
But independent Bxtasy 
Of Deity and Men - Vol.II, 783 
The desire for applause or admiration, however genuine, was 
not in the bird's scheme of things; the delight of the bird 
is independent of the divine or human approbation. And it is 
not the song only but the entire gamut of the bird's behaviour 
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i^lch radiates unstinted happiness, she noticed a bird which, 
after disregarding the treea« "situated softly upon a pile 
of wind" and floated joyously, and that vos its remedy for 
care (Vol.ZZZ, 1723). !Ztie carefree life of the travelling 
bird made her cares, even her entire career, look absurd 
(Vol«ZZZ, 1655}. A bird does not need a ladder to climb to 
the sky nor a cimductor when it sings (VOl.ZZZ, 1574). fhese 
descripticms sample tho abundant happiness of the bird which 
is completoly free from the harrowing anxieties of human life. 
The cont2^st is presented only rarely and it is tnostly in the 
form of human participation in the bird's delight. 
Sometin^s Emily Dickinson playfully dressed a bird in 
mock grandeur or seriousness as in the description of a jay. 
sitting a Bough like a Brigadier 
confident and strai^t -
Much is the roi«n of him in March 
AS a Magistrate - Vol.ZZi, 1177 
She returns to the brigadier image, again, in another poem 
and adds that the jay is also a neighbour and a warrior who 
pursues winds with "shrill felicity". 
The Snow and he aire intimate -
Z*ve often seen th«n play 
When Heaven looked iqpon us all 
With sudti severity 
Z felt apology were due 
To an insulted sky 
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Whose ponqpous frown was Nutriioent 
TO their Temerity - Vol.Ill, 1561 
The significant point which the poesa makes, is that the bird 
ie equally unaffected by the favours and frowns of the weather 
just as it is free from worldly care. Here again the bird 
presents a contrast to human situation which beccmies gloexay 
in tho face o£ inclement weather. Zn fact* the bird in its 
rash and foolhardy playfulness* aeeam to insult an intimidating 
sky whose '*pc»i^ us frown** adds to its frivolous merriinent. 
Bmily Dickinson also used tho bird*a song as a metaphor 
for objective reality or beauty* The song of an oriole may be 
somettiing camudziplace or divine* depending on the pexrcoption 
of the hearer. The song of the bird may be completely wasted 
on those who* like the crowd* are unable to hear it. Even those 
who hear the song* "The fashion of the Ear / Attireth that it 
hear**. The skeptic may question the validity of this argument 
and may point out that the scmg is in the tree where the bird 
is and exists in its own right* independent of the human ear. 
But the poet insists that the song* at least the nature of it* 
is in the listener who perceives it according to the level of 
his sensibility. 
The "Tune is in the Tree** -
The Skeptic - showeth roe -
-Mor Sirs In Thee" Vol.ll, 527 
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The poot seems to suggest that what the human mind perceives 
is the reality. Olhis is not to <&any that objective reality 
has existence or that the hisoan mind can operate regardless 
o£ it, which is all in3s>ortant to an artist* and which gives 
meaning to it in purely stibjective terms. The song may be 
imperishably stozred in the memory o£ the listener even a£ter 
the bird ceases to ^ Kist in the tree and i£ it can exist 
without the oriolo# the song is in the listener and not in the 
tree. This line o£ argument may lead to many ccmplications 
but it establishes the £act that objective reality has to be 
perceived subjectively if it has to have any real significance 
for human beings* 
Emily Dickinson, however, achieves the most lasting effect 
not in poems o£ fA^ilosophical conten^lation but where she 
observes exactly and renders the texture of her observation 
with a quaint wiaardry o£ precision in words of singular 
intensity and individuality, even when she describes something 
ccniMMnplace, her mode of utterance points out to a distinctive 
quality. We come across lines which n^ke us pause to admire 
the 4«licate touch given by the poet, 
2 See Thoreau's essay, "Autumnal Mints" in Sawmrsion where 
he writes I "The actual objects %rhich one man will see 
from a particular hilltop are Just as different from 
those another will see as the beholders ars different... 
Me cannot see anything until we are possessed with the 
idea of it, take it into our heads, » and then we can 
hardly see anything else." Skirting the philosophical 
implications of the hypothesis, anily Dickinson laid 
emphasis on the percepticm of the poet. 
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A Sparrow took a Slice o£ Tvlg 
And thought it very nice. VoX»ZZl« 1211 
vm meet a Moo6pecla&jc and in the words of the poett 
Ho laboreth at every Tree 
A iJoziQ, His utmost Goal. Vol. ii, 1034 
Again* wo see the rdbin in her typical pharasingt 
The Robin is a Gabriel 
Zn humble cirosnstanees » 
His Dress denotes hixn socially* 
0£ Transport's lurking Classes. Vol.ZZI« 1483 
Zn one o£ her early poems* she describes a bij^ as it comes in 
the garden but the choice o£ words makes her po^n a meanorable 
picture. 
A Bird came down the walk <• 
HB did not know z saw -
He bit an Angle%fOxm in halves 
And ate the £ellow# raw# 
And then he drank a Dcm 
From a convenient Grass -
And then hopped sidewise to the Wall 
To let a Beetle pass -
He glanced with rapid eyes 
That hurried all around -
They looked like frightened Beads* Z thought -
He stirred his Velvet Hsad. Vol.z* 328 
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Her niost famous description ocxsurs in her poem on the 
huniming bird, "A Route of Evanescenece**. Many distinguished 
3 
explications of this poem exist. Professor Thomas K. Johnson 
has pointed out in his editorial note that this poem bears no 
artistic relation to an earlier poon on the same subject, 
"Within my Garden, rides a Bird**, t^ile one agrees that the 
later poem is not a redaction of the earlier one, a comparison 
of the two has relevance in showing Emily Dickinson's pootic 
craftsmanship. The earlier poem eoibodies the basic image of 
the wheel in swift motion for the bird and only the vibrating 
blossoms testify to the bird's rapid passage, but the poem is 
discursive and a little drawn out. 
Within my Garden, rides a Bird 
Upon a single VAieel > 
l4hose spokes a disssy Husic make 
As *t%fere a travelling Mill «• 
He never stops, but slackens 
Mx>vQ the Ripest Rose -
partakes without alighting 
And praises as he goes. 
Till every spice is tasted -
And then his Fairy Gig 
Roe Is in remoter atmospheres -
And X rejoin my Dog, 
3 see Anderson, Bnilv Digclnson's Poetryi Stairway of Surprise, 
pp.ll3-117r Whicher, This was a Poet, pp. 261^ .262/ Porter, 
The Art of Emily Dickinson's Early Poetry, pp. 76-77r 
Johnson, Bnily Dickinson, p. 202. 
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And He and i« perplex us 
%t positive, *tMex:o wo •> 
Or bore the Garden in the Brain 
1*his curiousity -
But He* the beat ijogician 
Refers my clumsy eye -
TO Just vibrasing Blossons 
An Exquisite Replyt vol* 11, 500 
The poet returned to the sanua siibject about twenty years later 
in leeo and coBipressed the description in a single stansa 
consisting ei^t lines o£ unpredictable aptness. The structural 
integrity of the later po&a hei^tens its evocative power and 
the tension of the nietaphors releases the refined surprise of 
her wit* 
A Route of Evanescene 
With a revolving viheel -
A Resonance of Bonerald -
A Rush of oochineal ~ 
And every Blossom on the Bush 
Adjusts its tuQt>led Head -
ifhe mail from Tunis probably. 
An easy Morning's Ride - Vol.Ill, 1463 
The swiftt almost elusive, passage of the bird is sug^sted 
by the first line and, as it circles round the buds and 
bloaaoros, it gives the impression of a revolving %dieel. The 
touch of the green in its wings and the hinaming sound it 
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prodiuces on its way, ajro merged into the third line* Tim red 
patch on its throat id seen oa a splash of cochineal as the 
bica rushes and disaiiqpears^ leaving behind the tumbled 
blcrasoms to testify to its ©xil3tei»^. ffie poet iauses that the 
bizd was like a postman bringing toail from distant Tunis on 
its 0veryday route «• tho route of evanescence. 
It has already been shown that Emily Diclcinson uses the 
song of the bird as a metaphor for objective reality, ^ e 
has used it once as a iiataphor for creative art. Traditionally, 
a creative artist suffexs many deprivations and, in most cases, 
dies before a full recognition of his art and tho consequent 
material affluence. Bven when Bvech recognition cones in his 
life • time, he is usually past the Bg& when he can really 
enjoy or benefit frexn the fruits of his labour. It would be 
wrong to believe that any artist is wilfully denied the 
material comforts which he deserves, ihe truth of the matter 
is that sijice creative art does not satisfy material needs, 
its aesthetic appeal takes longer to establish its worth. 
Enily Dickinson muses over this probl^n and in her characteristic 
manner ccxnroents on it* 
what merit have the Tune 
No BrecJcfast if it guaranty Vbl.ZZ, 680 
Z^oring the grammatical incongruity of the first line, the 
poet's meaning is clear enou#ii. Of what use is a song if it 
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cannot guarantee subsistence to the singer? If the artist 
Is o£ ajny worth, he should be able to fulfill the mlnlosal 
needs through his art. 
XZ 
Bnlly Dickinson did not Ignore the hutobler creatures of 
nature. The h&o, the spider, the butterfly, the cricket, the 
frog, the bat, tl^ rat and the snake all receive their due 
share of her attention. She does not look down upon them with 
derision or contempt. Her attitude Is more of amusement than 
resentment against thaca. 2^ certain oases she even envies 
scMne of the qualities they possess. The bee Is one such 
creature which the poet admires and envies. She notices the 
bee*s feet "shod with gause** and Its helmet of gold as It 
drives In Its burnished carriage. In a light-hearted mood she 
envies the freedom of a bee and as compared to It, she finds 
herself a captive living In a dark prison. 
Gould Z but ride Indefinite 
AS doth the tteadow Bee 
And visit only vAmre 1 liked 
And NO one visit me 
And flirt all Day with Buttercnaps 
And marry whom Z may 
And dwell a little evesywhere 
Or better* run away 
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With no Police to follow 
Or chaso Hlxn i£ He do 
Till Me ahould jun^ peninsulas 
To get away fz^ sa me •* 
X said **But Just to be a Bee* 
X3pon a Ba£t o£ Air 
Arkl row in ^tavlhote all Day long 
And anchor "off the Bar* 
What ULberty! So Captives ^ teem 
1/lho tight in Dungeons are* Vol. XI, 661 
Ohe envy for the bee*s liberty« however, is short lived, as she 
jokingly ponders over the moral issues involved in the 
activities of the bee, and pronounces it to be a traitor, for 
the bee does not remain faithful to a flowor and presents its 
services to the new buds as they appear. Its suit is only a 
''chence" and its "troth** is as fickle as the everchanging breese, 
for the bee propounds *'ban** and divorce continually (Vbl.ll,896}. 
On another occasion, she praises the continene« of the bee and 
holds it as a good enough exaiaple to follow* 
Partake as doth the Bee, 
Absteroioxtsly. Vol. ZI, 994 
Like the bee, the butterfly also goes on its **8pangled 
journey** and with similar freedom waltses upon a farm or rests 
<m a beam. Appropriately enou^, the butterfly, dressed in 
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elegant colouirs« is presented as a lady emerging from the 
door of a cacoon on a sumner afternoon **to stray abroad** and 
Hsr pretty Parasol be seen 
contracting in a Field, Vol. S* 354 
luring winter* it retires to its **DainasH Resiy^ denco** (cocoon) 
to aev silk. 
Then, finer than a Lady 
Eiserges in the spring! Vol« X, 173 
Xn another poem« she presents the butterfly as a male figure, 
altnost an aristCKsrat, who puts on his festive gown (assumption 
gotm} hung in the apartment of li^it gi^en quartz (cacoon) and 
condescendingly comes down to befriend the buttercups. 
The Butterfly's Assunrption Gown 
Zn Chrysc^raee Apartasents hxtng 
This afternoon put on •> 
How condejftacending to descend 
And be of Buttercups the friend 
Zn a new England Town - Vol.XZX, 1244 
The assumption gown beconoes a **l»aaidian Qown* in another poem, 
referring to the colourful dress of the ancient kingdom in 
north Africa. The butterfly's picturesque outer elegance is 
matched with its inner freedom from mundane worries. 
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itie Butterfly upon the Sky» 
That doesn't Knoir Its Name 
And hasn't any tax to pay 
Itfid hasn't any !u3me« Vol. IIZ« 1521 
Like the butterfly* the colourful flowers also attracted 
her attention and made her wonder about the fountains froot 
which the flood of daisies flowed on the hillside. Her poem 
on the tulip is one of the most memorable ones. 
She slept beneath a tree -
Rem^ iit^ red but by me. 
I touched her Cradle loute « 
She rBcognised the foot -
Put on her carmine suit 
And see! Vol. Z, 25 
Here too she presents the flower as a la<^ » a methc^ which 
persists in all her poetry of seeing the non-hwoan into hiuoan 
forms. 
If the butterfly is a lady and an aristocrat* the spider 
is an artist* the "neglected son of genius". Its merits are 
generally certified but it has never been ^ nployed fully for 
any real work. That explains the poet's desire to befriend the 
spider. Zn one of her poems, Bmily Dickinson describes the 
spider absozbed in its delicate work of %n»aving the c<A>waib. 
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Hie spider holds a silver Ball 
In \uiperceived Hands -
hnd dancing softly to Himself 
His Yam of pearl - unwinds - vol, II, 605 
l!he spider Is an artist In the true sense of the word, for It 
feels the joy of creation and dances to Itself while It works* 
It Is significant to note that In admiring the artistry of the 
spider, Emily Dickinson has not cotnniented on the insidious 
craft of the spider which, according to the traditional view, 
is involved in a sinister strategy against other smaller 
4 
insects, unlike Robert Frost who saw a dark design, not of 
the spider only, in its ostensibly harmless activity in a 
sequestered and dingy comer, she is closer to Thomas Gray 
S 
who con^ared himself to a spider in his creative activity. 
In a li^ fht-hearted mood, however, she speaks of a spider which 
assiduously crawled on her reticence and took possession of her 
abode in such a manner that she felt like a visitor, she would 
have returned the blow if struck in the street or would have 
had recourse tbo law if her property was usurped. But what 
action could she take against the spideir? 
But what redress can be 
For an offence nor here nor there. vol.11, 1167 
rttm allusion is to Robexi: Frost's sonnet, "Design", where the 
spider and its web are symbolical of the dark forces c^ perat-
ing in the world. 
**I am a sort of spider**! wrote Thomas Gray, "and have little 
else to do but spin it over again or creep to some other 
place and spin there.* 
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There are mamy creatures whom Bnily Dickinson disapproves. 
The frog is one of them, whose "long oig^ ** makes the ear 
desire inordinately "for corporal release** (Vol.lXI<r 1356). 
1!he frog is the orator of April* whose eloquence is a bubble 
and who raises on a log to make statements. Zf applauded, 
this Greek orator, Demosthenes, disappears in green water. 
In one of her poems, Qnily Dickinson disparra^s fame and \asea 
the simile of the frog for tho purpose. 
How dreary* to be Socodbody: 
Mow public * like a Frog -
1^ tell your name - the livelong June -
To an admiring Bog! Vol.1, 288 
similarly, she disapproved the snake and used strong words and 
pharases to denounce it. 
A snake is summer's treason. 
And guile is where it goes. Vol.Ill, 1740 
She wrote one of her famous po«ns on snake, *A narrow Fellow 
in the Grass", remarkable for its desceiptive beauty. The snake 
is seen as a spotted shaft dividing the grass as with a combi 
it is a whip-lash unbraiding in the sun. 
A narrow Fellow in the Grass 
Occasionally rides -
You may have met Him <- did you not 
His notice sudden is -
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The Qrass divides as with a Ocxcb 
A spotted shaft is seen <-
And then it closes at your feet 
And opens further on -
He lilces a Boggy Acre 
A Floor too cool for com -
Yet when a Boy, and Barefoot -
I more than once at Moon 
Have passed, i thought, a Whip lash 
Uhbraiding in the sun 
When stopping to secure it 
It wrinkled, and was gone -
But in conclusion, the poet makes no secret of the terror 
she feels at the sight of a snake. 
Several of Nature's People 
X know, and they know me -
Z feel for them a transport 
Of cordiality -
But never met this fellow 
Attended, or alone 
without a tighter breathing 
And zero at the Bone - Vol. ZI, 986 
She has also described a nightmare, with unmistable erotic 
connotations, in which the object of fear is a snake (Vbl. ZIZ, 
1670). The snake is the only nature's creature for which she 
had no sympathy and which always caused in her the painful 
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£e9ling of fear. Even i«hen she used it as an apparent erotic 
syiobol* she stlXl saw it as a source o£ terror and disturbance. 
And yett the fear of the snake did not disable her to see its 
sleek elegance almost in the manner of o«H,X«awrence« although 
without his philosophical stance* Xt also seems to be the 
prototype of the infernal serpent which deceived Eve and 
induced her to evil which it symbolieed. 
There are many other croatureo tSilch may not be as hostile 
or inimical as a snake but which are odious enough to make the 
poet wonder at their utility in the otherwise benevolent cosmic 
order* The housefly* which "herd upon the eye* and ax® 
abhorred for their odious activity of flocking on the wall or 
furniture of the house« is one of such creatures (Vol* III, 
1368}. so is the rat. 
The Rat is the concisest Tenant. 
He pays no rent. Vol.IIl# 1356 
There is a faintly humorous acceptance of a nuisance which 
**hate cannot harm" and no decree can prohibit it froa its 
unlawful activities, similarly* the bat is an odd creature 
with its wrinkled wings* unlike that of a bird, resembling a 
**amall Uotbreila quaintly halved*. The guaintneas of its 
appearance and habits makes the poet wonder if it has been 
6 The allusion is to D,H.Z<awrence8 poem* **The Snake*** wl^re 
he admiringly describes the beauty and elegance of the snake 
in its movement as it comes to quench its thirst. 
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cxeated by "astute hands" or simply by "malignity" (Vol. Ill, 
1575}. !ltiera is also the angle WQxm which aeema altogether 
Ujsieless till a bird advances to breakfast on it (Vol. ZX* 665). 
Etnily Dickinson made one o£ the insignificant creatures, 
the cricket, a vehicle of her highly aqphisticated perception 
of the change of season ~ the transition from summer to autumn. 
<£he time indicated by the poeo is late summer, long after the 
birds arrive, and the chan^ is signalled by the sad song of 
the crickets. The poem, however, uses liturgical terminology 
to give it an unexpected depth of connotation. 
Further in summer than the Birds 
Pathetic from the Gx^ uis 
A minor Nation celebrates 
Its unobtrusive Mass 
tio Ordinance be seen 
So gradual the Grace 
A pensive Custom it becooEies 
Enlarging ijoneliness 
Antiquest felt at Noon 
When August burning low 
Arise this spectral canticle 
Repose to typify 
Rtmit as yet no Grace 
HO furrow on the Glow 
Yet a Dxuidic Difference 
mhanoes Natux« now vol. ZX, 1068 
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On the obvious level of meaning* the poein renders the perception 
of seasonal transition* The change has not yet talcen placei 
only Its tentative ai^roach Is felt, iiflth the passage of 
Sumner, the crickets (a minor nation) sewn to participate In 
a memorial ritual and sing In a chorus of pensive notes too 
soft to be Gbtruslvo* Zt Is a rite (orcllnance) unseen by the 
human eye and the melancholy prayer (Grace) rises so slowly and 
gradually that It only enhances the feeling of loneliness In 
those t^o are attentive enough to listen to It. Loneliness Is 
enlarged by the sadness of the song and also from a sense of 
separateness and non-partlclpatlon In the memorial ritual. In 
fact the sadness and the loneliness thus experienced^ make the 
noon feel unfamiliar and Strang like antiquity (antlquest) 
as this sacred and# since the singers are not seen, spectral 
song rises typifying the quiet and tranquillity of late August 
and also Inducing a feeling of repose in the listener. The 
favours of sxunmer have not yet diminished and the simshine 
(glow) has not yet been cut down by long shadows (Burrow) but 
as iiqperceptible difference (xantidic Difference) is felt by 
those who can feel it, zt is this difference which adds to 
the sometimes unfelt majesty of nature. 
The poem, however, is more con^llcated than the above 
•xplication makes it. Mass is both a memorial service and a 
sacrament of zwiurrectlon, the "unobtrusive Mass** of the insects 
indicates the cuseificial death of summer, its "repose" in 
winter, and its eyelic i«generatlon in spring. By association 
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these are the feelings suggested by "Pathetic", "pensive", 
and "loneliness". Or, it may be the ai^zoaching death of 
vegetation and insects and the song of the crickets indicate 
the long, undisturbed repose that lies ahead in winter* 7he 
generative principle of repose and loneliness is the approach 
of the gloccny autumn and bleak winter. The connotation of the 
religious terms, used in the poem, thus heighten the effect 
of the poem in accurate rendering of the elusive perception of 
the transitional blank often felt in late summer. 
ZZZ 
From the preceding discussion it ^ nerges that Emily 
Dickinson*s persistent refusal to see nature as a divine 
analogy or Enersonian "correspondence", gave her original 
scope for delineation and speculation. The processes of 
nature presented to her a carnival of everchanging entertain-
ment which she captured in memorable words, often surcharged 
with elegant and refined wit. In the spectacle of nature, 
she often picked up ejects to use them as metaphors for 
crystallizing umperceived truths. In this creative process of 
perception and comnunication, however, there are two attitudes 
worth our attention. Firstly, she saw natural phenonena 
predominantly in human forms, or having human attributes or 
characteristics of articles known to be in human use .The spring 
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thus becomes in her delightful rendering ttm unexpected ntaid, 
embarrased but certainly not afraid, %rihtcMQ she meets in her 
garden. The applo tree waits like a Venetian, the breeees 
sweep the vale like housewives, tVie «K>ods and hills stand like 
a regiment o£ soldiers, the frost is a seducer and a thief, 
the morning is a queen, the sun is a king, the orchard sparkles 
like a Jew, the day undresses as a lady, the mountain sits 
upon his tronendous chair like a magistrate, a bird a^ qpears 
like a brigadier, the sky feels insulted at the temerity of 
the birds, the butterfly is an aristocratic lady, the frog 
is the Greek orator, Dsonosthenes, the lightening is the yellow 
fork dropped from the table of heaven and so on. One could 
multiply the exanqples by thousands extending to almost every 
object of nature. This mode of her description gives a sense 
of intimacy and familiarity which even the zXKnantics and 
transcendentalists could not achieve, This is all the mors 
surprizing for, unlike her predecessors and contemporaries, 
she maintained that nature and man were separate entities and 
any facile merger of the two would be fallacious. Strangely 
enough too, the Mordsworthian and Emersonian tiature, in spite 
of all philosophitsing, remains distant, even when it is 
made to sympathize with human thought and emotion. 
Bnily Dickinson's attitude of seeing nature in human 
figures also revives the ancient tradition of the description 
of nature in the jaiq Veda. This is not to say that she was 
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aware o£ the poetic mode of the Rig Veda or to suggest that 
her poems, like the hymns of the Rig Veda, are ecstatic 
religious chants of nature-worship. Emily Dickinson did not 
even remotely se^n to have any religious reverence for nature. 
It was sheer coincidence that she saw natural s^enomena in 
human terms and even when parallelism is frowncsd upon by 
scholars^ a brief quotation from the Rig Veda is an irresistible 
teanptation to illustrate the similarity. 
The day dra'ws in« night spreads her wings # 
The goddess with a thousand eyes 
Adorned in star - cBnbroldered robe. 
Queenly, majestic, she dispels 
Her younger sister's rosy tint 
The gloaming pales before the night. 
(Evening song from the Vedic 
lyrics). 
If given Dickinsonian notation, the unsuspecting reader may 
believe it to be one of her poems. 
Secondly, Emily Dickinson has written a large number of 
poams in glowing similies and metaphors, as her tribute to the 
sun or sunrise. In this respect too, her poetry bears a 
striking resemblence with the tributes to sunrise in Rig Veda. 
The roseate dawn in the Rig veda is transfigured to a rosy 
fingered maid, fair Usha, the loveliest and daintiest of all 
the maiden deities. 
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sweetly you smile* 0 goddesa £alr. 
Disclosing all your youthful grace. 
Your boaotn bright« your radiant t&ce, 
1 ^ Ixistre of your golden hair. 
so shines a fond and winning bride 
i^o robes her form in brilliant guise 
And to her lord's admiring eyes 
Displays her charms (Vedic lyric on Uahas} 
This brief quotation has both the attitudes of Emily Dickinsont 
it x»msent3 light in human form and also pays tribute to the 
sunrise* Zn more than a hundred lyrics in Rig Veda, the 
adoration of Ushas finds ecstatic expression, beginning with 
Zdam arestham jyotisham Joytir agat. 
(Your light has come, of all the lights the fairest) 
and continuesI 
Fair Ushas, though through years untold 
You have lived on, yet you are bom 
Anew on each succeeding mom. 
And so you are both young and old 
Their round our generations run. 
The old depart, and in their place 
Springs ever up a younger race, 
while you, immortal dawn, look on 
(Vedic lyric cm Ushas) 
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Thus vre aee that Emily Dickinson's nature poetry» in rejecting 
the Imnediate tradition prevailing in her times* unconsciously 
goes back to the anciont poetic mode of the Rig Veda, it may 
be o£ no consequence to the western reader who may, pexhspa, 
vaguely recall only Dante's tribute to the sun in Divine 
coc^dy, but Bmily Dickinson establishes an ismediate rapport 
with the Indian readsr. 
chapter - VI 
XiOVS 
£9Daily Dickinson wrote more than o hundred poems on love. 
An overwhelming majority of them irere written during the years 
ie61-18$3« With the passage o£ time# the stream of her 
inspiration seems to have dwindled into an insignificant 
trickle and except for one poem written in 1676, she altogether 
banished love from her poetry after 1866 (Vol.izz, 1363). This 
fact is significant in itself^ it is more so for the critics 
of the twentieth century who believe that the poet is the 
poetry and that the experience of the poet is the fountainhead 
of all his creative writing, ihere is also the modem prejudice 
that virgins^ unless they had the requisite experience^ know 
too little to write poetry,* particularly love poetry which, by 
its very nature, is emotional, siibjective and private, Emily 
Dickinson was a Victorian in a puritan New England and in mattezrs 
of love, without the freedom we have taken for granted in our 
day; she was also a virgin. Hie virgins of her generation, 
with their pinched and pale faces, had known only severe 
1 Interpretations of American Literature, Ed.Charles reidelsOn, 
(New York, 1959), p. 202. 
2 Ibid., p. 202. 
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self-donlal and repression. Except for the years o£ 
adolescenthood, she lived in austere scKSlusion^  declining 
in later years to meet even intimate friends* l^ese startling 
facts about her lead us to the inevitable questions Where did 
she get the experience to write these love poems? 
s:his question stares the reader in the face and many 
biographers in their effort to find a convincing answer* have 
made the life of Emily Dickinson an unconvincing mystery and 
an xinresolved controversy. There is some justice in Professor 
Allen Tate's complaint that scholars have felt only biographical 
A 
curiosity about her. In a survey course at Harvard, I heard 
an amazing theory being propounded with considerable gusto 
that Emily Dickinson suffered* inadvertently perhaps, from 
father fixation and that explained her love for men much older 
than herself » one of them being her father's friend ~ with whom 
marriage was an impossibility. I do not know if such wild 
speculations have been made in print in the tmited States* To 
the best of my knowledga, no great harm has been done by the 
Freudian critic so far but vrho knows the day he may pounce upon 
and mangle a precious life. 
3 This statement is in relation to their personal life, 
particularly to their sex-life. Otherwise, virgins and 
spinsters were accepted in puritan society and had 
respectable status in the houiseholds of their parents and 
«nire active in the religious life organised by the Church, 
socially, they %#ere never looked down upon by others. 
*• Interpretation of American Literature, see Allen Tate's 
essay, "Bnily Dickinson^, p. 202, 
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It Is tiioe we try to answer the questlcm as best we can 
with the available evidence. The first to attract Bnlly 
DlcHlnson'a attention was a law student In her father's office* 
Benjamin Franklin Newton. Ha was a imitarlan wtio stirred in 
her an undaunted Intellectual Independence and stimulated her 
aesthetic sensibility, Hia premature death prevented her 
friendship from developing into love atv6 it is fairly safe to 
prestime that her relationship with him was that of a devoted 
pupil and a sympathetic teacher, ^is fact is proved by her 
letters in which she always refers to hira as "friend**, "tutor* 
and '*proceptor**« Her affectionate dLnquirios about him after his 
deat^ do not betray any deep ^ notion which she otherwise would 
7 have felt. Moreover* no love poem exists to commemorate her 
friendship with Newton, nor one was written till six years 
after his death in 1860. But by that tiim she had fallen in 
love with Rsv, Charles wadsworth. 
Rev. Charles wadsworth was a presbyterian minister in 
Philadelphia and was locally famous as a pulpit orator for the 
5 Johnaonr Bmllv Dickinson, p.72. 
6 Ibid., p. 72. Her letter to Reverend Edward Everett Hale, 
quoted by Jay Zieyda* Vol. X, pp. 158, readss **... Of all 
these things he spoke - he taught me of them all, earnestly, 
tenderly, and when he went from us, it was as an elder 
brother, loved indeed very much, and mourned, and 
remeicbered** • 
7 Letters, Vol, I, L.153, pp. 282-283. 
8 Johnson, Emily Dickinson, pp. 56, 77-83. 
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brillance and intensity of hia utterance. Perhaps^ she went to 
hear him preach. Her own religious thinking at that time 
had not crystallized into a set of stable beliefs. In spite of 
her rejection of orthodoxy, the core of her religious thinking 
derived fron the puritan tradition of the valley %/hich held« 
apart from other things, that man was a dependent creature 
iiiAiose intuitions were profoundly untrustworthy. She had longed 
for belief, not as a matter of conformity with the mcnbers of 
her family t^o «^re deeply religious,but as a healing balm 
for her anguished and truthful soul, wadsworth hold aljnost 
the same belief as her father and it was quite plausible that 
he preached on a subject dear to her. Zt is equally safe to 
conjecture that he made an abiding impression on her. Once we 
concede this much, it is not difficult to understand how her 
admiration for him developed into devoted love. 
But her love for him was not of the comnon sort and it 
would be a fallacy to describe her relationship with him by the 
trite phrauw "love affair". If love it was, it was a hopeless 
and one-sided love which did not experience fulfilment even 
in an ^ anbrace. One dov&ts if wadsworth even knew it. There 
is no proof, conclusive or fra^ pjentary, that the three love 
9 Ibid., p. 76. 
10 Millicent Todd Binghan»i Bnilv Pickinaon's Home, (New York, 
1955), HP, 369o372. Ihe letter from 'Wadsworth to Emily 
Dickina<m begins with "My Dear Miss Dickinson** and is 
manifestly from a pastor concerned about the spiritual well-
being of Emily Dickinson, It also expresses hope that she 
would confide further if he can lessen the anguish of her 
spirit. 
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letters In jraugh draft £c9undi In her papers after her death* ware 
11 
ever sent to hSm, wadsworth was married and had four 
children, she imist have known that it would he highly indiscreet 
to unburden the agonising secret of her heart, she decided to 
suffer i0 silence and her love for him remained a closely 
yarded secx^t all her life. In the absence of any precise 
evidence, one may question tte validity of the belief that 
those love poemst at least scxne of the best known ones« were 
written about Hadsworth. There is, however, a group of poems 
about whic^ there can be no (^mbt. the news of wadsworth*s 
acceptance of a call to tha Calvary Church in san Francisco 
was received by her with a sense of crisis and it is from this 
time onwards that she mentions Calvary in her love po€»ns. In 
12 
1862 alone, this nmm appears in ten poems. In 1863, she 
began one of her incomplete poems in rough draft with the 
moving lines a "Where thou art - that is Home / Cashmere or 
calvary - the same..." (Vol.XI, 725). 
It was sometinie after this event that she adopted her 
**white election** and began to dress in immaculate white. She 
also withdrew from life to concentrate on her poetry. This 
withdrawl is often referred to as ••renunciation'* and she has 
used this word once herself (Vol.II, 745). But it would be 
misleading to use the wox^ renunciation in this context. 
^^ letters, Vbl.II, see letter No* 187, 233, 248. 
12 Johnson, ]^ ily^  Dickinson, pp.81-62. In some of these poems 
she speaks of herself as (3ueen of Calvary and Enqpress of 
calvary. 
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Renunciation raaana giving up or sacrificing what on© hao. 
Bmily Dickinson had nothing to renounce. A girl of plain 
features and modest eharnis, she had waited^ iike other girls 
of all times* for the prince charming till she was over thirty 
years old but he did not dblige. In one of her letters she 
^ 13 
wrote! 
"In such a procelain life one likes to be sure that all 
is %7ell lest one stinoble upon one*s hopes in a pile 
of broken crockery," 
But she realised that she had stumbled. It is to her credit 
that after her disajq?olntment# she did not go on hoping against 
hope. She was aware of her talent as a poet and she gathered 
her forces for writing poetry with single-minded devotion, it 
was a conscious and deliberate choice and any sympathy for her 
life*long solitude would be misplaced, if «he was lonely, it 
was a loneliness she shared with all great artists of the world, 
Cotimenting on this aspect of her life. Professor Allen 
14 Tate has observed, 
*When she went upstairs and closed the door* she 
mastered life by rejecting it. Others in their way 
had done it before; still others did it later... 
Mastery of the world by rejecting the world was the 
doctrine* even if it *fa9 not always tYve practice of 
^^ Letters, VOl.Il* L.193* p.338, Ihe quotation is from a 
letter to Samuel Bowles. 
14 Interpretations of iffnerican Literature, p*202. 
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Jonathan Edwards and Cotton Mather. It is tho meaning 
of £ate in Ha%«thomef his people are fated to withdraw 
from the world and to be destroyed. And it is one of the 
great thmnes of Henery Jan^s**, 
This is a very significant statement as it reveals one o£ the 
para(&»ees of Etnily Dickinson's life. One may odd fxurther that 
she rcjjected the belief of the transcendentalists in the divine 
nature of intuition and also the doctrine that man was the 
source of moral law. But like mmxaon and Thoreau she believed 
in the self-reliance of the individual to improve his nature 
through his own efforts. She also refused to accept the 
orthodoxies preached by Jonathan £^ k#ards but saw like him that 
through suffering and toil one must achieve his cherished 
ideal. 
Each - It's difficult ideal 
Must achieve - Iteslf -
Through the solitary prowess 
Of a Silent life. Vol.11, 750 
Again, she believed as an artist that her response to experience 
could beat be realised in the rarefied private world of her 
own where human encounters did not blunt the edge of her 
sensitive soul. 
The soul's superior instants 
Occur to Her - alone -> 
When fri«nd - and Earth's occasion 
Have infinite withdrawn - Vol. Z, 306 
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Thla may not be good poetry but ahe states her case very clearly. 
''Hie soul selects her own society", she oi>served in one of her 
famous love poems, "then shuts the door* (Vol. I, 303). m 
e&o^ms vo@m, she repeats t^ to ideai 
The Soul that hath a Guest 
Doth seldom go abroad -
Diviner Crowd at ficxne -
Obliterate the need - Vol. II, 674 
To a life of hifindrum routine, she preferred the life in the world 
of her imagination where she could live with greater fullness and 
intensity than was otherwise possible. 
Professor Allen Tate has denied the influence of Btoily 
15 Dickinson's love for wadsworth on her poetry and writest 
"It is dangerous to assume that her *life* which to 
the biographer means the thwarted lo\m affair she is 
supposed to have had, gave to her poetry a 
decisive direction. It is even more dangerous to 
suppose that it made her a poet.** 
It is difficult to agree with this statement without qualifying 
it. PexhasMi, this could be said with a fair amount of accuracy 
that her love for Otis Lord had practically no influence on her 
poetry. Ccxaing as it did when she was in her late forties, it 
had a certain measure of fulfilment which was denied to her in 
15 intexrpretatiena of American Literature, p. 201. 
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her earlier love. But by this time her creative activity 
had alioost ceased, she did not write a single love poem during 
the years she was in love with him unless the three undated 
love yo&am could be proved to belong to this period (Vol, III, 
1664« 1736^ 1743). All these poems« however, are similar in 
theine and refer to the deprivation caused by separation. The 
emotion expressed thus has no direct relevance to the nature 
o£ her relationship with l^ ord. 
But it would be misleading to suggest that her first love 
experience was o£ similar nature. There is unmistakable 
evidence to prove that her love for Wadswozrth (Steepened her 
sympathy and stimulated her creative activity. No doubt love 
affairs do not make poets and, as Professor Tate observes, it 
would be wrong to believe that she would have not been a poet 
without this experience. She was a poet before she fell in love 
but considering the amazingly large number of poems she corqposed 
after 1860, one cannot fail to notice the sudden blossoming of 
her genius as a poet. Besides, all her best love poems belong 
to this period. Even in poems where the personal merges into 
the universal, the blurred identity of her hopeless love 
unfailingly remains. VB do not know of any other event which 
might have given impetus to her creative energy, for her life 
was singularly uneventful. The <mly other possible explanation 
could be that by this time she had gained confidence as an 
artist but it does not explain why her newly gained artistic 
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maturity failed to maintain a steady output over the years to 
come. Zt may be a strange coincidence but her creative impulse 
came to her as a tide and receded socm after the crisis in the 
affairs of her heart had sutbsided to a life-long yearning. 
Z do not Icnow if '^thwarted'* is the word to describe her 
first experience of love. Any girl in her place would have 
kncnm that her love was hopeless from the very start. To fall 
in love with a married man is one thing; to cherish a love 
which is not even mutual is alto^ther a dif fez^nt matter. The 
desire to love and to be loved is universal enough but to love 
without the desire to bo loved, is a situation which the 
western mind is not likely to understand readily. It may appear 
enigmatic and if Freudian theories are pressed into service for 
explanation# it may appear neurotic, tieurosis in psycho-^analytical 
terminology is a cc«xvenient handle to explain^ every thing which 
does not conform to the conventional pattern. But such love is 
known to have existed in the Orient and has found expression in 
our literatures of the vernacular. Perhaps* Emily Dickinson 
herself never sought fulfilment of her love. Zn one of her 
poems she speaks characteristically of **ai^ts ineffable 
disgrace** which stains ''adoration** (vol. ZZZ* 1429}. in another 
poffiti she (^serves t 
Z*d rather recollect a setting 
Than own a rising sun ... Vol.ZZZ, 1340 
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3he wrote to Higglnson in the same mood when she aaidt *To 
IS 
escape enchantment, one must always flee**, and again, "Briblem 
is irameasurable ~ that ia why it is better than Fulfilment, 
17 
which can be drained*• It is interesting to repeat a sentence 
which Professor Johnson has quoted from Ellen Glasgow's 
autobiography in this context, "It is the law of woman's 
nature that the roetaory of longing survives the more fugitive 
laecjory of fulfiltnent,"^^ In the light of these statements 
one cannot but cohclude that Emily DicKiJoson conscioxisly 
endeavoured to preserve the freshness of her dream rather than 
see the reality. What she needed in life was a preceptor and a 
muse itdioro she could adore with physical passion in her 
imagination. Viewed otherwise her love poeffns lose their 
abiding significance. 
II 
The first, which is also incidentally the largest group 
of her love poems, is dedicatory and repeatedly expresses her 
devotion and loyalty to her lover to make assurance, as it were, 
doubly sura. These declarations of love were not meant to be 
16 I^ttfrs, vol, II, p. 454. 
17 lifttter», vol.111, p. 773. 
18 Johnscm, Bnilv Dickinson, p. 63. 
19 XbXd,* p. 60. 
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coRcnunicated to the object of her lovei they ocrur In their 
varying degree for her own relief and satisfaction. Her 
ability to cbserve accurately was not confined to the world 
outside herselfi her remote and solitary existence also 
enabled her to analyse enK>tion and to observe the complex 
shades of her own thought and feeling. This explains her 
detachment which she conspicuously maintains even when she is 
v/ritinc about her purely subjective experience. In one of her 
20 letters she describes the upheaval of a change of residence. ^^  
^X took at the tJU>ie a memorandum of my several senses* 
and also of my hat and coat* and my best shoes - but it 
was lost in the melee, and Z am out with lanterns 
looking for myself." 
Even when we think that the turn of phrase in this sentence is 
rather fanciful* it eatresses an attitude of the poet. Her 
gift to transcend the circumscribed self and take stock of 
herself as if she were some other person* makes her love pooms 
effectively convincing and saves them frc»n degenerating into 
scmtimentol effusions. In one of her early poems, she adopts 
the impersonal third person to describe Miat apparently is her 
own nervous confusion at meeting her lover face to face. "The 
Rose did caper on her cheek - Her Boddice rose and fell >/" 
Her speech staggers like drun)cen men and her fingers fusible at 
fteedle work (VOl.Z* 208}* such intensity of emotion is the 
20 Itfttjua* vol. II* p. 323-324. 
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prerogative of a pure heart at its first encounter with love; 
it is not that the emotion is in excess of the situation. In 
another poem« she cherishes the hope of her complete identif ica-> 
tion with her lover and in all humility# necessary to deep love, 
makes note of tthe fact that she would be "the smaller of the 
two*** and like the self-sacrificing bride of the Orient, she says 
with infinite tendernesst 
itorever of His fate to taste -
If grief - the largest part -
If joy - to put my piece away 
For that beloved Heart Vol, I, 208 
Again, she repeats the idea in another poein that sho would give 
her life ond all that is precious to her "to see his face" and 
then Jokingly asksi 
NOW - have I bought it -
"Shylock"? sayi 
sign me the bond Vol. I# 273 
T!ti& wit in the unexpected comparison of "The beloved Heart" to 
Shylock is a characteristic which we associate with metaphysical 
poets and of that I shall speak later. 
She never tires of expressing her love and explores in 
minute details the various aspects of her love. Her diction 
changes and keeps pace with the variation of her mood. His Love 
envelopes her life and as a dedicated soul, she roust decline 
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the Invitations frcan others as they come (Vbl.Z, 273). God 
would be content with a fraction of the life she poured to him 
and she **ceded all of Dust I knew." (vol.Z, 275). As the drop 
of iirater loses Its Identity ("locality") in the sea, she 
would lose her in hlra (Vol, I, 293). she *rould carry his face 
with her when she goes "out of tlroo* (Vol*I, 336), llalls would 
be no barrier to hor and even If the "universe" was one solid 
rocH# she would "tunnel" at "his silvor call" for the rocon^ense 
to look "in his eyes" (vol.z^ 398). AS the noon leads tho sea 
like a docilo boy« she wishes to be QUided by "tho Acibar Hand". 
She loved him as ii^ ll as Jesus loved men (Vol,Z« 451). His 
love came to her like fire and made "her house" glow in its 
radiant light; it was like the sunrise* with tho sky 
impanelled txxm no summer brief <-
With limit of Decay -
•T was ikKtn - without tho News of Hight -
Nay, Nature, it was Day Vol.IX, 638 
Then in a mctnent of Intense longing she says that she would be 
contented if, like a stranger in "an ungracious" country, he 
paused at her door for a short %fhile and if she was permitted 
to be the housewife in the cottage he lived (vol. ZX, 961). 
These are the everchanglng shades of her devoted love as 
she writes about it. Perhaps, these poems would have been 
different if they had bean written to make her love known* The 
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£act that they wore like unposted love letters cocrsnitted to the 
unknown hands of posterity, gave her freedom to dwell with 
loving care« somotiises in unfinished and partially realised 
poems, on the myriad facets of her love« The picture of her 
that emerges throu^ these poems is that of a shy, SK>dest and 
self-e^cing girl %}ho was willing to sacrifice all that she had 
on the altar of love and who needed only a little sunshine to 
make her happy. But fate had ordained otherwise* The pilgrim 
of eternity was destined to walk alone and to sing as she vrent. 
She had Icnown the radiance of the day, free from the lurking 
dusk of the evening, but it was not given to her to dwell in the 
glowing light lon^r than she did. Separation fell like a 
shadow and curtained her unrealised dream. Thus beni^ted^she 
wrote with assured canpetence her love poems of sorrow, she 
21 
wrote in one of her lettersi 
"Z had a terror •> since September - Z could tell to 
none • and so z sing, as the Boy does by t)» Burying 
Ground - because Z am afraid." 
Zt was uninqportant to remember the man who was the occasion of 
these poeonsf it %fould matter little if he did not exist at all, 
for these poems of sorrow continue one of the poignant themes 
of English and American poetry - unrequited love. 
The first poQca of this group was written in 1662 aftckr 
21 Letters, viol, zz, p. 404. 
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Wadsworth had left £or San Francisco. ESnily Dickinson thought 
that Nature would bo different after tho crisis and sympathise 
vtlth the "Ou&en of Calvary**^  aa adie called herself. But 
evean^hing was as usual except herself who alone felt tlx) loss 
(Vol.11, 620). She had hoped that the ri^in, the daffodils* 
the grass and the bees would not come with the suismer but 
They're here, thought not a creature failed -
Mo Blosson) stayed away 
Zn gentle deference to me ->-
The Queen of calvary - vol,I, 348 
In her despair, she asks tho rose not to scatter its colour and 
sweetness as she has. lost the capacity to enjoy them. 
Globe Roses - break their satin flake -
Upon my Garden floor -
Yet - thou - not there -
I had as lief they bore 
NO crimson - more - Vol, I, 399 
She grieves at the propoect and wonders what she would do when 
the roses blossom and birds fly in the maple tree, or. 
Oh, when the squirrel fills His Pockets 
And the Berries stare 
HoM can I bear their Joctind Faces 
Thou from Here, so far? Vol,II, 956 
She did not know nor anybody in her position would have known 
the answer. 
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After being aioappointed by the Indifference of Nature 
to her 3Uffaring^ she turns to analyse the blinding grief of 
separation. She found it so intense that she had to feel her 
life with both her hands "to see if it was there" (Vol.X, 351), 
She had put away his life as an "ornament too grand" for her 
but the agonising possibility haunts hor that 
This might have been the Hand 
That sowed the flower^ he preferred > 
Or £fflKx>thed a homoly pain^ 
Or pushed the pebble from his path -
Or played his chosen tune, Vol.Z# 366 
Realising that the gulf which separates them cannot be bridged, 
she envies those who have physical proximity to him. She envies 
the sea and the "spokes of wheels of chariots" on which he 
rides and those who "gaze" on his Journey, she envies the 
light that wakes him "And Bells - that boldly ring / To tell Him 
it is noont abroad *" (Vol.l# 49e).She writes about her unhappiness 
again and again as in the poem where she laments that "for 
Barefoot Vision", he shut her out from his life (Vol, 11, 523). 
She also cc^ments on the permanence of her love; she adjusted 
her being, carvsd his name upon it, then exiled herself in the 
"Sast" (VSol,XZ# 603). She comes to the sad conclusion that 
bliss in life is a "fiction" which 8e«ns plausible but is not 
real (Vbl.ll, 646), To die for him was easier than to live 
unhappily without hljm, which includes the "dying multifold" 
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without the respite granted to the dead (VOl.XZ, 1013). She 
also states the zeason i<hy they tnust remain apart, at least in 
this life, and says that they could suffice for each other but 
**hesitating fractions** tore them asunder (VOl.ZZ. 643). Again, 
the fulfilroent of their love was interdict of God and their 
separation was preordained (V&1,ZX# 1088 )• 
In such a hopeless situation, the only hope that was left 
to her was that she would achieve after her doath what she had 
failed to accotoplish in life* such a hope is coRicton enough 
and has beccmte almost a human weakness which all the religions 
of the world have exploited in promising the bounties of God 
denied to man in worldly existence. One %4onders how the 
allurements of the next world havo lightened the burden of many 
a man and wcxnan and they have borne cheeirfully the misery of 
this world in the hope of getting a recompense in the next. 
Bnily Dickinson was no eaoseption in this respect. She cautiously 
mentions the possibility of her achieving ••victory" in one of 
her poems* she struggles hard to cross the barriers in her 
path of love and finds her horizon blocked. She promises her 
feet •'the Grace in Sight•• but they fail and she wcmders if death 
itiould prove to be a victory in reverse. 
Ihey strive « and yet delay -
They perish - Do we die » 
Or is this Death's Experiment -
Reversed - in victory? vol,II, 550. 
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In th» next stage, ahe thinks o£ the joy she would feel at 
meeting him after life« which was worse than deaths and tell 
him how she felt without him at midnight when all the clocHa of 
the world hod seamed to have stopped, leaving the night colder 
than it was. She would tell him how she kept the pretence of 
a smile to show him after they waded through the deep of 
separation and met after death (Vol,XI, 577), Finally, in 
two of hor poems, teaaned as "bridal poems**, she expiressos her 
conviction that after a long parting, she would meet him "before 
the judgement seat of God** where she would be eternally united 
with him. she muses if any marriage could be like that, with 
Ood as the host in paradise and cherubims and seraphims as the 
••unc*>trttsive Guest" (Vol, II, 625), she also thinks of grave 
as the littlo cottage where, like a bride, she keeps "the 
parlor ready**, lays **roarble tea** for him and waits to be united 
in everlasting life (Vbl.IlI, 1743). 
As she realised that she was not cast for a life of 
worldly happiness and contentment, her acceptance of the 
inevitable urged her to write what are known as the poams of 
renunciation, if renunciation it was, its aim was to give up 
even the desire of the fulfilment of her love from the very 
beginning and she always deoned the abject of her love farther 
than the moon or star where she could never reach (Vol.1, 338). 
She consoles herself with the idea that he exists somewhere in 
silence to surprise her later but also expresses the fear that 
**the play" may prove too coetly and death may intervene to 
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deprive her of the •'bXis©'* of meeting (Vol, I, 338). PinaXly 
she accepts her £atej, adopting her "white election** (Vol,IX, 
528). 
And wear » i£ Ood should count me fit «• 
Her blameless mystery - Vbl.Z, 271 
She points out further that sages had called this life of 
seclusion ••small" but in spite of her initial misgivings, sJ«i 
had found it vast as horizcm, AS the years went by, she gained 
self-control and she could hear his name without "Ihat Stop -
sensation - on my soul -/ And Thunder - in tt« Soon" (Vol, I, 
293). She goes a step further to assert that she could not live 
with him because that would be life and 
So %re must meet apart > 
You there •>. z - here 
With just the Door ajar. Vol.II, 640 
AS a consequence of this seclusion, she took refuge in the 
world of her imagination ai»a sought the things which were denied 
to her in life. This withdrawl into the cloudland of her 
dreams was the reflex action of her self-denial. She had closed 
the "doors'* of her soul and jattsned the "valves" of her attention 
only to escape in a larger world where she had a greater 
measure of freedom to live her dreams. It was necessary for 
her to imagine her dreams come true to preserve their freshnejpi 
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and enchantment and also to protect hor from becoming morbid. 
In such a %rorId« she lives with him and he presents an 
invisible claim on her« though no wedlock was granted to her« 
"I live with Him - I hear Hia voice -/ I stand alive - Today -" 
(Vol«I, 463). She also believes '*'Shat life like This •> is 
stopless/", whatever may be the verdict of othezB. It lo so 
because she can sea him better in the darkness of the intervening 
years and hor lively imagination has dispensed with reality. 
What need of Day -
To Those whose Dark - hath so » surpassing sun -
Zt de&a it be - Continually •* 
At the Meridian? Vol. II, 611 
She even wishes to **play Yesterday" and become a girl at school 
again« though she doubts if it was possible and asks if the 
lark could CK> back to the "shell** after he had soared in the 
sky# and if he did, %irould the new imprisonment not hurt him? 
Finally, she hears his voice at her door asking the servant 
for her and she takes a flower as she goes to meet him, for he 
had not seen her **in<^ i8 life". They walk and a tender, thoughtful 
moon goes with them. The meeting is over but she would sacrifice 
her blood - •'purple - in my v»in** - to live that hour again 
(vol,II, 663). 
Her deep sorrow in love gave her the necessary insight to 
analyse pain and she wrote two poems to give it poetic utterance. 
'^ v 
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It is a weXl-known psychological truth thot one losea perspective 
in intense and prolonged suffering. The pangs of grief hurt and 
are accountable in time only in their newness. Their continuation 
creates a blank in which the awareness of time is lost* This 
sophisticated idea is expressed with admirable precision in one 
of her poems. 
pain " has an Element of Blank •> 
It cannot recollect 
When it began - or if there were 
A time when it W€is. not -> Vol.11, 650 
Similarly, the nerves are stunned after a tragic crisis and the 
soul lios in a tranco without being able to remember the 
distinctive features of daily existence. The sufferer moves 
mechanically as one does in somnand^ ulisra and goes through the 
daily routine of life without living them. This psychological 
truth finds expression in what I believe to be one of the finest 
po^Qs of the English language. 
After great pain, a formal feeling comes -
The Nerves sit ceremcmious, like Toidbs -
The stiff Hec^ questions was it He, that bore. 
And Yesterday, or Centuries before 
The S^et* mechanical, go round -
A Wooden way 
Of Ground, or Air, or Ought -
Regardless grown, 
A Quartz contentinent, l ike a stone -
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This Is the Hour of lead -
Reroenibered, if outlived^ 
As Preezing persons# recollect the Snow -
First - Chill - then stupor - then the letting go -
Vol.1, 341 
The imagery in this poem is controlled by the central idea expressed 
in the first line. The stunning effect of grief is suggested by the 
«!K>rds "fonaal", "ceremonious", "toirbs", "stiff", "mechanical", 
"wooden", "regardless", "chill", "stupor", and the "letting go". The 
image of persons frozen to dteath, «rt)o feel the chill, tl^n stupor 
them the letting go, is a close analogy of the experience of intense 
suffering. The outer form of the poemi which maintains the funeral 
image in its throe stages of death, procession and burial, is shaped 
by the inner mood of the poem and the use of exact rhyme in the last 
two lines of each stanza adds to its technical excellence. The 
heaviness of pain is sug^sted by the words "bore", "quartz", 
"stone" and finally "lead". The pain described in both these poems 
is not necessarily one caused by disappointment in lovei it is 
universalised by the use of the abstract noun. 
Ill 
There are also mooients when Emily Dickinson forgot the 
suffering of her heart and wrote in a light mood.She unhesitattngly 
laughed at herself or made fun of love. This ability to see the 
comic aspects of an emotion in which she was deeply involved, 
is a sure indication of her genius as a poet. A lesser artist 
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would have never cllmibed the abysmal depth to be In the sunshine 
for a while, such mood^do not ccmstltute a negation o£ the 
predominance of a sense of deprivation in hor love poems; they 
add to its poignancy and provide a refreshing change. One of 
her poems# begins cheerfully; 
Is Bliss then, such Ptaysa, 
X must not put my foot amiss 
For fear I spoil my shoe? Vbl.z, 34 
Another poem opens with the question. 
«Mhy do I love" You, sir? 
She answers ii^ directly by saying that the wind does not require 
the grass to say why "she* cannot keep her place when "he* passes 
and that the lightening does not ask the eye »^y it shut in 
••his" presence (vol.Z# 480), It is a pleasant manner of saying 
that her love for him was inevitable and needed no interrogation 
as it was almost elemental. Again« in a very amusing poem, she 
declares that she would gladly be anything he desired to win 
his love. She would be tall as stag or small as wren to suit 
him and if she was assured of his love, she would not hesitate 
to transform herself into rhinoceros or even a mouse (\^l«I«4eo}. 
Closely resembling in mood, are the poems in which her 
attitude is similar to that of the metaphysical poets of the 
seventeenth OMitury ftiigland. Thm love poems of Donne and Marvel 
are enlivened with wit, by the unesqpected turn of phrase or 
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argument or by their startling discovery of the similarity 
between two or more apparently dissimilar things, ihe metaj^ysical 
c^ieeit* «rhich they used lavishly in their poetry# is distinguished 
by being far-fetched and witty and gives a precision and 
pointedness to their utterance. Emily Dickinscm did not 
consciously employ this artlflco in her poetry but there are 
occasional flashes of great beauty. In one of her poems, she 
contrasts the rasrit of her lover with her own unworthiness and 
fears that she may prove to be insufficient for him. But in a 
sudden shift of thought she cleverly argues that a thing h i ^ 
must necessarily recline on something low. 
For nothing higher than Itself 
Itself can rest upon - Vol.11, 751 
Again, in a metaphysical conceit she compares her life to a 
loadetd gun. 
My Life had stood - a Xjoaded Gun -
In comers - till a Day 
The Owier passed - indentifled «• 
And carried Me away - Vol.II, 754 
The extended metaphor is maintained as she points out that the 
moxmtains resound when she speaks for him and when she smiles 
with her "Vesuvian face*, the valley glows with **cordial light". 
At night, she guards him and is a deadly foe to his enemies 
who cannot stir the second time once she lays on him **a Yellow 
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Eye" or "an emphatic Thurab", The poem ends^ however, on a 
different note and arouses by the sudden shift of thought. 
* 
For X have iaut the power to kill, 
Without - the power to die - Vol,II,754 
In a similar poem, she begins rather grandly that his "moon" 
fills or diminishes at her coRinand and at her bidding it shines 
in the sky or hides behind the clouds. But, she Gibserves in 
the concluding lines, as they hold a "Mutual Disc" and face a 
"Mutual Day": 
Mhich is the Despot, neither knows -
nor Mhose - the Tyranny - Vol*II, 909 
In two of her poems, Emily Dickinson employed sexual imagery 
with ^ nazing candour and in complete disregard of the ta^oo on 
such subjects in her day. i^out one of them, Oolone^ Higginson, 
at the time he and Mrs.Todd %iero making selections for the 
22 
poems 1891, wrotei* 
"One poem only I dread a little to print - that wonderful 
"Wild Nights" - lest the malignant *»ad into it more than 
that v«Lrgin recluse ever dreamed of putting there. Has 
Miss l^vinia ony shrinking about it? You will understand 
and paradon my solicitude. Yet what a loss to omit iti 
Indeed it is not to be omitted*" 
lim argianent of the poem is that a stormy night would become 
22 Quoted by Thomas H.Jotoson as a footnote to poem number 249 
in l!t\m Poetry of ttailv Dickinson, Vol.1, p*180. 
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a Xuxucy if she were with him, for "a heart In port** has no need 
of sailor's compass or chart and the howling winds outside can 
do no harm, The poesn ends suggestivelyi 
Rowing in Eden -
Ah# the Sea! 
Ml#it I but moor - Tonight -
in TheeJ Vol.l, 249 
The second poem describes the experience of the previous night 
when someone tried "to twine" thlnHing her tired or lonely but 
she turned "ducal**! for a small boat ("brig*) one port was 
sufficient. The poem concludes with the lix^si 
Our's be the tossing •* wild though the sea -
Rather than a Mooring •- unshared by thee. 
Our's be the Cargo - unla<ten - here 
Rather than the **spicy isles'* 
And thou - not there - Vol.I, 368 
Commenting on the second po€nQ, Professor Johnson writes t 23 
'*The slow regularity of the beginning is speeded up 
at the end of the second stanza. The third stansa 
^?ens with a panting dactyl that slows to a quiet 
measure* shortened* in the last line# to two feet. 
Ihe imagery throughout is unmistakably concrete." 
It hardly needs to be pointed out that the adjective •%lld" is 
23 Johnson* Jttailv DlckinsCTn, p. 99. 
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used significantly - £or nights in the first and sea in the 
second poem - to suggest the disturbing sexual passion. In 
both the poems, water ima^ry is niaintained* for water is the 
synidbol of fertility and is« tbarefore, directly linked with aex. 
The movement of the "panting dactyl" is also suggestive and the 
tranquil ending indicated the isoothing contentment that follows 
the consumation of the sexual act. No vender the Victorian 
Higginson hesitated to include this poem in his selection! 
Even Professor Johnson asks without answering the questions 
**Fran what experience was she enabled to give these sensations 
24 
an artistic creation?" l*»e answer seems to roe too obvious 
to need eoqphasist wedlock is not the only source of sex experience 
and since "any creation"* as Professor Johnson points out* "is 
a statement of SOTtething*** even erotic dreams can be real 
25 
enough to form the basis for such poems* 
Emily Dickinson's experience of love had two specific 
lessons for her. Love was to her like a boundless ocean which 
puts minor streams to rest and she* like a stream, found insRense 
contentment in it. 
And now, I'm different from before. 
As if I breathed superior air -
Or brushed a Royal Gown -
My feat, too, that had wandered so -
My Gipsy face - transfigured now -
TO Tenderer Renown > Vol.II, 506 
24 Ibid.* p. 99 
25 IBId.* p. 99 
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Lovo also taught her "Waiting with Myself and "fortitude of 
Fate". Patience and fortitude thus acquired^ gave a new 
dimension to her perscmality and she could face the future with 
the belief that death could not debar her further frcxn happiness 
which life had done before. **Till it has loved**, she wrote in 
26 
a letter* "no man or woman can bocoise itself".**love is its 
own rescue"* she wrote again* "for we - at our supr<srnest are 
27 but its treiibling Ecnblems". slhe also remarked in one of her 
poems that she had no time for enemity or for love but* as 
some work was cbligatory* sl^ accepted "The toil of love" 
(Vol.1* 478). It was through the experience of love that £knily 
Dickinson matured and explored within herself "the undiscovered 
continent". The voyage of discovery gave a philosophical depth 
to her thinking and enriched her vision of life, as it also 
determined her rank as a poet. She wrote in one of her poemst 
The embers of a Thousand Years 
uncovered by the Hand 
That f<mdled them when they were Fire 
Will gleam and understand Vol. Ill* 1383 
Diese lines could aptly be applied to her love poems. More 
than seventy five years after her death* they have not lost 
their freshness. The twentieth century reader who has been 
trained to aanire roetajxhysical poetry and its continuation in 
26 Letters* Vol, II* p. 626. 
27 Ibid.* Vbl. II, p. 594. 
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nioclom English and i\{nerlcan poetry and who has a profound 
distrust for human emotion, may try to ignore them. But the 
"hand^that willingly tries to uncover the "^ eiribera", Jcnows that 
the fire "gleams**, as it also understands how rewarding such 
an experience is. 
Chapter VII 
DIVIHE LOVE 
Zt has been obaerved earlier^ in the discussion of ^ily 
Dickinson's love poems, that the Identity of the object of her 
love is very often blurred and it becomes increasingly difficult 
to co->relate her love poems to the meagre biographical details 
that have come dovm to posterity, !Ehe process of identification 
is further cocnplicated when tte profane and the divine love 
are merged into an abstraction which can be interpreted both 
ways. In consnenting upon the calvary poems, one can say with 
reasonable assurance that some of them aare related to her 
agonizing sense of nonfulfilcient in love, or when she says« 
Inhere thou art * that is ficxae 
Cashmere or Calvary - the same Vol.zi« 725 
one can safely conclude that she esqpressea earthly or profance 
love in these lines and that the aliusion« perhaps« is to 
caiaicles wadsworth whose acceptance of the call to Calvary Church 
in San Francisco* created a crisis in Emily Dickinson's life. 
But such an assurance is fairly damaged, if not altogether lost, 
when we come across such lines asi 
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1 tend my flowers for the© « 
Bright Absentee: Vol.z, 339 
This l6 not & factual statement, as the rest of the poo^ n may 
suggest^ of hor lonely vigil* tending the floniers in the garden, 
expecting her love to return home. She is talking metaphorically 
and the "flowers** are hor own accou^ jlishroents or refinecssnts 
t^ hich she prunes and improves upon in preparation for the day 
»hen she may meet hor ••absentee** lAioso imago is still clear 
and bright in her imagination, in spite of the lapse of time. 
It is this intended aeeting which gives to these beautiful 
opening lines their unique power and poignancy and, if the rest 
of the poem was not written, these two lines could stand as a 
poem complete in itself. 
But who is the "Bright Absentee**? Is ho an earthly lover 
of flesh and blood or is he Jesus CSirist? The qualifying 
adjective •*bright'* is, indeed, very suggestive. Does it not 
indirectly refer to the bright halo around the face and head of 
Loird Christ? If this implication is accepted, the lines would 
assume a different meaning expressing divine love. Tending 
her flowers would then mean that she tends to whatever virtues 
she has or that she is in the process of removing her imperfections 
so that she could meet the Lord with requisite pui^ty. In one 
of her bridal poems, onily Dickinson says that she is too 
"spotted" or too stained with sin to be wholly worthy of being 
the bride of Christ (vol.II, 964) and, more or less, the seme 
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idea is expressed in the two lines quoted above. Human life 
has often been conqpared to a gazden where one has to watch 
against the growth of rank weeds (vices) and to remove them 
whenever they show their ugly head. Similarly* the virtues 
are like flower plants to be tended carefully so that they 
could grow in freedom from the ovexrpowering weeds, Zjeft to 
itself, the exuberance of the cru<!l3 forces of nature are likely 
to r^eclaim the garden and turn it into a wild patch. In a 
similar manner* human life is assailed with evil passions which 
have to be kept under strict discipline ana control if virtues 
are to be brou^t in the fore-front. l!his view is in keeping 
with puritan orthodoxy frcsn which £&iily Dickinson drew her 
ethical and religious attitudes« even i^en she thought herself 
to be free from them. She did not believe* like the trans-
cendentalists* in the basic goodness of man who was the source 
of all moral law. On the contrary, she held the view that 
man was essentially bad and needed the rigours of discipline 
if he was to achieve the siaooblance of moral perfection in a 
2 
sinful world where perfectibility of man was not possible. 
Another poem, variously attributed to her m^nory of Franklin 
3 
Benjamin Ncnrton or Charles wads«rorth, has the same nsnarkable 
1 Johnson, •wilv Dickinson, p, 233. 
2 Ibid., p. 234 
3 Whicher; Ihia was a Poet, p. 94. The late Professor 
Whicher thijiks that the poean is related to her memory 
of Benjamin Franklin Newton. 
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suggestiveness in its artistic brevity and design* 
X held a Jewel in my fingers » 
And trent to sleep -
Ttie day was warm, and winds t«ere prosy -
I said •** Twill keep** -
I woke " and chid wy honest fingers^ 
The Otaa was gone -
And now« an Amethyst remembrance 
is all I own. Vol.1, 245 
fhe factual experience of the poem^ the loss of a jewel and 
its memory, furnishes the symbolic fraroeworlc for the expression 
of a deeper emotiont the loss of love and its haunting romembranco 
to light the darkness of her remaining days. The generalised 
tone of the poem transcends the particular and the use of the 
symbol 'jewel* or 'gem* elevates the poem to the universal agony 
of the loss of love. In the poetry of Emily Dickinson, this is a 
familiar process and in all her good poems, the particularity 
of her experience is elevated to a realm of universal significance 
and establishes her artistic detachment. Indeed, this is true 
of ell great poetry, otherwise poetic creations would have been 
lost in a maze of topicalities. The fact that all great poetry 
is not circumscribed by time and space and that it has constantly 
crossed the geographical limits of its origin or the barriers 
of its milieu, is a convincing testimony to its abiding meaning-
fulness, in this respect it is not at all isqportant to know 
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whether the jewel referred to in the poem is Netfton or VR^ dsrorth 
What the poem recounts* is Emily Dickinson's assurance in 
possessing a love which she believed would survive momentary 
inattention (sleep) or unpredictable buffets o£ the prosaic 
wordly existence*synA>olised by the 'warm day and the 'prosy 
winds'. She was wrong and after the loss of her love, she 
chides her 'honest fingers', the source of her self assurance, 
but it is of no avail. Instead of love, what she 'owns' now is 
a vivid, rosy remembrance to rsDoind her of her loss. 
There are t**© words in the poem, however, which have a 
deeper significance. 'Sleep' may denote spiritual inactivity, 
induced by an increased concern for the material well being, 
for an excessive involvement in the prosaic, wordly existence 
may submerge the spiritual needs and may lead to a corresponding 
period of spiritual unawareness. If this is the intended 
meaning of the word "sleep", then the Jewel is not a symbol of 
ordinary, earthly love but represents divine love or love for 
Jesus Christ. What she is bewailing, is the loss of divine 
love Which occurred in a period of her life when she was too 
much engrossed with the material needs of her life, ignoring 
the spiritual. She had thought that the one would not exclude 
the other but in reality it was not so; she could not have 
the best of both the worlds. In her desire to return to the 
divine love, she chides her assurance, but realizes that she was 
too sullied to regain the purity of her initial love which, 
once lost^ can never be the same again. Theologically, this 
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stance o£ the poet may seeon imtenable, £or a sinner can always 
return# Indeed, it is never too late to return to the boscMn 
of the Lord. Bmily Dickinson, however, was not writing a 
theological treatise but a poem where the loss of the purity 
of her love is equated with the loss of love itself, she now 
remembers the radiant purity of her love signified by the 
suggestive phrase, "amethyst remonberanee". 
Ihis discussion of the earthly and divine love merging 
into a single poem may seem far-fetched or, at best, an 
unnecessary sophistication. But it is relevant to point out 
that Bmily Dickinson attached almost the same importance to love 
as the mystics of the pagan tradition or of the Orient, she 
believed that the entire universe overflowed with love and, 
in its unlimited manifestation, it could not be other than 
divine love. Hie pithy utterance, in one of her poems, gives 
memorable eaqpression to her belief. 
That love is all there is. 
Is all we know of Z^ ove. Vol. Ill, 1765 
What she says in these lines is that the all pervading force 
of love inheres in all the objects of this universe and gives 
releveunce and meaning to the cosmic order. In Platonic 
philosophy, love is considered to be one of the attributes of 
the One who is the fountain-head of all life and in whom all 
life can exist. Emily Dickinson goes a step further and 
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identifies love with the Deity. 
Unable are the loved to die 
For Love is Insnortality, 
Nay, it is Deity -
Unable they that love - to die 
For Love reforms Vitality 
Into Divinity. Vol,II, 609 
l£ love is Deity, those who ore loved cannot perish altogether, 
since they have a part of Deity in them. Similarly, the vitality 
of those v*io love, is also transformed into divinity which is 
not subject to death. It is obvious that she is not talHing 
of earthly love but of love divine. The soul which is fired 
with such love or is the receiver of such love, v^ich amoutnts 
to the same thing, for no one can receive unless he can give 
love, attains to divinity and is insnortal, as it merges with 
the Deity. 
Attaining to such a love, however, is not easy. In a 
poem made faintly humorous by the whimsy of her in^lled 
slmilies, she states that love is as high as Chisdborazo peak 
in Ecuador which is difficult to climb all alone. It is deep 
like an ocean which she cannot cross by herself. Finally she 
concludes the poeroi 
LOV0 • thou art vailed -
A few - behold thee > 
smile - and alter - and prattle - and die • 
Bliss • %iere an Oddity - without thee > 
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Nicknamed by God -> 
Etojmlty. Vol. I, 453 
The face of Love is veiled and only the chosen few can aee it, 
The vision makes them happy and alters them and, before their 
physical €bsm±ae, they talk of love. The poet intervenes to 
add that happiness in life would be an oddity without love, for 
love is Eternity« a name (nielmame) given by Ood. 
Associated with divine love is divine beauty and Emily 
Dickinson endeavours to define it, as it is commonly understood. 
The Ijove of Life can show Below 
Is but a filament, I know. 
Of that diviner thing 
That faints upon the face of Noon -
And smites the Tinder in the Sun 
And hinders Gabriel *s wing -
•Tis this - in Music - hints and sways -
And far abroad on Suiraner days -
Distils uncertain pain -
*Tis this en^ors in the East -
And tints the Transit in the l^ est 
With harrowing Iodine - Vol.II, 673 
The beauty and ecstacy of earthly love is only a small particle 
(filament) of the supernal beauty which, according to the poet, 
can be perceived in ••the face of the Noon". It is that beauty 
which strikes the tinder of the stm and makes it glow, or 
hinders the messenger of God, Gabriel, by its dasezling chazm. 
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The suggestion of its presence gives rupture to music jiist 
as the human hearts are made to ache for it on axsmex days. 
The colourful glory of the sunrise and the "harrowing iodine" 
of the sunset embody a part of it and derive their fascination 
from it. such extensive and all-pervading beauty also 
inspires a love which is boundless, such a love, by its very 
nature divine # also brings insnense spiritual riches and as 
compared to it, the %realth of India, considered to be fabulous 
in anily Dickinson's times, ceacedes into insignificance and 
a wealthy man with stocks of gold appears destitute with a 
"stale sum*. 
How destitute is he, 
iKThose Gold is firm. 
Who finds it every time 
The small stale Sxm -
When Love with but a Pence 
will so display 
AS is a disrespect 
TO Ihdia. vol.Ill, 1477 
With this escposition of Emily Dickinson's views on 
divine beauty and love, it is not surprising to find that she 
spoke of her own experience of divind love in terms of 
lightening and electricity m both Christianity and Islam, 
Ood is presented as a dassling light which the human eyes 
cannot endure to see. According to Biblical account, St. Paul 
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wa3 blinded by the flash of celestial light on the road to 
Damascus* and according to Quranic description^ Moses, insistent 
on seeing God, was striken unconscious by the sudden blase of 
light before hlio. In both the cases, the appearance of the 
heavenly flash marked the initiation into spiritual life of 
love and joy, and in both tho cases it was the revelation of 
the Truth so far hidden from human eyes, Emily Dickinson's 
experience has sitoilar implications, although not to the same 
extent as St. Paul*s or Moses*. 
The farther Thunder that i heard 
was nearer than the Sky 
And nanbles still« though torrid noons 
Have lain their missiles by -
The Listening that preceded it 
Struck no one but myself -
But I would not exchange the Bolt 
For all the rest of Z«ife -
Indebtedness to Oxygen 
The Happy may repay. 
Bible, The Acts122$6-11. "And it canm to pass, that, as I 
made my Journey, and was come n i ^ unto Damascus about 
nocm, suddenly there shown froa heaven a great light round 
•bout me. And I fell unto the ground... And when I could 
not see for the glory of that light, being led by the hand 
of them that were with me, I came into Damascus. 
Koran, Al-'Araf, 7il43. **And when Moses came to Our 
appointed tryst and his Lord had spoken unto him, he 
saidt My Lordl Show roe (Thy self) that I may gace upon 
Thee. He saidt Thou wilt not see Me, but gase upon the 
mountain2 If it stand still in its place, then thou wilt 
see Me. And «fhen his Lord revealed (His) glory to the 
mountain He sent it crashing down, and Moses fell down 
senseless...** (Mohaaiaed Marmaduke Pickthall, The M»*»fg9_^  
of the Glorious Koran, Mentor Religious Classic. » w lorx. 
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Biit not the cA>llgatlon 
TO Electricity -
Zt founds the Homes and decks the Days 
And every cX&cnor bright 
Is but the gleam concomitant 
Of that waylaying Light -
The Thought is <3uiet as a Flake -
A crash without a sound 
HOW Life's reveibrations ~ 
Zt*s Explanation found - Vol.ZZZ, 1581 
The poem begins tnetaphorically with the distant rumble of 
thunder long after the lightening had struck. The lightening 
represents the essence of supernal beauty and divine love and 
it has ccmo to the poet with the suddenness of a flash of 
lightening, ^ e thunder is the subjective revexbration of the 
individual self of the poet, which only she can hear» for the 
listening struck no one but herself and although it was over 
in a moR^nt, the effects of the experience aze to continue for 
a long tinte« like the sound of thunder late in the afternoon 
when noon*s shafts of light are laid down. Zn the order of 
nature* the bolt of lightening would be terrifying and destructive 
but it is not so in the spiritual context that the poet speaks 
of. The "Bolt* is so dear to her that she would not exchange 
it for anything else. The gift of physical existence« **zndebtedness 
to Oxygen** # can be repaid by people with many acts of benevolence 
or kindliness but divine love or the obligations to divine love 
"Blectricity**, can never be fulfilled. Zt is this divine love. 
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tho "waylaying light", which is conccxnitant with all the gleams 
of human existence. It founds homes, decorates the days of 
worldly life and is seen eveirywhere in all human activity. 
It is this divine gleam which gives meaning to beauty, love and 
death, indeed, to hianan life itself. In the concluding lines 
of the po@3, tho poet resumes the metaphor of the thunder %^ich 
is a crash without a sound. But its revecbrations in lifo 
present the explanation of its meaning to the poet and this 
meaning is the essence of all Icnowledge which can be gained 
in this complex and crowded human existence. 
XZ 
Smily Dickinson often thought of Lord Christ as her 
divine lover and some of her bridal poems celebrate her marriage 
to the Saviour. In Christian tradition the nuns are known as 
the brides - of * the - Lanib and there was nothing new or original 
when she thought of herself as the bride of Christ. In one of 
her poems she referred to herself as a NUn. 
Madonna dim, to whom all Feet may Come, 
Regard a mm. Vol.ll, 916 
Her habit of dressing in immacx^ately White bridal dress from 
the age of thirty till her death was, pezhapa, motivated by the 
•aiMi desixe. Although in her adolescence she bewailed her loss 
of l«ve for Christ in one of her letters to Abiah Root} "Christ is 
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calling*.• and X am standing alone In rebellion", and although 
she refrained from professing her faith openly, yet it seems 
almost certain that her years of maturity were distinguished 
by her deep love for Christ, ffithout such a love she could 
not have written her poems about Christ and, most certainly, 
she would hove never written the bridal poems. Xn Hindu tradition, 
the highest form of «<orship for a woman is to consider the ijord 
as her husband, **Pati". This attitude was made famous by the 
Indian saifit-poet, Hira Bai, who always sang of liord Krishna 
as her husband. Legend ascribes this attitude of l^ ira Bai to 
a biographical incident. It is said that Mira Bai, when only 
a dhild of ten, had gone to attend a marriage along with her 
father. After seeing the bridegroom, she innocently asked her 
father as to who her bridegroom was. Hie embarased father 
replied, after considerable hesitation, that her bridegroom 
was the Ijord - lArd Krishna. From that day, the legend goes, 
she debased herself to be the bride of the Zx>rd and sang and 
dancmi with complete self-surrender and abandon. £ven when she 
was married to the Rana of Udaipur, she refused to give up 
her devotion to Lord Krishna and refused to accept anybody else 
as her husband. After she was wido«»d, the Ranab brother i^o 
succeeded him, sent her a poisoned cup of drink but, it is 
said, the poison had no effect on her. S^e has celebrated this 
miraculous incident in one of her devotional songs. 
^ ftfra, Vol.1, p. 94. 
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Th0 tuma Sttnt the poisoned cup 
7 
But the llvinQ Mira danced in ecstasy. 
Even in the absence o£ this legend, Mira Bai*s devotion 
would have been perfectly underatood, as it was in accordance 
with the Hindu tradition. In readting Emily Dickinson's bridal 
poems/ the Indian reader is constantly reminded o£ Hira Bai* 
m some of the bridal poems, Emily Dickinson thought of the 
entire ceremony of marriage in purely temporal terms. 
A i^ ife «* at Daybreak i shall be -
sunrise «- Hast thou a Flag for me? 
At Midnic^t, I am but a Maid« 
How short it takes to make it Bride -
Then - Midnight, z have passed from thee 
unto the East, and Victory -
MidniQ^t - Good NiglhtJ I hear them call. 
The Angels bustle in the Hall -
softly my Future cliiabs the stair, 
Z fURdole at my CSiildhood's prayer 
So soon to be a c^ild no more • 
EtezTiity, I'm coining « sir, 
savior - I've seen the face - before2 Vol.Z, 461 
The expectation and excitement with which she speaks about her 
marriage are purely in earthly terms. She is still a maid at 
7 Information about Mira Bai's life has been gathered from 
Lalitapraaad Shukla, Mirabai Ka Jivancharitra.(Calcutta, 1954), 
see also K.B. Jindaly A Histrov of Hindi Literature, 
(Allahabad, 1955), pp. 151-154, and Dr. icrishnadev Sharma; 
Mirabai-PadavaXi, (Hindi). (Delhi, 1974), pp. 11-18. 
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midnight but with tha morning she hopes to be marrioa and will 
thus be a wife. She innocently asks if the morning has a 
flag to greet her in her elevated position as a wife« as she 
QX^O h^>e8 that wit^ her Journey in tSm& towards the morning 
(East)* she would achieve victory, she bids goodnight to the 
night as she hears the bustle of angels in the hall and as 
her future bridegroom or husband clirtbs the stairs to take her 
to the carriage cereinony. She responds to eternity and says 
that the face of the Saviour, her bridegroom, is familier to 
heir* 
The midni^t aiaS the looming have more than literal 
connotations, i:*he midnight refers to the period of her spiritual 
darkness of wordly existence and the morning represents her 
awakening from the midnight of temporal life and her transfer 
to the celestial life after death. Responding to the call when 
she sayst 
Eternity, I*m coming -> air, 
savior - X*ve seen the face - before! Vol.!, 461 
she is <^ bviously referring to the eternal life after death when, 
married to the saviour, she will be merged with eternity, m 
view of her deeper meaning, she does not speak of her future 
bridegroom or husband cliRibing the stairs but keeps the abstract 
novun with its suggestiveness. 
softly my future cliiniba the stair. Vol. Z, 461 
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The "FuturQ" Is thus both her future husband and future life 
after death which will bring about her union with the saviour. 
In a po&m of similar theine she caonnents on her diffidence 
to become a bride. 
I em ashamed - 2 hide « 
i^aiat right have I - to be a Bride -
So late a Dowerless Girl • Vol.Z, 473 
The marriage that she is thinking of is not an ordinary earthly 
marriago whose imagery she entploys in the poem, in order to 
be the bride of C^rist# she has to achieve the purity and 
perfection which she lacks, spiritually, she is destitute and 
like the girl without dowry# "Dowerless**, she cannot claim the 
right of being a bride. In the remaining part of the poem she 
wonders how she shoiild adorn herself with trinkets or "Fabrics 
of Cashmere" to cover her imperfections and finally ©nerge 
confident* ready for marriage^ hoping to be "Baptiaed - this 
Say • A Bride <-"• BMily Dickinson always thought of divine 
csarriage as love's baptism or a second baptism. In one of her 
poems* she points out the similarity as well as the difference 
between bapti^a and love*s baptism. In both, she is given a 
name with appropriate ceremony but she had no choice in the 
first baptism whereas in the second, the choice was entizrely 
her own. 
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I'm ceded <- I've stopped being Their's 
The name They dropped upon my £ace 
With water* in the country church 
la finished usinQ now« 
And They can put it with my Dolls, 
My childhood, and the string of spools, 
I've finished threading •» too -
Baptized, before, without the choice. 
But this time, consciously, of Grace -
tbito svqpremest name -
Called to ray Pull - The crescent dros^ ped -
Existence's whole Are, filled up. 
With one small Diad^. 
My second RanK - too small the first -
Crowned - Crowing - on my Father's breast -
A half unconscious Queen -> 
But this time -> Adequate • Erect, 
With Will to choose, or to reject. 
And I choose, just a Crown - Vol,II, 508 
The opening phrase "I'm ceded* states the accomplishment of her 
marriage with Christ and with this new status, she also assumes 
a new name and stops belonging to her parents, "Their*8**, She 
had been given a name by her parents at the baptiam cer^nony at 
a country church but that name has bcKSome redundant now and her 
parents can put it away along with her dolls and other toys 
of her childhood. s(he has been baptised before but her second 
baptimn or her marriage with lord Christ, the "supremest name", 
is a deliberate choice. She has dropped her virginity ("cresceait**} 
but her celestial marriage has filled the empty arc of her 
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existence with one "Dlad^ n**, (lord Christ}. Zn her first 
baptism^ though given a name C'crotmed'*), she was half conscious 
of*her status and was brought to the ceremony crying ("crowing") 
on the breast of her father. But she came to the second 
baptism fully conscious and aware of the dignity to be conferred 
upon her C^Moquate - Erect"), with a free will to choose or 
reject. And she has deliberately chosen the cro^n of divine 
marriage. 
Using conventional terminology borrowed froci noman 
Catholicism, she made the roost explicit statement of her 
celestial laarriage in another po^n. 
Given in Marriage unto Thee 
Oh thou Celestial Host «• 
Bride of the Father and the Son 
B ride of the ftoly Ghost 
Other Betrothal shall dissolve 
wedlock of will decay -
Only the keeper of this Ring 
a>nquer ftortality, Vol«ZI# 817 
It is such a marriage that is everlasting, i^ereas all earthly 
marriages* even of deliberate choice, must decay and dissolve 
with death. The celestial marriage conquers death and a person 
who has •chieved such a marriage and is "the keeper of this 
Ring", will no longer be subject to spiritual mortality, even 
though physical death may come to her as to others. 
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ZZI 
The preceding discussion of some of the bridal poema 
shows Emily Dickinson's absolute dedication to Lord Christ and 
her surrender of the self to Him. She believed that divine 
love was the only source of all wisdoiQ and it is through it 
that human life and its multifarious activities can becc8i»9 
meaningful, it remains to bo seen that she spoKe of Jesus with 
the freedom and familiarity which her love for Him had bestowed 
upon her. Here,again,she reminds the Xndian reader of the 
devotional songs of Mira Bai «dio always used the imagery of 
profane or earthly love in expressing divine love. In one of 
her poems* Emily Dickinson presents a dialogue between Jesus 
and herself in most familiar terms, used only by lovers. 
••unto Mo?'* I do not know you •-
Where may be your House? 
**I am Jesus - l^te of JUdea -
Now - of Paradise -* 
Wagons - have you - to convey me? 
This is far from Thence « 
"Arms of Mine - sufficient Phaeton -
Trust Omnipotence." 
I «fn spotted - *i am Pardon" -
I am small > "The Least 
Is estewMd in Heaven the Chiefest •> 
Occupy my House" - Vol.II, 964 
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At the call of the Lord* "Come unto iae**# she brightly replies 
that she does not know Him. It Is apparent that she is feigning 
ignorance. On being told «^o He is, she readily agrees to 
acconpany Him but again coquettishly asks i£ He has conveyance 
to carry her« for the place iihere she is, the world» is far 
away from paradise from %^erQ jesus has come. On being assured 
that His arms are enough to carry her* she again offers lamo 
excusest "Z am spotted**, and "l am small". The clever phrasing 
of the conversation makes the reader see through her pretences, 
2ndeed, that is the beauty of the poem and its delightful 
progression, Sh& is speaking of her spiritual experience, but 
the imagery is adriotly chosen from profane love. 
Again,she returns to the same coquettish delay of her 
surrender to Jesus in another poem, 
just so •* Jesus - raps -
He - doesn't %reary -
Last - at the Knocker -
And first - at the Bell. 
Then - on divinest tiptoe - standing -
Might He but spy the lady's soul -
When He - retires -
Chilled - or weary -
It will be onple time for - me -
Patient - upon the steps - until then -
Hearti I am knocking > low at thee. Vol.Z, 317 
"The lady's soul" is the poet's o%m soul in hidinc« when Jesus 
knocks at har door, first at the bell, then at the knocker. He 
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stands on Hia '*divlnest** tiptoe waiting £or her» creating a 
fear in her that He may spy her soul hiding because of the 
awareness of her iniperfections. The poet hopes that when He 
retires to His chancer, it will be her turn to go to Him and 
wait for Hiro at His door, but, for that, there was ample tljne. 
Patient till such moment arrives* she has only to know at her 
own heart which is thrilled at the prospect of meeting Jesus. 
She did not always speak of her love with the same self* 
assurance or cheerfulness. In one of her pocnas, she descrili^ s 
the agony of her soul, bordering on despair, at her inability 
to find Jesiis. She had hopes of her acceptance by Him and 
unable to achieve it, the only course left to her is to pray 
and pray to Him. if the arms of Jesxxs can set at rest the 
earthquake or the **maelstrom**, can it not s<x>thQ the turbulence 
of her soul? The interrogative implies the affizmative but it 
further adds to her agony. 
At least - to pray • is left - is left « 
Oh Jesus <• in the Air » 
1 know not which thy chamber is -
I'm knocking - everywhere « 
Thou settest Earthquake in the south -
And Maelstrom, in the sea > 
Say, Jesus Christ of Naaareth • 
Hast thou no Arm for Me? Vol. II, 502 
The imagery here, as elsewhere in her po««D8 of divine love. 
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is taken from earthly love. The frantic beloved, not knowing 
the exact chamber of hor Ziord, is knocking €iverywhere. The 
situation is, in the mundane sense, that of a girl who has 
waited long enough for her lover to come to her. But finding 
her desire not materialissing, she desperately COR^S out to 
find him out herself ond knocks at variotis places for the 
purpose, i^ain, disappointed, she feels that prayer is the only 
course left to her. 
It is evident from a discussion of these poans that 
divine love was as much Emily Dickinson's concern as earthly 
love and, in addition to the poems i4iere these two allied but 
different emotions are recognizable, there are quite a few 
poems vAiere the identity of the heavenly lover is blurred, 
tctiese pomaa do not, however, conceal her faith in divine love 
as the culmination of the highest spiritual attainment. If 
she spoke of Christ as her lover, it was more from absolute 
devotion to Him rather than from a desire to display her wit. 
To speak in f^ oniliar tezms about Jesus, is the prezogrative of 
souls that are connitted to His love and care. 
chapter VIII 
DBATH 
Death, '*that lonesome glory" (Vol. Ill, 1370)«is one of the 
perennial themes o£ poetry* In the English language, there 
exists, what is often referred to, not without sarcasm, as the 
graveyard school of poetry, where death forms the focal point 
of the observations on the illusory nature of human existence 
and its equally ephemeral vanities. ;^art from this recurrent 
attitude, the essence of what has been written on death, is 
ec^ly summarised by Keats* sonnet "fnfhen l have fears that I may 
cease to be". Fear of death is natural enough, for it bears 
testimony to the universal love of life; and death is the roost 
formidable adversary of love. But a preoccupation with the 
fear of death is a mozbidity which neither adds to human dignity 
nor lessens the eternal deprivations of death. Human history 
is replete with examples where death has been embraced with a 
smile and when the candle has been put out, for there was 
nothing to look at. m English and American poetry before 
Emily Dickinson and even after, in recent years, the concern 
of the poet has been with the emotions,not necessarily of fear, 
aroused by death as in the great elegies of the nineteenth 
1 The title of this school of poetry has apparently been borrowed 
frow Thomas Gray's *Blegy written in the Country Churchyard" but 
it includes poets from seventeenth as well as from the eighteentlpi 
century. 
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century,* There has been no attempt to find the meaning of 
death or to define the mystery which has bewildered human 
understanding. 
But Emily Dickinson's attitude is wholly different, Xt is 
the confrontation of a keenly perceptive and intensely sensitive 
mind with the mystery of death, a confrontation in *«hich the 
poet's highly original angle of vision lends startling colours 
to i^at she perceives. **! suppose"« she wrote in a letter, 
"there are depths in every Consciousness, from Which we cannot 
rescue ourselves - to which none can go with us - which represent 
3 
us Hortally - the Adventure of Death.** In her otm inimlitable 
4 
way, she surveys the •'trackless waste love has never trod* and 
her poems present a persistent endeavour to discover what the 
human mind has failed to find out so far. she muses about death, 
watches with supexb detaclvnent the last onslaught on human life 
and its possible consequence and records her observations with 
the singular veracity given only to great artists* It would be 
wrong to say, however, that her response is totally free from 
the traditional attitude* there are echoes of the graveyard 
5 
school of poetry and its commonplace bathos or philosophising. 
There are also occasions when she is assailed with the terror of 
2 Most notable amongst them, are p.s. Shelley's "Adonais", 
Lord Alfred Tennyson's '*Zn Memorium. A.H.H.** and Matthew 
Arnold's "Wiyrsis," 
3 Letters. Vol.II, p. 612. 
* »>^d" Vol.Ill, p. 752. 
5 see Andersoni Ewilv Dickinson's Poetry, pp. 231 and 239. 
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death vrhose "eclat" even the beggars *«>uld gladly •• spurn••. 
But these occasions are Insignificant as compared to the more 
frequent situations «^ere she strikes a new note in her poems 
on death. She emalyses her experience with characteristic 
g 
acuteness# for "Dying is a wild Night and a Ne\f Road." 
One of the cdavious reasons for the chseaalve concern she 
felt for death was her early acquaintance with it in life. For 
fifteen years, up to her t*ientyfifth year, she lived on Pleasant 
Street, frcm where she wathced the funeral processions of 
itfnherst passing by to the adjacent c^netory, the "forest of 
the Dea-Si" (Vol,II, 615), with its trees of white tombstones. 
The death of her friend Sofia Holland left her in a "fixed 
melancholy" when she was only thirteen and the graphic description 
she gave of the sad event two years later is the measure of the 
7 
depth of her sorrowi 
"Then it seemed to me I should die too if I could not 
tm permitted to watch over her or even to look at her 
face. At length the doctor said she must die and allowed 
me to look at her a moment through the open door. I took 
off my shoes and stole softly, to the sick room. There 
she lay mild and beautiful as in health and her pale 
features lit up with an unearthly smile." 
This was her first confrontation with, t#hat she called in later 
years, a hideous, inequitable mistake. "Perhaps Death", she 
6 Letters, Vol.11, p. 462. 
7 3bid., vol. I, p. 32. 
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wrote In one of her letters, "- gave rae awe for friends - striking 
sharp and early, for I held them olnce - in a brittle love - of 
more alarm, than peace." In later years oho saw the death of her 
father who was one of the shaping influence of hor life and her 
mother 1^0 had remained invalid for many years prior to her death, 
watched and nursed by hor. She suffered the death of dear 
relatives and friends, including J.O.Holland, Samuel Bowles and 
Bev. Charles tJadsworth but the most stunning grief came to her in 
the death of her eight-year-old nephew Gilbert, a grief from which 
she did not wholly recover in the remaining years of her life. 
Her poignant cry echoes in every bereaved heart. 
M I Open the Door, open the Door, they are waiting for 
me*, was Gilbert's sweet command in delirium, vfho 
were waiting for him, all we possess we would give to 
know - Anguish at last opened it, and he ran to t>i^  
little grave at his Grandparents* feet - All this and 
more, though is there more? More than Love ana Death? 
Q 
Then tell me its name 2** 
The intensity of those utterances reveals her extreme sensitive-
ness to death and no wonder she set out to probe the inscrutable 
mystery. 
ZX 
One of the roost poweirful impressions that registered itself 
on her mind as those she loved dropped out of her beloved circle, 
^ letters. Vol.Ill, p. 803. For Thomas Gilbert Dickinson's 
death, see also Jay Leyda, Vol.11, pp. 506-510. 
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was thQ snapping of all human relationships between the living 
and the dead* betvieen the visible «»>rld and the mighty bouim 
from %rtiich no traveller retiums. Death is "the ^ite Exploit" 
(Vol,XI« 922)^ which annuls the power o£ comnamication, she 
said in one o£ her poems. Again, she repeats the idea in 
another poeini 
Today or this noon 
She dwelt so close 
I almost touchsd her 
Tonight she lies 
Past neighbourhood 
And bough and steeple 
t3ow past suzmise. Vol.ZIi; 1702 
Those who have been dead for years and those who die today go 
equally out of our lives forever. Emily Dickinson wonders at 
the majestic "overtakelessness" of those who have accomplished 
d«ath# for death interposes like a *Hyphen* between man's mortal 
life and his desire for immortality. Similarly« the dead are 
cut off from the «rorld of our joys and sorrows. The rainbow 
gleans in the sky after the storm, the clouds straggle down the 
horizon like wild elephants and the birds blissfully wake up 
in their sheltered nests but 
Alas, how heedless were the eyes -
On whan the suraroer 8}K»nel Vol.!, 194 
and again. 
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No colour In tho Hainbow 
Perceive* when you are gpne Vol.ZZ, 1026 
These ipoens might appeor sentimental e££usions to a casual 
reader but we find in them a pointer to the universal craving 
for establishing CQcanunion with tho dead. Perhaps, it was this 
crQving of the human heart which gave birth to the belief in 
the immortality of soul or in the life lifter death. Han has 
accepted death with bowed head, £n grief stricken silence and 
utter humility, painfully aware of the absolute helplessness 
of human life which is circumscribed and limited by death. But 
he has also hoped against lu>pe that life would be renewed, if 
not in this world, in tho next world to come, 7his belief has 
softened the pangs of separation from the dead. In Emily 
Dickinson's poems on death there is no such softening of the 
sorrow. Mhat gives her a sweet assurance is the knowledge 
tliat the bustle of life in its multifarious phases would continue. 
Tis stieet to know that stocks will stand 
When we with Daisies lie -
That Commerce will continue -
And Trades as briskly fly -
It makes the parting tranquil 
And keeps tho soul serene - Vol.1, 54 
A large number of her poems are musings about death, which 
at times degenerate into comoonplace obseivations. But most of 
these poems are enlivened by the whimsy of her thought or 
utterance. In one of her pomaa, she thinks about the daisy which 
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vanished froca the field and about the slippers which tiptoed 
to paradise. Ifbrn brief span of life enjoyed by the flowers 
coaes to an ei^ iioperceptibly, like the gradual withdrawal of 
tide. This observation is contained in the lines characteristic 
of her. 
Oozed so in crimeon bubbles 
Day's departing tide -
Blooming •* tripping -> flowing - Vol, I, 28 
Again« she observes that death is a long sleep which has no 
stirrings of the morning; it is an idleness upon a banH of 
stone "Oto bask the Centuries away -/ Nor once look up - for 
noon?** Death is like a hill which blocks the view of a child 
and d^narcates the boundary between the known and the unknown 
v/orld to which we go. Death is a dialogue between the soul, 
"the spirit"« and the dust. Death consnands the soul to dissolve 
but the soul ignores the cisniQand. 
Death doubts it <> Argues f ron the Ground -
The Spirit turns away 
Just laying off for evidence 
An Overcoat of Clay. Vol.ZX, 976 
Death* like life* also bestows gifts which are **rooBi**# "escape 
frcxn circumstances** and "a name", am3 the poet is not quite sure 
whose gifts are better - life's or death's. Life is a "skein 
of misery" which no power can stretch and the "tired lives" are 
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laid back in the mysterious drawers. In this baffling earth, there 
is no gratitude more overwhelming than the "grace of death." 
Dynasties, systems and citadels are dissolved and repaired; tracts 
of wastes are filled with blossoms by the spring but death is 
exempt from change. In the great silence created by death, it is 
a comfort to hear the sound of the "living clock" and "A short 
relief to have the wind / Walk boldly up and knock". Even a beggar 
would not accept the eclat of death if he had the power to spurn. 
Death carries us to be grasped by God but 
The Maker's corxiial visage. 
However good to see. 
Is shunned, we must admit it. 
Like an adversity. Vol.Ill, 1718 
III 
In these musings about death, it is difficult, perhaps 
unnecessary, to expect any consistency in her ideas. Indeed, 
their beauty lies in their varied and unexpected turn of thought 
running into contraries, similar in structure is the group of 
poems where she describes death as she observed it. This group 
falls into two further divisions of poems where death is 
described by the external appearance and signs and wher« she 
imagines death happening to her as an experience. Both these 
groups reveal her deep psychological insight and her uncommon 
power of observation. Throughout these descriptions, in spite 
of her deep sympathy, there is no involvement of the self and 
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the poet l8, as always, out with a lantern looking for herself. 
She notices the **QUtnb look* of the house where death has taken 
place. The neighbou^ ra rustle, the doctor drives away, a 
window is abruptly flung open and the children hurry by. The 
minister, the milliner and the undertaker, **the man of the 
Appalling Trade", all go into the house in preparation of 
"that Dark Parade*'. Again, she noticest 
The Bustle in a Mouse 
The Iteming after Heath 
Za solotnoest of industries 
Enacted upc»Ei Earth -
The sweeping up the Heart 
And putting tgxve away 
Ms shall not want to use again 
Until Eternity. Vol.XZ, 1078 
Zn another poem she obsenres tlw pangs of pain visible in the 
features, a <;piickening of breath and an overpowering emotion 
at parting which denominates death. Again, she describes a 
death scene with characteristic brevity. 
Z*ve seen a Z^ing Sye 
Run round and round a Room « 
Zn search of something - as it seemed -
Then Cloudier become •> 
And then -> obscure with Fog -
And then - be soldered down 
without disclosing what it be 
*Twere blessed to have seen - Vol.XZ, 547 
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The most succeasful poem of this group# however* is the 
one which presumably describes the death of Laura Diclosy who 
died at her parents* hOGoe in Amherst in a house next to Dickinson 
hoc^stead. But it would be wrong to limit ^he poean to a 
particular event. Zn its R»»st faithful observation of detail 
and in its great descriptive beauty« the poem transcends the 
particular eind merges into the universal* 
The last I7ight that she lived 
Xt was a Coraoon Night 
Except the Dying - this to us 
n&da Mature different 
Me noticed saiallest things -
Things orverlooXed before 
By this great light upon our Minds 
Italicised - as *twere. 
As Ma went out and in 
Between Her final Room 
And RocRis %^ere Those to be alive 
TccBorrow were* a Blaae 
That Others could exist 
While she iRust finish quite 
A jealousy for Her arose 
So nearly infinite -
He waited while she passed -
Xt was a narrow time -
Too jostled were Our Souls to speak 
At length the notice cane. 
9 see the footnote to poen mmt>mr 1100 in Vol.II of her poeras 
(Harverd Edition). 
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She msntioned, a»d £orgot -
Then llcfhtly aa a Reed 
Bent to the water« straggled scarce * 
Consentedf and was dead -
And life * »e placed the Hair * 
And direw the Bead erect * 
And then an awful l«JLaure was 
Belief to regulate « Vol«ZX« 1100 
It is one of those poeias %&mtxi the critic feels to be super-
fluous. The po@B cocanunicates beyond the point of elucidation 
OIKS forms an Jiiia€K3iate rapport with the reader, isftiat one may 
say is that only Smily Dickinson could write about death as > 
"this great light** italicised upon our sninds and only she could 
employ the simile of the lightly bending reed to <tenote a death 
without struggle or only she could describe the lonesome vacuum 
created by death in the concluding stansa. In another poem« 
she describes a child with har usual consvanaate skill, ccnmunicat' 
ing the startling realisation that the child who "lay as if at 
play" was in fact dead. 
Her merry Arms, half dropt -
As if for lull of sport -
An Jbistant had forgot 
The Trick to start -> 
Her dancing tyas - ajar -
AS if their Owner were 
Still syaiiaing through 
for fiiB • at you - vol.z, 369 
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With similar roapect for datails and with equal datachment, 
she xeprcxSuces the situations where she intagines her own dteath. 
In one of her early pocmts she sinrply nuses if ansfbody WCASM 
really notice if she quietly slipped from her chair or slept 
too soundly. 
For Chanticleer to walce it » 
Or stirring house below • 
Or giddy bird in orchard -
Or early task to do? Vol.1, 146 
The poet wonders if it was not ironical that the little pltimp 
figure which had led such a crowded life with "Busy needles^ 
and spools of thread - / And trudging feet from school -", 
should reach "so small a goal** of the grave. In another poem, 
she treats her death in the witty manner reminiscent of the 
metaphysical tradition in English poetry. 
DyingJ Dying in the night! 
wont soRuaibody briiig the light 
So I can see which way to go 
Into the everlasting snow? 
And "Jesus*; Where is Jesus gone? 
They said that Jtesus - always came * 
Perhaps he doesn't know the House -
This way« Jesus, Zsit him pass2 Vol.X» 158 
Again, she describes approaching death in another poem. 
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The inisk kiopt dropping - dropping - s t i l l 
now Dew upon the Grass * 
But only on lay Porebaad stopped -
imd wdndeztsd in my Face -
How well Z knew the light before • 
1 could not see it now -
*Tis I^ing " I em doing > but 
Z*in not afraid to know - Vol.ZI, 692 
But the best realised poon of this group is "Z heard a 
Fly buzz •» iriton Z died -**• Zt coinbJUies the description of death 
both frota outside and inside. Zn the first three stansas of 
the poem* it is the background which is enqphasised, She notices 
the tense silence in the room reseonbling the lull before the 
stozm. People gathered sound the bedside, have dried their 
tears, and breathing hard, they watch for the moment when 
death, *the king*, would appear. She assigns her keepsakes 
and it is tfhen that "a Fly** interposes between her and the light* 
Z heard a Fly buss » when Z died •> 
The Stillness in the Roon 
Mas like the Stillness in the Air * 
Between the Hsaves of Storm » 
The lyes around • had wrung thera dry -
And Breaths were gathering firm 
For that last Onset - when the King 
Be witnessed • iji the Room -
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What portion o£ wm be 
Assignable • and then it was 
There interposed a Fly -
with Blue -> uncertain stunftjling BUSB » 
Bet%reen the light - and tm » 
And then ths Windows failed - and then 
I could not see to see - Vol»X# 46S 
There are at least ti(K> poeias Which belittle tlie struggle 
o£ death* Zn one o£ her poems she observest 
1 die » takes just a little %^ile -^ 
They say it doe8*nt» hurt •» 
It*a only £ainter <- by degrees •» 
And then - It's out of sight « vol,I, 255 
In a similar po&m, she consents almost ironicallyt 
The Dying need but« little. Dear. 
A Glass of water's all, 
A Flo%fer*a unobtrusive Face 
To punctuate the Wall» Vol.II« 1026 
But this does not mean that Eadly Dickinson was not aware of the 
grim battle or the agony of death. In one of her poena "The 
Frost of Death was on the Pane -" she describes how they struggled 
against death like sailoxs fighting against a leak. The frost 
of death keeps on crawling till 
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lie pjried hint back 
Ourselves we wedged 
Himself &nd her between 
Yet easy as the narrow Snalce 
m fioxked his way almtg vol.ll, 1136 
In another poam# "h Clock stopped <-** vrtiero she presents li£e 
in the metaphor of a clocks she describes the throes of death. 
An awe catne on the Trinket 
The Figures hunched^ with pain -
Then quivered out o€ Decimals • 
into Oegreeless lilocm* Vol«Z« 267 
i^aixk, she thinks of death as the unfrecpaented road through 
pain* idhich has many a turn and thorn* The agony of death, 
in acccxnpanlinent with other innumerable deprivations, makes 
death a source of terror. This explains why the istage of 
death presented in the traditional drawings consists of the 
lurid skeleton emerging out of enveloping darkness^ prowling 
about noiselessly and advancing unfailingly towards its victim, 
Inily Dickinscm has also presented death as a sinister ghost« 
a 5;^ M>st dressed in "Mechlin", with no sandal on his feet and 
with iMvanwnt "like flakes of snow**. The surest horror is 
evoked by the dsscription of his noiseless laughter which 
sounds like a horrid chuckle. 
His conversation • seldon * 
His laughter, like the Breeae 
That dies away in Disqples 
Anong the pMisive Trees * Vol.X# 274 
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Aft«r a brief encoonter with this ghost, the po«t concltidssi 
And fSod foiibid I look behind-
Since that appalling DayJ Vol.1, 274 
fhese ave occasions too %fhen Emily Dickinson revolts against 
a death which ae&na to bo ti^ gatoe of an insensate Deity playing 
with the helpless victims for •v/tioa there is no escape. Zn one 
of her poans she talks of death as ccurder by degrees and t!tmn 
couched in a metaphysical conceit she expresses the idea 
bordering almost on blasphemy. 
Ttte cat reprieves the Mouse 
She eases from her teeth 
;iuat l<mg en«nigh for Hope to teese -
Hh&n mashes it to death •> Vol.lZ, 762 
similarly, the <^iet sarcasm of her poem, **Ho«r soft this Prison 
is", emphasises the ijKtoxigruity of death in a world which the 
all-pervading benevolence of God is said to have created. 
How soft this Prison is 
How sweet these sullen bars 
No Despot but the King of Down 
Invented this repose 
Of Fate if this is All 
Has he no added Realm 
A Dungeon but a Kinsman is 
Incarceration - HCSM Vol. Ill, 1334 
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In a mood slxnilar t o the mood in the pooros above« she questions 
the propr ie ty of death and wonders about the land of the dead 
where everything i s strange and incongruous. 
What Inn i s t h i s 
Where for the night 
Peculiar Travel ler ccxnes? 
liho i s the Landlord? 
Where the maids? 
Behold, tfhat curious rootnsi 
Ho ruddy f i r e s on the l%}arth -
Ito brimming Tankards flow • 
l!3ecrc»nancerS landlord! 
v^o are these below? Vol .1 , 115 
IV 
The most fascinating aspect of her poems on death is the 
10 presentation of death as a character. Prom the earliest 
poems one notices the personification of death, sometimes as a 
fairy or a ghost, till he develops into a solid oriental 
potentate with the traditional splendour of his bearing, court 
and state gathering. Again, he appears as the cultured, gentle 
Qtud. persuasive suitor who escorts his love on a joy-ride. In 
these varying pictures of death as a character, it is as "the 
supple suitor" that death attracts the attention of the reader. 
That Emily Dickinson could imagine him as a lover is a testimony 
to the fact that she was able to conquer the fear of death. Once 
this happens, the funeral procession transforms itself into a 
10 3mm Johnson, iBilv Dickinson, pp. 222-224, and also Charles 
Anderson, pp. 242-243. 
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bridal procession in which the nebulous bridegroom gently leads 
his willing bride towards Eternity. The i^a is most certainly 
a novel one in English and Aoierican poetry but to on Indian 
reader# this recalls to mind the devotional songs «£ Kabir, 
one of the most distinguished saint-poets of India, %iho always 
imagined the last journey towards the grave as the going away 
of the bride to her husband*8 house. The bride faces the 
agonized parting from her parents and the companions of her 
life at her parent's hon^ and at the same time she is thrilled 
at the prosject of meeting her love. The end of a life marks 
the beginning of a new one. Kabir noticed the inner resemblance 
bet««een the funeral and bridal processions ond he sang in 
ai^rous tunes and images about the pain and joy of the final 
parting. Sloily Dickinson oaploys identical images and for her 
too the two journeys, however different they may seem to us, 
are inseparably merged into one. 
Thus we find death as a fairy who "wears a spring upon its 
br«ast ->/ And will not tell its name.** The poet believes that 
it would be rude to weep in the fairy's presence as the sob 
"Mifi^ t scare the quiet fairy / Back to her native wood.** Again^ 
wtt see dsath as "the postponeless creature" striding confidently 
and going about his business without wasting time. "Bold were 
it Enemy -/ Brief • were it friend «"• Then he emerges as a 
11 Almost all the devotional songs ("Bhajans"} of Kabir use, 
directly or indirectly, the imagery of marriage for death 
and the bridal and funeral processions are thus merged. 
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character* a person about MhoRi nothing was known in his ''native 
town*** Nobody knew his father. He was never a boy and had no 
pXaymates. lie came to be known only in his manhood. 
Industrious2 Laconicj 
Punctual: Sedate; 
Bold as a Brigand! 
Stiller than a Fleet! Vol.Z^ 153 
This industrious person is transConned into a personage of 
great dignity with purple and crown. Such a person was too 
stately and grand to bo an Earl or a Marquis. His splendour 
testified to his being possibly a "Csar Petite** or a Pope. The 
recognition cqtnes that the royal figure is the King. **I n^t a 
King this afternoon* or again the poot describes the last 
onset - *%ihen the king/ Be witnessed -» in the Room**. 
But it is «riien death assumes the zx>le of the cavalier 
suitor that he distinguishes himself. In many of her poems, 
£mily Dickinson presents him as a refined gentleman who woos 
by offering many gifts and even his bold impetuosity remains 
pleasant. This suitor finally wins and carries his love in 
triuB^. 
Death is the supple Su4tor 
That wins at last -
It is a stealthy Wooing 
Conducted first 
By pallid innuendoes 
And din approach 
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But brave at Xast with Bugles 
And a bisected coach 
It bears away in triumph 
To Troth unknown. Vol. i n 1445 
This experience o£ death as a suitor is best realised in a pocun 
which has been praised by many lovers o£ Emily Dickinson's 
12 
poetry. "Because I could not stop for IJeath" is remarkable 
for the restraint which gives poignancy to the lost ride of 
this mortal life. Death has boen very polite to her in caning 
to stop at hor doors to take her out and in response to his 
"civility", she puts aside her work and leisure to be with him. 
AS they drive away slowly, they pass the children playing at 
school and the ripe harvest in the fields till finally tt^y 
pass the time and space as we know in this world, ^ o shivers 
in her light gown and scarf as the evening deepens and the cold 
dew begins to drop imperceptibly over the scene. They case to 
the "Mouse", the final abode of the grave whose roof was 
scarcely visible and whose cornice was in the ground. Since her 
arrival at the new house, she lost count of time and even if 
centuries might have passed, it seemed shorter than that day 
%rt)en she first suxmised that the horses of her carriage were 
leading her towards Eternity. 
12 The late i^ tofesaor Allen Tate was the first critic who 
rated this pcwn very highly in 1932 in an essay included 
in Interpretations of Jyaerican Literature. It was first 
published in Allen Tatei Collected Essays. (Dec«Nnber, 
1932). 
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Because I could not stop for Death -
He kindly stopped for soe ~ 
The Carriage held but just Ourselves 
And &«ortallty. 
We slowly drove - He knew no haste 
And X had put away 
Ely labour and ray leisure too. 
For His Civility -
Me passed the school, where childron atrovo 
At Recess -> in the Ring -
Vie passed the Fields of Gasing Grain -
We passed the Setting san * 
Or rather - He passed Us -
^ e Dews drew quivering and chill -• 
For only Gossamer* my Qown -
My Tippet - only Tulle -
Me paused before a House that seemed 
A Swelling of the Ground -
The Roof was scarcely visible -
The Cornice - in the Ground -
since then - *tis Centuries - and yet 
Feels shorter than the Day 
Z first surmised the Horses' Heads 
Vfare toward Eternity - Vol. II, 712 
It is in this po«n that the fusion of the two journeys, about 
which I have spoken earlier, takes place - the fusion which Kabir 
loved to present in his poena. 
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In conclusion one may oalc ifhy BniXy Dickinson made death 
one of hep "flood subjects". "Match roe the silver Reticene «/ 
Hatch me the solid Cairo** »« she wrote in one of her poems. What 
then has she gained in probing the **solid calm*? Was it moxbidity 
or only curiosity? Xn asking these questions one is reminded of 
Prince Gautama Mho onquired ab<»at death from his charioteer 
Oianna and on being told that death was the inescape&le fate of 
all mortals^ ronounced tl^ norld to find out the truth for 
13 himself,* Bmlly Dickinson was also a seoJcer after truth and in 
probing the mystery of death she has at least defined tl^ limits 
of human knowl^ga. Keats wrote 
(low strange it is that man on eaxrth should roam. 
And lead a life of woe, but not forsake 
His zugged pathi nor dare he view alone 
14 
His future doom which is but to awake* 
At loast it can be said about smily Dickinson that she viewed 
her doom and the doom of all mankind without fear, in examining 
the various aspects of deaths she created her poems and she 
might have said i^at Kabir sangi 
"Kabir says *0 fellow sadhuS deep is the nystry. 
IS l0t wise men seek to know where rests the bird.** 
13 Great ^ ten of India, Ed. L.F. Rushbrooks Williams, (Tlw Home 
Library Club, 1938}. See the essay on Gautama Buddha, p.421. 
14 The poetical Wbrka of John Keats. Bd. H.M. Garrod. {(bcford, 
i939). See the second stansa of "On Death**, p. 537. 
15 Great Men of India, see the essay on Kabir, p. 523. 
Chapter XX 
nmcmnsLTOY 
Bwaortaltty ts one of the caiJcHoal £aitha In Christiantty, 
as in other great religions o£ tho world, and belief in imnortality, 
presuppoaes cm unquestioning belief in God os well as in the 
existence o£ human soul, l»ike nature, love and death, immortality 
was one of the major subjects of Emily Dickinson's poetry. **you 
mention immortality", s)» remarked in one of her letters to 
Higginson, "That is the Flood subject," Indeed, it was, not 
only a subject to tfhich she returned again and again in her 
poems and letters but also a source of her searching analysis 
of a mystery about %fhich no one could say anything with assured 
certitude. After the death of Wadaworth in 1882, she had 
written to one of the distinguished clergymen of hor times, 
2 
Washington Gladden, to impire i "Is inraortality true?** The 
only anstier she received was that "a thousand l ines of evidence 
3 
converge toward it; and z believe it. It is all I can say.** 
She had expressed her belieft 
^ X*tters« Vol, II, p. 454. 
2 Jay Zisyda, Vol.11, pp. 370-371. 
3 Johnson, Emily Dickinson, quoted on p. 237. For the full 
text of the letter from Gladden, see Letters. Vol. Ill, p.731. 
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Eternity's disclosure 
To favorites » a £ew -
Of the CdLossal substance 
0£ stnoortality Vol .I, 306 
and, perhaps, she thought that Gladden was one of the favourites 
to whom this "colossal substance** had been revealed. Z think 
she must have been quite disappointed to receive his onswer. 
The lines quoted above are also a pointer to tho fact that she 
did not consider herself to be one of tho chosen favourites to 
whom tho fullest disclosure of the mystery was made. Endotrfed 
with a mind which despised sacrosanct piety or belief, she 
endeavoured all her life to redefino scstie of even the most 
commonplace things in life, for which standard and largely 
accepted definitions already existed. Zt has often been remarked 
that her poetry Is a poetry of definitions, or rather redefinitions, 
and one of the most recurrent modes of her i^ peration as a poet, 
is to pick up an abstract noun and grapple with it till it 
4 
yields some enunciation which she cannot wholly reject. To such 
a mind, immortality was indeed a "colossal sxibstance" which 
she could not hope to grasp without persistent efforts of her 
alert mind. 
Zt was, again, natural that her mind be assailed with 
harrowing doubts, for there can be no stable faith without doubt 
in the initial stages. She was not one of those creatures who 
4 The Great Experiment in Awrican Literature. 8d. Carl Bode, 
pp, 64-66. 
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despise in private what they profess in public. Her faith aa 
t^ ell as her doiibt was expressed with equal emphasis and 
c€»^ petence^  anA in matters o£ religious belief, she remained 
till the closing isoments of her life a duatltless spirit with 
iK>thing to hide from others or even from herself. Some of the 
letters of her adolescent years* recount her fearless independence 
and honesty in not paretemling to believe in what she actually 
did not believe. Her belief in imraortality was also not free 
from doubts and she has freely expressed them in several of 
her poesQS. An eternal life for the soul, in the kingdom of 
heaven* presupposes a belief in heaven itself but Emily Dickinson 
was not sure of what eternal life would be like, she based }^ r 
argument« in one of her poems, on tfyo fact that she was finite 
and circumscribed by tJUne; she could not comprehend the 
perfection and the glory of the etezmal life to come. 
Their Height in Heaven comforts not -
Their Glory ~ nought to roe -
'Twas beat imperfect - as it was -
I'm finite - I can't see -
The House of supposition 
The Glimmering Frontier that 
Skirts the Acres of Perhaps -
-To Me - shows insecure -
The wealth I had •> contented me -
If *twas a meaner size > 
Then X had counted it until 
It pleased my narrow Syes -
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Better than larger values -
That show hcnraver true -
This timid li£e of Evidence 
Keeps pleading - "Z don't Hnow** Vol.lZ, 696 
Heaven#thu8« is a house of supposition which exists in the mind 
of the devout, Zt is not a place of concrete reality which 
could stand apart frccn the human mind. Its dubious existence 
is like "acres of Perhaps** which is eoabellished by the glimmering 
frontiers created by the yearning of the human mind. Tli» "acres 
of Perhaps** are* however, in the centre and, if belief and 
di^elief are seen mataphorlcally as light and darkness, the 
enclosed area of the arc is darkness with a thin lace of light 
on its peripheral fringe, in a way, highlighting the darkness 
in the centre* As it is, the wordly life, with whatever wealth 
it possesses, is more satisfying by its limited certitude. Any 
thing larger or better than itself is something which this 
"timid life of Evidence" does not know and Iceeps on pleading 
its ignorance* 
Apart from the idea expressed, this po^ ti is remarkable 
for its mode of expressicm* It is difficult to imagine any 
other nineteenth century poet in England or l^ onerica def inking 
heaven as the "house of sui^iosition" and her use of the phrase 
"the acres of Perhaps"* transforming an adverb into noun, 
anticipates similar verbal feats of E.E. Cummings and the 
Imagist poets of the twentieth century. similarly, life in 
5 See Chapter X for examples. 
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thla world and its possible beliefs and its varied activities 
are Qovemed by the rational mind which« in its turn« depends 
on evidence or cause and effect. And yet rationalism does not 
solve all the mysteries with which human life is confronted/ 
faced with some of the crucial problems of the spirit, it is 
left in ccmplete bewilderment. The limitation of the rational 
mind« with all the ramifications, is expressed by Emily 
Dickinson in a single linet "This timid life of Evidence** « 
timid because it fails to project itself into the cosmos to 
explore the larger truths which transcend the need of evidence. 
In another poem she asXs rhetorically as to %fhat place was 
better^ this "Heaven* of «rarldly existence or the heaven to cone 
which has an appendix of doubt. The answer is implied in the 
qualifying phr£ise» "Codicil of Doubt**« which she uses for heaven. 
Whatever dra%A>ack8 there may be in this world, at least it exists 
solidly and is free from the doubt of its existence. This is 
not so in the case of heaven. The choice, therefore, is very 
obvious but the poet makes it further clear by employing the 
saying that a bird in hand is better than two in the bush. 
Mhich is best? Heaven -
Or only Keas^n to come 
With that old Codicil of Doubt? 
Z cannot help estewi 
The "Bird within the Hand" 
superior to the one 
The "Bush" may yield me 
or may not 
Too late to choose again. Vol.ZZ, 1012 
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If the buoh does not yield the two promised birds, she aays 
ironically* there will be no further opportunity to exercise 
the choice again* 
In a more devastatingly frank poem, she consnents that 
our belief in heaven is <mly a pretension and« at best, is 
only a kind of self deception which we practise on ourselves 
by believing in what we actually do not believe*- Such a belief 
can neither give any assurance nor can it elevate our spirit. 
If heaven exists, as it is ccsnsnonly believed to be, it is an 
estate which thrives on the deprivation of this world of ours, 
that is, by depriving people of this world of %ihat they have, 
including tt^ir souls. 
That it will never cooie again 
Is what toakos life so sweet 
Believing what %re don't believe 
Does not exhilarate. 
That if it be« it be at best 
An ablative estate -
This instigates an appetite 
Precisely opposite Vol.HI, 1941 
And if heaven is a syndbol of deprivation, the worldly life 
becoiQos more alluring, and not alone for the reason that life 
cones only once and does not return again. She repeats the 
idea of deprivation in another poem and makes the pointed coranent 
that except for the narauding hand of heaven, this world was 
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pleasant enough to be a lieaven. 
Of Heaven above the firmest proof 
We fitndeanental Imow 
Except for it*8 marauding Hand 
It had been Heaven below. Vol. HI, 1205 
Again, she refers to death as the bisecting nessenger of 
Par^ise or heaven, lit^ lying that such a messenger can only 
diminish man. 
Of Paradise existence 
All «re Know 
Is an uncertain certainty -
But it's vicinity infer. 
By it*s Bisecting 
Messenger - Vol,ill, 1411 
The vicinity of heaven can thus be only inferred and what remains 
with us is "uncertain certainity" of its existence. Since there 
is no affidavit, she said elsewhere, of heaven, mMuning that 
no one can make a stateoQent about the existence of heaven on 
oath, "it would affront us / To dwell in such a place -•*, Emily 
Dickinson expressed her preference for the mortal life in one 
of her early poems when she saidt "Ctoing to Heaven! / How dim 
it scMindaJ**, and then expressed her own view in unmistakable 
terns 
1*01 giid X dont believe it 
tor it w'd stop my breath -
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And I*d like to look o little pore 
At 3uch a curious Earth: 
I ara glad they did believe it 
Wxcm 1 h«ve never found 
since the eighty fisAtvma afternoon 
1 left them in the ground. Vol,I, 79 
Tho irony of the concluding four lines establishes the superiority 
of her choice to stay in and look at the earth a while longer. 
ZX 
In all these poeras of doubt« Emily Dickinson displays a 
strategy of paradox and employs a language which is predominantly 
paradoxical. H©r choicest phrases reveal this characteristic! 
phrases such as house of supposition, acres of perhsps, heaven 
with codicil of doubt* ablative estate« uncexrtain certainty 
and affidavit of heaven, gain their strength of wit by the 
paradox they ent>ody. But that very wit takes away the serious 
intent of her statements. Doubts do not negate a belief; they 
only show the searching alertness of the mind. Emily Dickinson 
was a non-conformist of a new kind and her non-conformity 
consisted mainly in her rejection of the unthinking belief of 
the devout, she was a rebel against the orthodoxy of the valley 
m which she was bom and brought up and yet the essence of 
Puritanism lay at the root of all her thinking. This paradox 
in her own life is reflected in her attitude to heaven, soul, 
imnortality and G<K3. she expressed her occasional skepticism 
to mark her difference from tho sacrosamst piety of the devout 
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ladies of mhorat whcxn she know in life ana disapproved. Her 
skepticism never completely demolished the f izm and sound 
edifice of her belief. At least she knew that it was sturdy 
enough to withstand the buffets of the inquisitive forages of 
her mind, in refusing to follow the orthodox, she was in line 
with the new religious thinking of her day, which must h««re 
made inroads in the seclu<fted village of ittsiherst. But the new 
thinking seems more or less to confirm her revolt rather than 
initiate it. ftoaat an influential liberal preacher, Theodore 
7 
Parker, she remarked in 18591 "I never read before what 
Mr. Parker wrote* Z heard that he was ''poison". Then X like 
poison very well,* This taste for the poison of liberalisro 
prepared her to strike out on her own road of spiritual life. 
She was not alone on this road but she did not know that she 
was in good company of CarlyJ^ and Thoreau end other new lights 
8 
of religious thinking. 
without a clear understanding of her own position in 
cont«nporary religious thinking, it is possible for the reader 
to go astray by her poems of doubt, expressing sometimes a 
derisive disbelief in matters most sacred to the human mind, 
who can read, for instance, the following poem, with an accusation 
which %ie would not like to m€ike even against a human friend, and 
remain without serious misgivings? 
6 See Charles Anderson, Smilv Dickinson's Poetry, p. 261. 
"^ liitters. Vol. ZI, p. 358. 
8 Johnson, gmily Dickinson, p. 233. 
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"Heavenly Father" •• take to thee 
The supzeine iniquity 
Fashioned by thy candid Hand 
In a noDRent contraband -
Though to thrust us - aeems to us 
More respectable - *we are Dust" -
Me apologise to thee 
For thine own I^plicity - Vol.Zll« 1461 
The devout would say that it is bettor not to believe in God 
than attribute duplicity to Him* EAit i#e know that hor love 
for God gavo her the liberty to speak to Him in tho most 
familiar terms, just as she spoke about Christ with a certain 
emotint of froedom which may seen presumptuous. In another poem 
she comments on the loss of faith both in Heaven and God, 
Those - dying then* 
Knew Where thy went -
They went to God's Right Hand > 
That Hand is anq[>utated now 
And God cannot be found -
The abdication of Belief 
Makes the Behavior small -
Better an ignis fatuus 
Than no illume at all * Vol.Ill, 1551 
The poem is an explicit statement of the damage done to religious 
faith by the current social and scientific thought. There was 
a time, according to the poet, vimn the devout %iere confident 
of being received after death by God in a manner similar to 
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Lord Christ* who after His resurrection# was received in heaven 
and **9at on the right hand o£ God**, That hand, syoiboliising 
£aith« has been amputed and belief in God has been shattered 
by new discoveries in scientific thought, Man has abdicated 
from belief and whatever he may && now, has lost its significance. 
The poet cocsoents in t)^ conclusion that a false or delusive 
light (ignis fat\tua> is better than no light at all. 
This poem, however, is not a statoirant of Emily Dickinson's 
o%m belief. It expresses the contemporary predicament of tension 
between faith and doubt. As it has already been pointed out, 
:Q»ily Dickinson rejected the dogmas of the Puritan orthodoxy 
axid at the same tin^ s refused to share the position held by the 
materialists. Her wavering between faith and doubt remained with 
her till the end but* considered as a whole,, the affirmation 
of faith in her poetry is overwhelming as conqpared to its 
occasional negation or expression of skepticism. It is possible 
to establish that her faith in God and heaven rasained unsullied 
in spite of her periodic moods of disbelief. At any rate, her 
skepticism is not strong enough to make a Bux:kery of l^ ar belief 
in immortality. Even her faith in immortality did not run an 
even and smooth course and in moments of intense emotional 
stress and tragedy, she expressed her doubt idaout immortality 
itself. In the preceding discussion of her poons on heaven 
and God, her doubts in immortality are alsd latently visible, for 
faith in innortality is interdependent on faith in heaven and God. 
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There were also specific occasions when she directly expressed 
her doubt in imnortality* or rather* her faith in inmortality 
did not prove to be a strong support when she was confronted 
with tragedy in her personal life. After the death of her 
father who was one of the shaping forces in her life, her 
agonized comment on importality revealed the fragile nature of 
her belief. "I otn glad there is aaooortality -•*• she said, "but 
o 
would have tested in oyself - bofore entrusting him.*' She 
wrote after tho death of hor mother* »»«te don't know where she 
is, thoush BO many tell ua.-" itfter the death o£ Charles 
Wadaworth« she wrote to one of his friends t **Are you certain 
there is another life? t^en overwhelinod to know, i fear that 
11 few are sure." Again, the premature tk^ ath of Saniuel Bowles, 
elicited from her a consnent surcharged with sorrowt "That 
those have Immortality with whom we talked about it, makes it 
12 
no more mighty " but perhaps more sudden". This consnent is 
followed by the lines t "How brittle are the Piers / On which 
our Faith doth tread -"• Indeed, it was a brittle ground and 
she had to watch her steps before it gave way completely. And 
she did watch her steps and never landed in the abyssal depths 
of didbelief. 
^ Lstters, Vol. IZ, p. 528. 
10 a>id.. Vol, HI, p. 750. 
11 3bid., vol. Ill, p. 779. 
12 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 611. 
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XXI 
Human nature has always revolted against the idea o£ 
complete annihilation o£ the body and soul and there has always 
been an almost desperate desire o£ the human heart to ttfazd off 
the deprivations caused by death* Belief in immortality is, 
perhaps* a direct outcome of that desire* even if it may not 
be thQ fulfilment of it. It would make a very interesting 
reading if the expositions of the idea of Inraortality by the 
various religions of the world were contpiled into one volume* 
In the ancient tradition both pagan and others* there seems 
to be a general agrecsnent that human soul is indestructible 
and it keeps to shuttle back and forth from heaven in a constant 
flux of transmigration. Lord Buddha gave further coiiqE>ifation 
to an already complex problem by the expression of the view 
that Immortality or nirvana is an escape from the cycle of 
13 birth and death and that it is a cessation of the consciousness. 
In Christianity* and other religions which came after it* 
ininortality is insi0perably linked with the resurrection of 
the dead on the Day of Judgement* and after the final reckoning* 
the soul will have an eternal existence. The resurrection of 
Christ has an added significance in Christianity* for it serves 
as proof of a similar process to be repeated in the cases of 
all the dead, ftaily Dickinson's belief in immortality was 
primarily Christian and even when she felt that its mystery 
had not been disclosed to her* she believed that soul was immortal. 
13 The allusion is to Platonic philosophy* Vedantie philosophy 
and Mahayana Budhism* 
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M0 have already jcecountod and coRinented upon the mooients of her 
doubti #e have also to note the affixinations of her faith. In 
one o£ her Jottings* 0he wrote in a lyrical strain, surpassing 
14 
the cadenced rythra of poetry i 
"I hear robins a greot way off, and wagons a great way 
off, and rivers a great way off, and all appoar to bo 
hurrying sontot^ iero undisclosed to {ao.** 
The destination of all that exist in mortal life is undisclosed 
to her but it is not beyond surmise* She does not even make it 
explicit and that is the beauty of its suggestivenoss. In a 
similar passage^ written after the stunning bereavement caused 
by the death of his beloved nephew, Gilbert, she cocoaooentcd on 
15 immortality. 
**The vision of liranortal life has been fulfilled - How 
simply at the last the Fathom comes2 The Passenger and 
not the Sea« we find surprises us > ••• show us, 
prattling Preceptor, but the way to theei ••• 
I see him in the Stars, and meet his s«raet velocity in 
everything that flies • His life was lilce the Bugle, 
which winds itself away, his Elegy an echo «> his 
Requiem eestacy -> Dawn and Meridian in one." 
Not all her poems on immortality have the same intensity 
of utterance; quite a few of them are predestrlan attempts to 
define it in rational and imaginative tazms. The hasards of 
^* lj>^ tera, Vol.11, p. 504. 
15 Jto^., Vol. Ill, p. 799. 
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this method are obvious, for imnortaXlty* like many other 
matters in religion, can be explained and understood through 
£aith# not reason, in all the religions of the world, 
faith in some of the cardinal postulates is blind, or it is 
induced by revelation or the holy word, tfuman mind is too 
limited to encoo^ass the cosmos and there are problems which 
lie beyond its circumference. Belief in God, for instance, 
cannot be completely rationolized, nor con the human mind 
claim to comprehend Him with the same assured competence os 
it can some of the mundane problems of «K>rdly existence. 
Disbelief has always its roots in the attitude that What 
cannot bo rationalized, does not exist. Emily Dickinson's 
doubts always seem to ^oerge from a similar attitude, although 
her purely rational attitude does not persist at all tiir^ s. 
Indeed, there are occasions when she is diverted from belief by 
emotional stress. But she liked to rationalise and one of the 
methods she «iqployed for the purpose was to define or 
redefine something in which she wished to believe. Har effort 
to define immortality is of the same category. Rev .Washington 
Gladden had written to her that a thousand lines of evidence 
converge toward immortality and she opted to examine the 
evidence before she could commit herself to the belief in 
immortality. 
When Z count the seeds 
That are sown beneath. 
To bloom so, bye and bye -
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When I con the people 
Lain so Xovi, 
To be received as high 
When Z believe the garden 
Mortal shall not see ~ 
Plck by £alth It's blossoot 
And avoid lt*s Bee 
X can spare this suimncr, unreluctantly, Vol.Z* 40 
The growth of the seed Into a plant. Is a ressurectlon 
of the plant after death, similar to the promised rising 
Of the dead, «iho are burrled lou' In the grave, to be recelM^d 
In heaven* But heaven Is a garden which the mortal eye has 
not seen. The poet does not want to be like those t^o 
metaphorically speaking, pick the flower (Immortality) by the 
help of faith and avoid the painful sting of the bee (the 
rational mind). She Is forced to postpone the plucking of 
the blossom till she Is ready to endure the sting of the bee. 
The poma la aot good poetryy It spells the word *by' wrongly 
and has unnecessary apostrophe on 'Its'. But one cannot fall 
to notice the striking metaphor of the concluding llnesr which 
state her attitude that she does not want to see Imnortallty 
through faith but through reason. In spite of the hasards of 
the stings of the bee. 
It does not necessarily follow that she did not know the 
limitations of the human jalnd. 
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The Life «re have is very great 
The Zilfe that ^te shall see 
Surpasses it, we kaaw, because 
It is Infinity, 
But wl^n all Space has been beheld 
And all Dominion shown 
The onoallest Human Heart's esctent 
Reduces it to none« Vol«XI« X162 
tjhat she says in effect is that doubt in imnortality is not 
due to lack of evidence. Even when cotaplote ovidenco is 
produced and entire dimension of immortality has been exhibited 
to the eye, the human heart recoils from its iiomensity, for 
the heart is too small and limited to grasp its full 
significance. She, therefore, employs the hcxnely metaphor 
of a two-storey building in which the first floor is mortality 
and the gro\md floor is immortality. Anything which sinks from 
the first floor, comes to the ground floor» 
If my Bark sink 
*Tis to another sea -
Moirtality's Groui»a Floor 
Is Snmortality. Vol. Ill, 1234 
brief poem of four lines employs two equally valid metaphors, 
the sea and the house. The bark or the boat is t}% symbol 
for soul and its sinking signifi«s death. But the sinking 
l€ads to its existeiKre in another sea •> the sea of innortality. 
In a poem, m'-re complicated in its thought and image. 
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E&iily Dickinson expresses her faith in iomortality. The 
crocus« a plant with yeXXow» white or purple flowers# recedes 
with thB approach of winter but goes '"hopne* gaily« unmindful 
of its deprivation. The source of its happiness isihe belief 
that it will rise again and its lips keep up the praise of 
God till slowly and gradually it reappears one by one like the 
bargenien who walk back to the shore singing. 
The feet of people waSIUng home 
With gayer sandals go -
The Crocus - till she rises 
The Vassal of the snow <• 
The lips at Hallelujah 
Ijong years o£ practice bore 
Till bye and bye these Bargemen 
Walked singing on the shore. 
Pearls are the Diver's farthing 
Extorted front the Sea -
Pinions ~ the Seraph*s wagon 
Pedestrian once - as %fe -
Night is the morning's Canvas 
Larceny • legacy • 
Death, but our rapt attention 
To Sonnortality. 
My figures fail to tell nie 
tfow far tl^ Village lies -
Whose peasants are the Angels -
Whose Cantons dot the skies -
Hy Classics vail their faces • 
My faith that Dark adozes •> 
which from its solemn abbeys 
such resurrection pours. Vol.Z, 7 
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The crocus Is the dependent tenant o£ the snow, meaning, 
that It appears and disappears and appctars again according 
to the wish of the feudal lord, the snow. And what Is true 
o£ the crocu8# la equally valid for human ll£e. JUst as the 
diver Is rewarded by the pearl after he takes the plunge 
Into the depth of the ocean, and the 8era|>h has been raised 
to the first rank, Insnortallty cannot be achieved without 
death, Might and oiornlng stand for death and Imniortalltyi 
they are further coitpared to larceny and legacy, Hlght (death) 
Is the sail which helps the morning (Zmroortallty} to appear. 
Zf the canvas Is taken to imsan the canvas of the painter, 
then the line would mean that death serves as the canvas on 
Which JUnmortallty Is painted. Thus death Is the gateway to 
the eternal life, zf the deprivation of death resenibles 
theft (larceny), the promise of Imnortallty Is the Inheritance 
v^lch has come down to man from God. Our attention, therefore, 
should be focussed on imnortallty, and not deaths for death 
la the passage of the soul to eternal existence. Heaven Is 
metaphorically presented as a village which the poet does 
not know nor does she know whose peasants the angels are 
and what districts (cantons) are charted on the sky by the 
dots of the stars, The highest principles of art and 8CleiK:e 
(classics} only helped to veil the faces of heaven and Its 
Inhabitants. Still she adores the unknown place (Dark), for 
It Is f rcra the abtmya of this village that resurrection pours 
forth the dead to be received In heaven. 
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Thuo the po«m expressea the belief central to the poet's 
thought that although death may appear disconcerting by the 
loss it causea# yet it is the necessary stage before iiunortality. 
Again# we may not be able to cotaprehend iinnortality fully but 
that does not disprove its existence, flight is followed by 
day and, therefore, darkness is the harbringer of light and 
a necessary evil« In another poem, Smily Dickinson presents 
the mortal life metai^orically as water and eternal life as great 
water* Our thirst and need for water (life) is fully satisfied 
by the great water (inanortality). 
We thirst at first - 'tis Nature's Act -
And later - when we die -
A little Mater supplicate 
Of fingers going by -> 
It intimates the finest want -
Whose adequate supply 
Xs that Great Water in the west 
Tamed immortality - Vol, II, 726 
The thirst for life is an act of nature and at the time of 
death as we see life slipping away from our fingers, we pray 
humbly for a little life more. But our thirst for life can 
only be <3^ enc)wd by iMRortality, for in that eternal state of 
th« soul, life is endless. 
In another poaiQ, remarkable for its indirect argument and 
conaeguent asdaiguity, mily Dickinson propounds the ibruth that a 
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particular reality la known by its opposite• 
Heme can experience stint 
Who Bounty •» have not Icnoirn '«• 
The fact of Fonine - could not be 
Except for Fact of Com -
viant is a meagre Art 
Acquired by Reverse -
The Poverty that was not Wealth •> 
cannot be indigence. Vol. IX 771 
There can be no limitation without bounty^ the poet argues« 
and no famine without com* Sirailarly want acquires significance 
by opulence and the real poverty (indigence) is one %^ich has 
Icnown wealth. The real point of the poem^ Z think, is its 
juxtaposition of the metaphors for death and immortality. 
"Stint", "famine", "want", and "poverty" signify death and 
immortality is represented by "bounty", "com", "opulence" 
(opposite of want) and "«fealth". without death there can be 
no imoiortality and the fact that death exists, is a proof of 
the existence of immortality. As every reality is matched 
by its opposite, the famine and loss caused by death are 
matched by the bounty and opulence of immortality. 
Again, she gives a fuller treatment to this subject in 
another poem. Having travelled on the road of being to the 
point where it diverged into the "odd Fork" leading to 
eternity, the traveller is overawed to find before hla the 
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cities of t^aven but in between intei^ posed the graveyaxtS, 
**The Foirest of the Dead", The road leading to eternity had 
to pass through the graveyard* Any reversal of the journey 
on the road of being was not possible as it was a journey 
into time and the route behind was sealed. The traveller 
could see the flag of eternity flying in front of him and God 
was there at every gate of the cities of leaven. 
Our journey had adtranced -
Our feet were almost come 
To that odd ForK in Being's Road -
Eternity - by Term -
Our pace took sudden awe -
Our feet - reluctant • led •» 
Before • were Cities * biit Between * 
The Forest of the Dead -
Retreat • was out of Hope -
Behind - a Sealed Route ~ 
Eternity's White Flag - Before -
And God • at every Gate *- Vol.ZI, 615 
This po«Bi is an affirmation of her belief in ininortality, 
heaven and God, In a shorter poein« imtnoz^ ality is proved by 
a different argtsnent. 
That Such have died enable Us 
The tranquiller to die -
That Such have lived. 
Certificate for ttntortality. Vol.ZZ, 1030 
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IV 
Death of those around us convinces of its universality 
and no human being is exempt from it since it is one of the 
conditions of life. This inferred truth makes death easy 
for us and we can face it with a certain amount of serenity 
which, otherwise, would have been Impossible. According to 
tho same argument, since we know that many have lived after 
death, notable among them Jesus Christ, our knowledge should 
be a conclusive proof (certificate) of immortality. Again, 
she returns to the aasm idea in another poem with an altogether 
different approach, and this is one of several poems where 
immortality has been presented as a person* 
He lived the Life of Aiebush 
And went the way of Dusk 
And now against his subtle name 
There stands an Asterisk 
AS confident of him as we -
impregnable we are • 
The whole of lotiBortality intrenched 
within a star - Vol. Ill, 1S2S 
Immortality has been presented here as a soldier lying in 
ai&bush for mortal life, AS it is concealed from the human 
eye and moves away in darkness, its subtle name is indicated 
by a star (asterisk)• And yet there can be no doubt of its 
•xistence and our belief in it is firm (jtepregnable) and its 
significance is concentrated in the star (asterisk) which 
stands at the place where its name should have been. This 
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interpretation makes it clear that imoortality carries people 
to heaven a£ter death and that it is not known to the human 
mind; In this respect it closely resestbles the soldier lying 
in ainbush. The image o£ the soldier and the novel use of 
the word asterisk is the familiar witticism o£ the poet. 
loamortality is again presented as a person, this time as 
"a shapeless friend". 
Conscious am z in my Chaicber, 
Of a shapeless friend 
He doth not attest by Posture -
Nor Confirm ~ by Word - Vol.ll, 679 
She develops this idea further that since JUomortality is 
invisible, she does not have to offer it a place or show 
courtesy but neither the lack of hospitality on her part nor 
silence on the part of immortality, forfeits probity of their 
relationship, she has no concrete proof as to who such a 
friend is* 
But instinct eateem Him 
Immortality. Vol.II, 679 
Cast in a light-hearted mood, the poem repeats the basic 
postulates of Emily Dickinson's belief. This world is not 
the final end of human life, for there is a life beyond it. 
Wordly existence, therefore, co-exiats with inmortality. The 
close of life in this world opens a new life beyond. If it is so. 
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mortal life and iinoortality live aide by side in the aasie 
chamber. But in spite of its proximity to li£e, inroortality 
cannot be proved conclusively by ''philosophy*'. 
This World is not Conclusion* 
A Species stands beyond -
Invisible, os ttusic * 
But positive* OS Sound • 
Zt beckons^ and it baffles - Vol.ZZ, 501 
This is one of the chief characteristics of Imroortality that it 
is positive as sound and induces belief but the mind that 
seeks to coiapxehend it clearly, is baffled in its attempts 
to do so. 
Again, iBvnortality is seen as 8 friend in another poem. 
Any dovibt in its existence is a blunder of our surmise, 
otherwise its presence can be felt in everyday life. 
The Blunder is in estimate 
Eternity is there 
VM say as of a Station 
Msantfhile he is so near 
Ha joins me in my luacble 
Divides abode with me 
Mo Friend have I that so persists 
As this Eternity, Vol.IZX, 1684 
she goes a step further to assert that those who do not believe 
in the eternal life after death, are not yet fully alive. 
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Those not live yet 
Who doubt to live again -
"Again* is of a twice 
But this -is - one - Vol.ZZZ« 1454 
The comnon belief is that life begins again after death but, 
in fact* life is a continuity which is not broken by death. 
Zjife in this world and life in heaven* are not two but one. 
Death is only a hyi^en bet%«een mortality and iamortality • 
The function of the hyphen is to connect and not to tear 
aisunder the two. Thus ntan carries inanortality in his icsnortal 
soul which* according to the poet* is a **co8tuineless 
consciousness** and remains the same before and after death. 
Once this truth is understood, eternity secans the only 
permanence which mortal hvanan life has in ell its identity. 
How firm Eternity must look 
To crumbling men like me 
The only Adamant Estate 
In all identity > Vol.Ill* 1499 
m several of her poems* Bnily Dickinson gives expression 
to her unshakable assurance in inroortality. Pyramids and 
kingdoms may decay* as they surely do* but man has an immortal 
place which knows no decay. (Vol. IZ* 946). God did not light 
the abode of immortality by Mis breath only to put it out later 
(Vol.ZZZ* 1599}• Mhen everything is taken away from life* there 
is still immortality left and it is a **thing %rorth larceny** 
2S6 
(Vol.ZXX* 1365). The best xeallsed poem o£ this group is 
the one %«hich £ocusaes attention both on heaven and on earth 
and x>oints out the predicatoent of human life in both* 
Behind roe - dips Eternity 
Before mo - Itemortality « 
tTyaelt - the term bet«ioen -
Death but the Drift of Eastern Gray, 
Dissolving into Dawn away, 
Def oro the t^st begin •> 
'Tls Kingdoma - afterward - they say -
In perfect « pauseless Monarchy 
Whose Prince - is Son of Done -
Himself - His Dateless Dynasty -
Hiinself - Himself diversify * 
In Duplicate divine -
*Tis l^ iracle before Me - then -
'Tis Miracle behind - between 
A Crescent in the Sea -
with Midnight to the t%>rth of Her -
And Midnight to the South of Her » 
And MaelstrcacQ . in the s)cy - Vol.ZZZ, 721 
Eternity is the tlioelessness that existed before her consciousness 
and Immortality is the future tlioelassness in which her 
consciousness will continue. In between these two points, is 
her brief mortal existence* "the Texn between** • Death of the 
mortal life is the aist which dissolves into the dawn of 
iaamortality. In the second stansa, the poet focusses attention 
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on the Biblical kingdon of heaven and its perfect, perpetual 
serenity in which life «rill have pen>otual abode. God, the 
prince of this kingdcxn.is the all pervading unity in all 
the multiplicity of the "Dynasty" and the "kingdoms**, who 
Himself is the unity and diversity and is duplicated in all 
divine objects. In the concluding stanza, the poet returns 
to the miracle of eternity and inanortality which lie before 
and after her consciousness. As compared to their chengelessness, 
her mortal life is like the Ima^ of everchanging crescent 
in a turbulent sea, enveloped with darkness both in the north 
and south and threatened by a maelstrom likely to disfigure 
the image of the crescent. 
The po^n catches, with perfect artistic design, the 
law of mutability which engirths mortal existence and the 
changelessness of life in the kingdom of heaven. A life which 
is siibject to change, is assailed by the violent agents of 
that change, and makes achievement of perfect repose difficult, 
if not altogether Impossible. Contrested with this is the 
eternal repose in heaven which knows no motion and no end. 
Mortal life, therefore, must look forward to achieving in 
heaven what it cannot in this world. Tfm idea, in its essence, 
is derived from the Bible's Book of Ksvelation, and its poetic 
formulation shows Emily Dickinson's indebtedness to the religious 
tradition in trhich she was bom. 
16 Revelation was the most favourite book of the Bible to 
which she repeatedly fell back for spiritual sustenance. 
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In the pxGceding chapter* it has been shown that Bnlly 
Dickinson prabe»cl the mystery of (teath and felt an obsessive 
concern for a life which was so vulnerably exposed to it, Xn 
a world constantly marauded by death* imnortality was the 
only permanence and source of self-assurance. Seen in its 
religious sense* icxoortality gave « new perspective to death* 
for death became the gateway to eternal life. Once this idea 
was fully perceived* Emily Dickinson explored its voried 
implications. It cannot bo said that she did not waver in 
her faith and that doubts did not tozmont her soul. She expressed 
the agony of her soul metaphorically in the famous lines t 
l^rcotics cannot still the Tooth 
that nibbles at the soul* Vol.ZZ* 501 
But she finally conquered her dotjdats and clinibed out of the 
depths of her skepticiOTt to walk in the sunshine of her 
belief and to sing in her inimitable voice of radiant joyt 
Z live with Him - z hear His Voice 
Z stand alive - Today - Vol.Z* 463 
Chapter X 
EMILY DICKINSON AND MODERN AtffiRICAU POETRY 
The title of this chapter Is somewhat raisleading, inadsrertontly 
perhaps« but nevertheless misleading. It raises the expectation 
that the writer of tl^ thesis intends to trace the influence of 
iltoily Dickinson on SOHK) modern American poets vho lany belong 
to the Dickinsonian tradition, as Carl Sandburg* VJilliam Carlos 
Williams, and Allen Ginsberg are believed to be writing in the 
Whitmanian tradition. It is imperative, therefore, to make a 
direct statement that there is no Dickinsonian tradition in 
modern American poetry. This is not to say that Emily Dickinson 
was not great or significant enough as a poet to stimulate the 
continuance of her mode of writing poetry. Indeed, in many of 
her attitudes as in her technical innovations, she anticipated 
the modern temper more than any other poet of tho nineteenth 
century. And yet her influence, tsven in formative years, has 
not been acknowledged by any modem American poet. Sane of her 
most perceptive and sensitive critics are also distinguished 
1 Conrad Aiken, Allen Tate, Archibald MacLeish, John Crowe 
Ransom, Louise Bogan and Richard Wilbur have written 
appreciative essays to restore Emily Dickinson tJ the eminent 
position she holds today in the history of American poetry. 
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poets and atiXl adorn the poetic spectrum of the present century. 
But their poetry does not reflect «rhat they admire in Emily 
Dickinson. 
It would be interesting to explore the possible reasons 
for this literary phenomenon and Z cronre your indulgence in 
doing so, Emily Dickionson*s poetry was published too lote to 
have any significant impact on modem poetryi the first authentic 
edition of her po^na appeared only in 1955* now popularly known 
as the Harvard Edition, But this does not mean that her verse 
had not appeared before. A selonder volwne, containing a hundred 
and sixteen poems, had been published as early as 1890, four 
years after the death of the poet, followed by two more equally 
2 
meagre instalments in quick succession. This practice of giving 
small quantities of smily Dickinson's poetry was continued by 
3 her niece, Martha Dickinson Bianchi, in the present century and 
the final volume of her new poems appeared ten years before tlra 
A 
Harvard Edition. The first three series of her poems, with 
2 Poems bv Bnilv Dickinson, First Series, «d. by Mabel Loomis 
Todd and T.w.Higginson, 1890; Poems bv Emily Dickinson, 
Second series ed. by Mabel iLoomis Todd and T.w.Higginson, 1691f 
Poems bv Ewilv Dickinson. Third Series, ed. by Mabel Loc»>is 
Todd, 1896. 
3 The Single Hound, ed, by Martha Dickinson BiafKShi, 1914/ The 
Complete Poems oif Emily Dickinson, ed, by Martha Dickinson 
Bianchi and Alfred Leete Kan^son, 1924y Furttwr Poems by 
ttnilv Dickinson, ed, by Martha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred 
Leete Hampson, 1935, 
4 Bolts of Mslodv t New Poems of Smily Dickinson, ed, by Mabel 
Loonis Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham, 1945, 
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alight editorial changes in rhyme an6 punctuation^ %rere received 
with considerable popular enthusiaaza and* considering their 
quick sale« they were a great success• But the success of her 
poeins was more or less on a popular basis* not entirely without 
the influence of the interest stinrulated by the gossips about 
the mystery of her private life. There was no critical 
acceptance of her poetry. Even when such staunch Victorians as 
T.W, Higginson mcx2ified their attitude, there was no critical con-
sensus worthy of note. Her poetry was, therefore, more a source 
of amused delight than an endslem of poetic achieveoent demanding 
critical attention from its readers* Her deviations from the 
accepted norms of poetry were <toerocd more as the idiosyncracies 
of a recluse rather than as the conscious poetJUsal devices of a 
highly original poet on the threshold of technical innovations 
of far reaching significance* This attitude of her readers, 
set a limit to, if not altogether blocked, her appeal and influence 
as a poet* 
Again, her poetry was not considered to be sophisticated 
enough worthy of emulation* Thematically, she was deemed to be a 
parochial poet whose limited range was further supposed to be 
narrowed by the circumscribed experiential evidence of a spinster 
who moved out of Amherst village only twice or thrice in her life 
and who had not even seen the sea. she was supposed to have, as 
5 **After all", Higginson wrote, "when a thought takes one's 
breath away, a lesson on grammar seems an impertinence.** 
(Quoted by Conrad Aiken in his essay on Bnily Dickinson)• 
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even such on eminent critic as Blackmur has said and said it 
as late as 1956* '*all the pangs «.. of experience without the 
M 6 
experience. BlacloQur's coonent is a typical exan^le o£ unperceptive 
literary Judgement but it is symptofoatic of an attitude which 
is our concern here* It took some tiise in the present century 
to discover that the regional ax^ the cosmopolitan or the 
particular and the universal ace not mutually exclusive. But 
in the tuzault of thundering generalissations of the transcendentalists 
who could believe, even suspect, that there could be something 
abiding in the experience of the Mnherst recluse? Besides* 
Emily Dickinson was considered to be riddled with limitations 
not only tl-mroatically but also even stylistically. It was easy 
to discover that the structure of her poetry derived from Watt*s 
Christian Psalmody and his collection of The psatos^ Hymns* and 
Spiritual Sfonqs. The hymn is the most ancient foxm of verse but 
is seldom used for long by great poets. How could Emily Dickinson 
write great poetry by employing such a simple and old form? was 
it not another aspect of her limitation? The basic postulate 
behind these questions completely ignored the variations in the 
structural pattern of what Einily Dickinson had borrowed and of 
this we shall speak presently. But even in this matter the 
discovery was not made till quite late in the tvrantieth century. 
Perhaps* a full exploration of her conscious* artistic devices is 
6 R.P. Blackmur* **Bmily Dickinson's Notation*** The Kenyan 
Review* Vol.18 (Spring* 1956), 
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atiXl to be made and Emily Dickixiscm'a influence as a poet cannot 
reasonably be expected to peixaeate till then. 
Another reason may be discovered in the nature and extent 
of certain potent influences which shaped the trend of modem 
American poetry. These were, on the one hand, the French symbolist 
poets of the closing deca(tes of the nineteenth century and, on 
the other, the n^taphysical poets of the seventeenth century. 
Mr. T.S. Eliot, the tallest figure among the modem Uterary 
critics and poets, ^ctolled both and endeavoured, to establish, 
not without success, what he termed as the tradition of wit and 
thus sought to restore, perhaps even to rescue, the sensibility 
whose dissociation, according to hiea, had snapped the main link 
with the central tradition in English peltry* Mr. Eliot's pre-
occupation with tradition and with the formulation of a critical 
basis for the kind of poetry that he wrote or wanted to write, 
diverted his attention from the examples nearer home which he 
could have readily found. He, like his distinguished ccxnpeer, 
Mr. Ezra Pound, took some notice of Whitman by making, at least, 
disparraging remarks about him. They completely ignored Emily 
Dickinson. And they were legislators, the acknowledged legislators, 
of modem poetry. They could have found in Emily Dickinson, more, 
perhaps, than in any other poet of the nineteenth century, something 
to their purpose. But they preferieed to ignore and in doing so, 
they stood as a barrier between Emily Dickinson and modem American 
poetry. 
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It is a very well known fact that Emily OicKinson delUberately 
withheld the publication of her poems. Even when Mrs. llBlen Hunt 
Jackson persistently iioplored her to "sing aloud**, she did not 
iCfv 
relent. "How can you print a piece of your soul?**, she said. 
"Publication is the auction of the mind of man**, she wrote almost 
petulantly In one of her poems. 
Publication > Is the Auction 
Of the Mind of Man -
Poverty - by Justifying 
For so foul a thing 
Possibly " but Me •> would rather 
Frc»n Our Garret go 
White - Unto the White Creator -
Than Invest - Our Snow - Vol.ZZ« 709 
But this does not mean that she was Indifferent to literary 
recognition. The fact that she wrote several poems on fame, la 
an evident pointer to the contrary* She was aware of her genlas 
and knew that she was good as a poet. Hofw else could she receive 
Higglnson's conventional advice with a certain amount of polite 
deference without IncoriKjratIng that advice Into the body of her 
poetry? Indeed, she knew that she could not escape fame which 
6A Richard B. Sewall,Ewllv Dickinson, p. 129. 
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must overtake hor sooner or later. "If fame belonged to taoi** she 
wrote to Higginson, "I could not escape her <• if she did not, 
the longest day would pass roe on the chase.** How else could 
she confide to sister Sue that her kinsfolk would be proud of 
her "soroetime"? And yet she refused, to son© even obstinately, 
the publication of her poetry. 
The reason is not far to seek. True, she had not read 
contemporary pootry# ©xcei-t that of Basraon, with oora© attention. 
But she reed the pooos published in The Republican and she roust 
have marked the difference between them and hor own pocsns. It did 
not require a great deal of mental acuteness on her part to realise 
that the conception of poetry of her age, dominated os it was by 
tho transcendentalists, was an antithesis of hor own. She must 
have been considerably put off by the rigid formalism of sctm of 
the poets who «fere widely admired. It was natural, therefore, 
that she developed legitimate fear that her poetry would not be 
undttrstood and would never be properly analysed and valued. 
She had tested her poems on her friends, on J.G.Holland, 
on Sameul Bowles and on T.W. Higcinson. she sent them her poems 
incorporated in the notes accompanying small gifts. They had 
professional interest in literature. But they all failed her. 
They all recognized the originality of her poems. They even admired 
the newness of her thought or the turn of her precise expression. 
^^ l<>tters, Vol.11, p. 408. 
The Springfield Daily Rei 
to which the Dickinson family subscribed. 
7 publican, edited by samaul Bowles< 
J 
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But they all shook their heads In disapproval and thought that 
her poetry was too startlingly original to be accepted by the 
reading public. They were bothered by the liberties she took 
with the accepted nocms of poetry and wore {usssled by the 
innovations in rhytne and tneter. These friends served as the critical 
forum aaid by thoir reaction and response to her poetry# she was 
able to deduce that her poetry was not for her age. ah& folded 
the fair copies of her poaisis in little "voluraes* which according 
to her, were her unposted letters to posterity. 3he wrote in 
one of her poems, in another context, but which has relevance to 
her belief in hor poetic fatnet 
Burden » borne so far trituophant « 
None suspect me of the crown^ 
For I wear the "Thorns** till Sunset -
Then - my Diadem put on. Vol.lZZ, 1737 
She had borne the agony of the creative activity of a poet during 
hsr life-time with success, although none of her contemporaries 
could even suspect of her triumph and of her consequent future 
destiny as a poet. She had worn the crown of thome till her 
death (sunset) but she would put on her diadem soon after, indeed, 
one admires the precision with which these lines predicted the 
course of her literary recognition. 
Emily Dickinson's radical divergence from the prevalent 
contemporary taste was indicative of the forward looking nature 
of her poetry, some of her distinguished conteporaries, all older 
7 The history of English and American poetry furnishes many 
•xaii^ les of rebel poets who he raided the new trends of the 
future. Blake and Whitman are illustrations to the point. 
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than herself* were Boeraon* longfeXlow« Whlttler* Holmes and 
Whitman. But vre seldom think of her comtemporaries when we 
think of her. We like to think of her as a modem poet or as a 
poet %^o has direct relevai»:e to the present poetic practices. 
It is not because of hor recognition as a poet in the twentieth 
centuryi it is primarily because l:»r poetry is far removed from 
that of her contemporaries* not in point of time* but in its 
thematic and stylistic experiments and its fonmilation of the 
poetic idiom. Her poetry anticipates* in a variety of ways* scmie 
of the notable innotrations of modern poetry and deserves our 
attention. 
ZXZ 
Bven a cursory glance at Emily Dickinson's poetry would 
reveal the extraordinary iQ^ >ortance she attached to the precise 
word in poetry. The Harvard Edition of her poems in printing the 
work sheets with even the undertermined final choice from nun^rous 
alternatives* provides ample opportunity to the reader to see for 
himself how carefully she chose her words to achieve precise 
identity with hor thought. The best example to illustrate her 
method of composition has been quoted by one of her editors and 
Q 
biographers 
9 Millicent Todd Binghami Ancestors Brocades» The Literary 
Debut of Emily Dickinson/(Harper« New York, 1945). p. 37. 
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Had but the tale a (thrilling, typic, hearty, bonnie, 
breathless, spacious, tropic, warbling, ardent, 
friendly, magic, pungent, winning, niello«i} teller 
All the boys would come -
Orpheus's sermon captivated. 
It did not condemn. 
The poet had left all tho fourtoen alternatives without making a 
choice although tho adjective wggblinq, chosen by the editor, seems 
the inevit^le choice because of the poet's reference to Orpheus 
in the third line. This meticulous care in providing alternatives 
for her option, was bom out of her awareness of the power of 
the word in communication, '^  Employing an unusual metaphor, she 
said in one of her poems} 
There is a word 
Which bears a sword 
can pierce an azmed man. 
It hurls its barbed syllables, - Vol«l, 45 
Again, she expressed the idea, this time in a similar startling 
simile. 
she dealt her pretty words like blades. 
As glittering they shone. 
And every one unbared a nerve 
Or wantoned with a bone. Vol, I, 29 
It is significant that almost all her poems on words were 
written early and are contained in the first volume of the Harvard 
9A FDr a fuller discussion, see Chapter ZZ. 
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Edition. Aa she withdrew from the world to concentrate on 
pootryr she felt the inadequacy of her vocabulary* "For several 
years" # she wrote to Higginson in retrospect, "my Lexicon - was 
toy only companion". Higginson failed to understand its meaning 
and deduced from it her loneliness which apparently was not the 
intention. Vitmt sYtB wanted to say was that she was not taught 
by friends but learnt the difficult art of writing poetry by 
studying words* She alluded to this practice later when she 
wrote about her "Easing my famine / At my laxicon". Famine, 
indeed, there must have been for she had, as Richard Wilbur said, 
"sent her whole Calvinistic vocabulary into exile and she had 
to discover a new one to write her poems* 
A similar need for precise words was felt by the imagist 
poets who emerged at the close of the first decade of the twentieth 
century. The "imagist" anthologies, edited by Esra Pound appeared 
in 1913 and although T.B.HUlme was its first contributor, its 
members, at one time or other, were Amy Lowell, F.s. Flint, H.D., 
J.O, Fletcher, Richard Aldington, T.s. Eliot and Bsra Found 
himself. The 'manifesto* of the imagist movement consisted some 
of the following rules which deserve to be quoted in full. 
1. To use the language of common speech, but to enqploy 
always the exact word, not merely the decorative 
word. 
10 Emily Dickinsont Three View, (/wherat. 1960 >, p. 1. 
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2« To create new rythnss - as the expression of new 
moods••• • 
3. To allow ^solute freedom in the choice o£ subjects* 
4. To present an imags. lie are not a school of painters» 
but we believe that poetry should render particulars 
exactly and not deal with vague generalities. 
5. To produce poetry that is hard and clear, never 
blurred and indefinite, 
6. Finally, loost of us believe that concontration is tho 
very essence of poetry. 
Influenced by this caovetnent, Pound formulated his theory of 
"Chlng Ming" by borrowing the fundopontal concept from Confucius, 
which in its essence meant "call things by their right names." 
Had the Harvard Edition of Emily Dickinson*3 poems, or even 
Bolts of Melody been available in 1913, Pound could have illustrated 
all the rules of the imagist movement by examples from her poetry. 
Lest it fiiay be considered an exaggerated statement, let us 
examine some of the examples. 
We have already commented on Emily Dickinson's choice of 
words, for poetry, apart from other things, is primarily an 
exploration of the possibilities of language. Like the French 
symbolists, the modern ivmerican poets felt the need of concentrating 
on sense impression and its exact description, in a world in which 
moral, intellectual and aesthetic values were all uncertain. A 
11 -Bnagism", Poetry, Vol.1, No.6, 1913, p.l99. 
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good descriptive poem oust enable the reader to be more articulate 
and to perceive more clearly the object of description* One of 
the motivations of the iinagist movement was to fill the gap 
caused by the decline of the aescrlptive poetry. To illustrate 
the first* fifth and sixth rules of the imagist movements let 
us ccansider oi^ of the well-known poems of Emily Dickinson. 
A Route of Evanescence 
with a revolving Wheel -
A Resonance of Bmerald « 
A Rush of Cochineal -
And every Blossom on the Bush 
Adjusts its tumbled Head « 
The mail from Tunis probably* 
An easy morning's Ride * Vol.ZIX* 1463 
X do not need to point out the exactness of the description of 
the hummingbird. What surprises most is the veracity with which 
the poet captures the elusive speed of the bird with the 
arrangement of words. A comparison with an earlier poem, "Within 
my Garden* ri<tes a Bird / Upon a single Wheel o" would show the 
concentration with which she reshaped the later version of the 
12 poem quoted above. Many m>are examples can be given*^  and Z would 
have given them if Z had the time and space. 
It was not in her nature poems alone that exact and precise 
words were eiqployed for description. In one of htt poems on 
death* a pre-vision of her own death* the verbal precision is 
equally rwnarkable. 
12 A comparison between "The Wind begun to rock the Grass"* Vol.XZ 
(824)* and "Zt sounded as if the streets %#er« running"* Vol.zzz 
(1397)* describing a stona* will show Inily Dickinson's skill 
in ecMncentration. 
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1 heard a Fly bu«z » when X died -> 
The stillness in the ROOD 
Was like the stillness in the Air -
Bet%#een the Hoaves of storm <• 
The Ey©3 around - had wrung thero dry « 
And Breaths were gathering firm 
For that last Onset » when the King 
Be witnessed - in the Rootn * 
I willed my k^paokea » signed away 
tAiat portion of me bo 
Assignable «• and then it was 
Tl«)ro interposed a Fly -
Hith Blue - uncertain stusibling Bues -
Between the light - and mo -
And then the windows failed * and then 
Z could not see to see •» 
In a similar manner, her adriot utterance displays a strategy of 
paradox in her description of heaven# "That if it be, it be at 
best / An ablative estate -**# or again she describes heaven as 
The House of supposition 
The Glimcrering Frontier that 
Skirts the Acres of Perhaxm « ..• Vol. IX, 696 
It is difficult to imagine any other poet of the nineteenth century 
who could have written these linesi transforming an adverb 
(Perhaps) into a noun« 8ome%fhat in the manner of E.E. Cuirmings. 
Another essential requirement for an imagist poet was to 
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present an Image• An linage helps to cjrystalise the concrete as 
against vague and« sometimes, even chaotic generalities. Slmllies 
and metaphors have always been used In poetry« for tholr use Is 
fundanental to civilized speech. But a simile or metaphor which 
is conxnonplace is likely to produce t)^ effect of dilution or 
long-windedness. The Imagists were tsoxro concerned with vivid, 
graphic delineation and their presentation of image made startling 
use of metaphors and slmilies. In this respect^ too, Emily 
Dickinson anticipated the poetic technique of the imagists. indeed, 
she invariably thought in images, ffere is a desctiption of the 
spring season. 
Baffled for just a day or two -
ficnbarrassed - not afraid -
Encounter in my garden 
An unexpected Maid. Vol.1, 17 
The description of the hesitant, almost tentative approach of 
the spring season and then the sudden blossoming forth# find a 
startlingly precise equivalent in the image of the unexpected 
maid. Again, notice the unusual simile in the description of 
winter. 
Iiike Brooms of Steel 
The Snow and Wind 
Had swept the winter Street « Vol.IZ, 1252 
But the best exan^le can be found in one of the poems she wrote 
on sunset. 
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Blazing in Gold and quenching in Purple 
Leaping like Leopards to the sky 
Then at the feet of the old Horieon 
Laying its spotted Face to die 
Stooping as low as tho Ottor*0 window 
Touching the Roof and tinting the Bam 
Kissing its Bonnet to the Meadow 
And the juggler of Day is gone. Vol,I, 228 
lacnily Dickinson employs two images for the sun, both equally apt 
and witty. The sun leaps IJJce a leopard whoso bright yellow 
skin with black spots are matched with tho golden blaee and the 
spotted dimness of sunlight seen at sunset. The sun is also 
the Juggler Who manipulates the show of the day but finally 
bows out in the eveniilg. Both these images please by their wit 
as they surprise by their precision. 
Emily Dickinson did not write free verse or a cadenced 
verse free fron rhyme and meter but she made extensive use of 
new metrical patterns and added four types of rhymes to the 
existing two, as it has been clearly demonstrated by Professor 
12 Johnson. Her predecessors used exact rhyme or in rare cases, 
eye zhyme (home-caae). She further used identical rhymes (come-
become}, imperfect rhymes, identical vowels followed by different 
consonants (mom, done), vowel rhymes (see-buv) and suspended 
rhyme, different vowels followed by identical consonants (things, 
along). She also used internal rhynes in the same line (I never 
13 See the chapter "The »oet and the Muse t Poetry as Art" in 
Bnilv Dickimioni AB intepCTtive Biocr^yhv by Thomas H.Johnson, 
Harvard univ. Prttss, 1955, 
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told the buried gold) to produce effects vhich could not be 
achieved otherwise. She borrowed the common^ the long and the 
short iainblc meters* with four lines stanzas and with respective 
syllabic schemes 8,6« 8,6; 8^8, 8,6/ and 6*6, 8,6, from 
English hymnology. The trochaic meters are sevens, eights and 
sevens, eights and fives, sevens end fives, sixes and fives, and 
sixes and the dactyle meters are elevens, elevens and tens, and 
tens and nines. Within the framework, ^ily Dickinson introduced 
several variations. It ia not possible to give all the 
examples but the following po^n would give scnne idea of her 
innovations. 
1 ne/ver lost/ as much / but twice / 
And that / was in / the sod / 
Twice have / I stood / a be/ggar 
Before / the door / of God. 
Angels / - twice de/scending / 
Relcni/bursed my / store 
Burglari / Banker / - Father! / 
I am / poor once / more 
The first stanza employs iandbic ccacmon meter but the third line 
is catalectic to break the monotony. To catch her mood, she 
changes over to trochaic meter of sixes and fives in the second 
stanza and balances the irregularity by exact rhyioes. If the 
intention of the Imagists was to express new moods by creating 
new rythros, Elnily Dickinson does so without recourse to free 
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verse. From tho preceding analysis^ it follows that Emily 
Dickinson's poetry ^nbodios all the tenets of the iisagist rooireinent 
and she can legitimately be considered as a pre-imagist poot. 
One wcmders if Mr. 9Gund or f!r. Bliot ever noticed the reseisblences 
after the publication of the Harvard Edition of 1955, 
The use of now syllabic patterns was not limited to the 
imagists but was used by poets much later. Marianne Moore, 
William Carlos Williams* B,B, Cuionings and, in recent years, 
Barbara Kowea, Howard tlemerov, to name a few, have made discoveries 
in rhyme and syllabic patterns in which Emily Dickinson did the 
pioneering work. Marianne Moor®, E.E. Cunnings and Oii^ gory Corso 
hove experimented with punctuation to facilitate the communication 
of the poet*a emphasis, pause or disapproval. Thus the idiosyncratic 
dashes and capital letters of Emily Dickinson have been carried 
to a much farther eactreme, even when the reader has been visibly 
annoyed by them. The modem American poet, since the first 
world War, has tended more and more to be a poet of the private 
self and has shown an increasing concern for the responses of 
the inner self, almost in the manner of Emily Dickinson. The 
poet of today is more inteospective, more analytical, and under 
the influence of the Frencf sysisolist poets, more diligent in 
trying to express the inexpressible. He does not, however, think 
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that in all these matters he has a predecessor in Qnily Dickinson. 
Zn certain broad attitudes, too« Emily Dickinson was a 
forerunner o£ the modems. Hr. Pound accepted Flaubert's 
doctrine of the impersonality of the artist and said that **tho 
momontum of his art should heave him out of himself.** Mr, Eliot 
elckborated the idea further in his famous comment that "Poetry 
is not a turning loose of eoustiony it is not the expression of 
personality, but an escape from it.* The c»bjectivity «^ich the 
modem poet has achieved by conscious effort to cast off the 
involvement of the self, can^ naturally to Emily Dickinson. 
Coiranenting on the chaos of a change of residence, she wrote 
when in her twentiest 
**! took at the tiioe a mmsorandum of my several senses, 
and also of my hat and coat and my best shoes - but it 
was lost in the melee, and Z am out with lanterns 
looking for myself." 
M r gift to take stock of herself as if she wore some other 
person, was her habitual way of looking at things and at herself 
as a poet. Even when she was writing about matters which 
primarily concerned her, matters which were autobiographical, 
she displayed her characteristic detachment. 
I can wade Grief « 
Whole Pools of it " 
I'm used to that -
But the least push of j<^ 
Breaks up ray feet •> 
And I tip - drunken Vol.Z, 252 
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It is ervldent that the poet is both in the poem as well as out 
o£ it and it is this characteristic which makes the lines truly 
moving. 
Zn her poi^ ns on nature* too* she approximates the modem 
attitude. She saw nature, like the modem poet* shorn of all 
sentimentality. She rejected th© transcendentalist merger of 
man, nature and God and ridiculed those who believed that tho 
grand spectacle of noture was ordained for man. 
A little Madness in the spring 
Is wholescxne even for the King, 
But God be with the Clown -
Who pcmders this tremendous scene -
This whole Experiment of Green 
As if it were this owni Vol.Ill, 1333 
In matters of religious belief, also, she rejected the unquestioning 
faith of the devout. Her belief bristles with doubt and even in 
trying to grasp some of the religious abstractions, she carried 
her rational mode of thinking to its utsnost limits. She talked 
about God in the roost familiar terms and coined adjectives for 
Kim which would shock the pious. 
In glorifying the metaphysical po«t8, Mr. Bliot wanted to 
establish, or rather to reestablish, the tradition of wit in 
modern Snglish and American poetry. Although not quite in the 
mminer of the mataphysicals, wit has continued to be the touchstone 
of modem poetry, wit is closely aligned to detachment and an 
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unexpected turn o£ phrase or arguntent, leads to sudden and 
new insights f not possible to achieve otherwise by direct and 
straight-forward statement. Wit, therefore, adds an extra~ 
dimension to the view the poet wishes to cixpress. Just as it 
registers a sharp impact on the mind o£ the reader. Emily 
Dickinson's poetry is constantly enlivened with wit. Even in 
writing on serious subjects, she displayed her witty mode of 
thought. 
The abdication of Belief 
Makes the Behaviour small -
Better an ignis fatuus 
Than no illume at all. Vol.ZZI. 1551 
Thus we can say in conclusion that Emily Dickinson anticipated 
some of the most dominant characteristics and attitudes of modem 
American poetry. For various reasons, already discussed earlier, 
her mode of writing does not survive in the poets of the 
twentieth century. But in reading her poetry, one is often 
reminded of modem themes and technique of poetry. Is it any 
wonder then that we like to think of her as a modern poet? 
Chapter XX 
Emily DicKinson t^ ae bozm Qt a tixno whon the literary 
sceno in Kmrixsa was dominated by the povesfxxl transcendentalist 
poets* Ec^rsont l<ongfellc»f, t^ittier and Holntes were in their 
twenties but had made their mark. Bryant, then in his late 
thirties^ was already famous. Whitman^ senior to her by eleven 
years« had not yet published poetry but had started his 
apprenticeship which led to the blossoming forth of his genius 
in leaves of Grass* By the time she seriously dedicated herself 
to the writing of poetry, all those neines %iere cA&ebrieties, 
and their team had travelled beyond their own country* And 
yet when one thinks of Emily Dickinson, it is seldom in 
association with her contemporaries. When the first instalment 
of her poems appeared in 1890, four years after her dteath, 
Whittier and Whitman were still alive* In spite of the generous 
praise that lesives of Grass had received from Emerson, Whitman's 
innovations in poetry had not found acceptance by the 
practising poets or readers* Indeed, Whittier indignantly 
threw his copy of laaves of Grass into fire and Abraham Lincoln 
had carried the first edition of that book to his office to save it 
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from being "purified by fire* by the wcxoen in the house. 
These tacts indicate the poetic taste o£ the time, which 
definitely tended to be hostile to radical ideas in the poetry 
o£ Emily Dickinson. Enily Dickinson's recognition as a poet 
did not coRie till the second decade of the twentieth century. 
That ea^lains why we like to think of her as a modem poet, 
or at least a poet whose poetry is far removed from that of 
her contemporaries« not in point of time, but in its th^ onatic 
and stylistic experiments and poetic idioca. In poetry, her 
voice was the most startlingly original in the nineteenth 
century* 
The second of the three children of Edward Dickinson, she 
was born in 1830 at Mnherst in a brick house which was built 
by her grandfather. Her father was a law graduate of Yale 
College and had a successful career as a laifyer. He was a 
prosperous man and held various posts of social responsibility. 
He was the treasurer of Amherst Academy and took prominent 
part in social and political activities and served as a meoiber 
of the legislature of the Massachusetts and was elected to 
the national Ccmgress for one term. He is generally considered 
to be a very domineering* almost a formidable personality, who 
dominated the lives of his children. But this is rather an 
•xaggerated view. The truth of the matter is that he was a very 
affectionate father and the wamth of his deep feeling for his 
1 see Geoffrey Duttony watt whitman^ (U>ndon, 1961), p. 21. 
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chiXdron made him protective« particularly towards the two 
younger children who were both daughters. But the children 
were allowed the maxlimini freedom within the austere framework 
of Christian ethics. The eldest child and the only son« 
William Austin Dickinson* secsss to have occasional bouts of 
difference of opinion with his father^ although it never 
impaired their relationship in any way, Emily Dickinson has 
jokingly re^rred to th^se mild clashes bet%»een the father 
and the son as "fisticuff". In several of her letters, she 
good humouredly made fun oit her father while reporting his 
uneasiness on Austin's going away from home to pursue his 
studies or teach school at Harvard. In one of her letters, 
she writes I 
"Father is as ui^asy when you are gone away as if 
you catch a tnmt and put him in Sahara**, 
Again^she writesi 
"Father's prayers for you at our morning devotions 
are enough to break coie's heart - it is really 
3 
very touching." 
she has made a fuller and a more touching report in another 
letters 
2 Letters. Vol. Z« p. 119. 
3 Xbid.. Vol.Z, p. 111. 
4 Ibid.. Vol.Z, p. 231. 
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"Father takes great delight in your remarks to him -
puts on his spectacles and reads then o*er and o*er 
as if it vas a blessing to have an only son* Me 
reads all tl» letters you write, as soon as he gets 
therQ« at the post of£ice# no laatter to whoea addressed 
• •• and i«hen he ^ ts home in the evening, he cracks 
a few walnuts, puts his spectacles on, and with 
your last in his hand, sits down to enjoy the 
evening.•• Z do think it's so funny, you and father 
do nothing hat "fisticuff" all the while you're at 
hdoe, and the minute you are separated, you becocoe 
such devoted friends'** 
« 
One wonders if such a father can in any real sense of the word 
be called 'formidable** 
There are other evidences too which are incongruous with 
the puritan ima^ of Edward Dickinson. He owned and drove 
the fastest horse in Amherst, During his student days, he was, 
at least once, frowned upon for having liberally downed more 
of apple brandy than he could normally contain. On one occasion, 
he rang the church bell for the citizens of /^ niherst to come 
out ai»3 witness aurora borealis. His daughter has left a 
faithful record of the event. 
"There was quite an esccitcsnent in the Monday evening, 
we were all startled by a violent church-bell ringing 
... The sky was a beautiful red, bordering on a crimson 
and rays of gold pink color were constantly shooting 
5 Jay Z4syda# Vol.z, p. 214. This letter is not included in 
the Harvard Edition of her 3 Vol. letters. 
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Off from a kind of sun in th« centre*.. Father happened 
to see it among the very first, and rang the bell 
himself to call attention at it.** 
After her father*a death, Emily Dickinson also recorded a very 
endearing act of his kindliness which exemplifies more than 
his Christian charity and the noxmal code of humane behaviour, 
"The last April that father lived, lived I mean 
beloif^ f there were several anov stoxms, and the birds 
were so frightened and cold they oat by the kitchen 
door. Father went to the barn in his slippers and 
came back with a breakfast of grain for each, and hid 
himself while he scattered it, lest it embarass them. 
Ignorant of the name or fate of their benefactor, 
their (Ascendants are singing this afternoon*** 
These vignettes of Edward Dickinson do not confirm the unperceptive 
7 
view of Higginson who found him "dry and speechless.** There 
can be no doubt that he took life seriously and carried out 
his duties energetically and with deteiniination. 
Edward Dickinson was one of the major shaping forces of 
Emily*a life. It was from him that she inherited an un-
impeachable integrity of character, which at times seemed 
ruthless. She also shared with him his religions beliefs and 
his gods were her gods tts well. Again, it was from him that she 
inherited deep attachment for the family circle and continued 
6 lbid.» Vol. ZZ»pp.219-220. This letter is also not included 
7 & M « * vol. II. p.153. 
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the alZQOst clanish intordependence o£ the Dickinsons, Apart 
trcta the creative activity of a poet# she owed a good deal of 
her thought and belief to her father. And it is wrong to 
believe« X think, that the father's influence was ihhibitive. 
If he disapproved of certain modes of behaviour or frowned 
upon some of the liberal writers or poets, it was more in 
the nature of the expreosion of his views to a snail, loving 
circle of his family, than a desire to doninate its menabers. 
He bought books for his children, although he gave the books 
as gifts with the free and unsolicited advice not to read them, 
such advice, one hopes, was given more in a mood of light 
heartedness than actual sobriety* if Smily Dickinson, during 
her freqpient illnoases, foimd hor father over-asealous in administer' 
ing the unsavoury potions of medicine, it was not he, but the 
large size of the potions of those days, which %fere to be blamed. 
Her father high-lighted, in his practical life, some of the 
crucial religious and ethical prcbleros and, by sharing them and 
in trying to solve them, she gained considerable knowledge of 
the current thinking on those prcblems. One often wonders at 
her comparatively vast knowledge and a considerable fund of 
wisdom she gained in her secluded and protected life. Bar 
father was one of the sources of this knowledge and wisdom. 
She was also influenced with her brother, William Austin 
Dickinson, and shared his good taste and enthusiasm in the 
enjoyment of poetry and music. She wrote some of her most 
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deXightful letters to him, adopting Invariably a bantering 
tone. Theae letters have also provided roost valuable information 
about her father as well as about her ovm girlhood. The first 
volume of the three volun^ Harvard Edition of her letters 
opens with a letter to Austin, which she wrote at the age of 
twelve. Free frotn punctuation and the coranonplace rules of 
granunar, it is a reinarHablo document which expresses with 
precision whatever she wished to write to her brother. "Ife 
miss you very rauch**, she says, at one place, **indeed you cannot 
think how odd it seems without you there was always such a 
Hurrah wherever you was**. Austin finally settled down in 
Amherst as his father's neighbour and ultitnately succeeded 
his father as a competent lawyer and a leading citizen. His 
affection for his sisters continued without any show of decline 
and he was in the habit of spending sonie time with them every 
day, playing on the piano or listening to them while they played. 
But gradually his profession made great demand on his time and 
his interest in literature, particularly in poetry, declined, 
but his devoted acStoiration for the talent of Emily Dickinson 
imfailingly remained. 
Emily Dickinson's younger sister, Zavinia Dickinson, also 
loved her dearly, 3he also did not marry and shaiind with her 
sister the major part of the household duties. Bmily had a 
big dog. Carlo, given to her by her father. While Lavinia'a pet 
8 tetters. Vol. l, p.3. 
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aniinals %iera cata «rho grew in nunibers periodically. It is 
not on arecoxd that the two sisters ever openly clashed or 
expressed their annoyance but, at least once^ Emily con£ided 
to a friend in a letter written in 16611 **Vinnie had four 
Pussies for Chrismas Gifts - and two from her Maker, previous, 
making six, in toto, and finding Assassins for them, is my 
g 
stealthy Aim.* it is apparent that the letter expresses more 
good humoured amusement than any real annoyaixie. Again, in a 
similar mood, she describes the annoyance of her sister when 
she was punctually awakened by Emily Dickinsons 
<*«,. there's nothing that I enjoy more than rousing 
these self-seooo beings and witnessing their dis-
comfiture at the bare idea of morning, when they're 
so sleepy yet! 
**Vinnie thinks me ^ ite savage, and frequently 
suggests the propriety of having me transported to 
some barbarous country, where I may meet with those 
of a similar nature,and allow her to spend her days -
that is, such small rraaoainder as my inhxunanity 
spares - in coraparative ease and quietness:** 
That there was deep affection bet%feen the two sisters is proved 
by the loving concern of Lavinia with which she handled the 
publication of Emily's poems and sought the help of various 
trustworthy friends to edit them after her sister's death. 
Indeed^ withAit her care, the treasure of Emily Dickinson's 
9 Ibid., Vel.ZIZ, p. €«7. 
10 SM*« vol. Z, p. 1<3. 
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poetry would have been lost altogether. 
Emily Dickinson's sister-in-law, Susan Austin Dickinson, 
was also a distinguished Eoeraber of the beloved family circle. 
Emily had known her from the days when both were students of 
AEoherst Academy and their friendship grew in intensity as Susan 
was engaged and finally married to Austin in 1656. She bocatoe 
"sister sue" and a trusted friend to whom Etnily confided the 
burden of her Y^ort and showed her the largest nuinber of poems. 
sue had a cultivated mind and her wit, combined with e>cuberant 
narrative* made her famous as one of the most admired hostesses 
of Aooherst. Her deviations from truth for the sake of picturesque 
narration often oxbarrassed her husband and infuriated Lavinia. 
She had a powerful imagination and her taste in poetry and 
music was the same as that of Emily Dickinson who often sent 
poems to her for comment and advice. We do not know what advice 
she gave and no specimen of it has survived in her or Emily 
Dickinson's correspondence, but it is saf« to presxime that she 
admijc^ d and encouraged Emily Dickinson's creative activity, 
she also seemed to persuade Emily to Join the church and Emily's 
famous letter saidt 
"Siie - you can go or stay - there is but one alternative -
We differ often lately, and this must be the last. 
need 
You/not fear to leave me lest I should be alone, for 
X often part with things X fancy X have loved,... 
11 lbid.» Vol.X, pp. 305-306. See also Johnson, Emily 
Dickinson, p. 17, and also Jay Layda, pp. 317-318. 
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MeMiave walked very pleaaantly - Perhaps tbi3 is 
tlw point at which our paths diverge - then pass on 
singing Sue, and up the distant hill Z journey on," 
The letter indicates that the pexsuation was strong enough 
to evoke €in CKjually enqphatic reply, sister Sue is, thus* another 
influence to be reckoned with* In later years, the warmth 
of affection betiseen the two friends cooled down to a very 
great extent but that does not minimize Sue's in^ pact on Emily's 
thcnight and writings during the most fruitful years of her life. 
II 
Emily Dickinson received formal education at Mherst iyeademy 
and, for a year, at Mount Holyoke seminary. In later years 
she wrote to Migginson that she went to school "but in your manner 
12 
of the phrase had no education**. What she actually meant 
by this statement was that her studies at these two institutions 
had taught her little as compared to the knowledge she gained 
by her independent efforts later. Considering the nature of 
education that ladies received in those days, Emily Dickinson's 
schooling was reasonably sound. At Mnherst Academy, she studied 
history and botany, in addition to Latin and English and carried 
French as an extra subject or course. During at least one term, 
^2 y>id«* Vol.II, p. 404. 
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she also read Gozxoan. She received instruction in music and 
practised at the piano £or two hours every day. Before 
leaving mtmrat Academy* she also studied Ecclesiastical 
history* algebra and Euclid, and other subjects of natural 
sciences* Botany aecuQS to be a subject which interested her 
very miurh and she applied her theoritical knowledge in gardening 
and gained intimate information about aotm of the flowers which 
wore favourites in ji^ nherst homes. 
2n 1847* Emily Dickinson entered ttount >b>lyoke seminary, 
Zt was customary in those days to examine the state of spiritual 
health of the students. They were classified into three 
categoriest they were either professing christians* or "had 
hope" or war© "without hope**. Emily Dickinson belonged to the 
third category which consisted of db<»at twentyfive students in 
a total enrolment of two hundred and thirtyfive. No compulsion 
was used to convert those *'without hope" and even their attendance 
at religious meetings was not compulsoary. But aiqpeals were 
made periodically for their own spiritual well-being and the 
atmosphere at the institution grew tense* creating a sense of 
guilt in the midd and heart of the non<-believers. Emily 
Dickinson wrote several letters to Abiah Root making an honest 
confession of her situation at Mount Holyoke and bewailing 
her inability to inculcate in her the same religious feelings 
which she found manifest in all her classmates. In one of her 
letters she wTOtei** 
13 Jay LtydSf ^ol^z, pp, 144-145. The quoted passage has been 
deleted from Letters^ Vol.z* p.66. 
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"iibiah, you may be surprised to hear roe apoak as I 
do, knowing that X eicpress no interest in the 
all-important subject* but I am not happy, and I 
regret that last term* wj^n the golden opportunity 
was mine, that Z did not give up and become a 
Christian. It is now too late, so my £rlends tell 
taet, so my offended conscience whispers, but it is 
hard for mo to give up the world." 
She en^ ried /ibiah Root on her conversion and thought that 
religion made Abiah*s face full of radiance and joy and deplored 
the fact that she herself was the lingering bad one who "pause 
14 
and ponder and ponder and pause" without finding a sincere 
and st£>ble belief in religion, 
Emily Dickinson's experience at Mount Holyoke Seminary 
epitomises her sense of inadequacy which persisted, in varying 
degree, till the closing decade of her life. But the anguish 
of her soul is eivident from all those letters which sha wrote 
to i^ biah Root, Jane Himqphroy and "Sister Sue*** for hers was 
primarily a religious mind< nurtured in the natural piety 
ri^t from her childhood, lAien she wrote that "The path of 
duty looks very ugly incSteed, and .,. it is so much easier to 
15 do wrong than right« so much pleasanter to be evil than good"t 
we know that she was on the side of duty and right and good. 
A<gain« she wrote to Jane Hue^hrey in a letter already quoted 
in chapter VZZt 
1* L t f r». Vol, Z, p. 98. 
^^ a>id»^ Vol, Z, p. 82. 
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"Christ is calling everyone here*.* and I am staging 
alone*,• Vou must pray idien the rest are sleeping, 
that the hand laay be held to one, and Z ntay be led 
away"• 
It ia difficult not to perceive in this letter a basic and 
sincere dtesire to beli@ve in Christ whom she loved intensely 
without fonaally professing her faith in Christianity* fisr 
trouble in matters of religious belief seems to be that she 
was unable to accept the orthodoxies as they irnre prea^t^d 
every week from the pulpit, for such orthodoxies were without the 
aniinating spirit t^ich Emily Dickinson sought to discover and 
confirm through her rational mind* It would be wrong to think, 
however* that she was &emQ kind of a heretic* Mer sl^pticism 
was only on the outer fringe where she was confronted with ttm 
pretension of the devout «^o professed their belief without 
actually understanding what they believed* 
During the years of her life as a student, Emily Dickinson 
seemed to have read nothing which could be considered as a 
major influence on her poetry. The only evidence wo have 
shows that she was a mocober of a Shakespeare study circle which 
discussed Shakespeare's plays and its members gave occasional 
readings fron th^n* Her intimate knowledge of Shakespeare was 
or seems to be the only notable achievement of her fonnative 
years. The anthologies of English literature used in the 
courses in JBtogllsh must have included all the major poets like 
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Chaucer« Spenaer and Milton. The early z«»nantic poets, like 
MOrdsiforth and Coleridge^ must also have figured on the 
evading list. But we know nothing of Emily Dickinson's intei^st 
in these poets. Ztoch later in life, s^o i&ade brief references 
to Byron» Keats« Tennyson, Browning and Mrs. Browtiing^  Charlotte 
and Emily Bronte and George Bliot but tlrare is no evidence to 
determine the date o r the extent of her readings • She read 
Scnerson after her return to iiciherst from Mount Holyoke seminary 
but it is doubtful if she was deeply Impressed by him. The 
truth of tl^ matter seosts to be that ahe wrote peltry from a 
fresh impulse and without literary precedents which critics of 
her poetry very much like to explore* In this respect, she 
was like Robert Burns or Willi^n Blake %^o forged a new 
poetic idiom by the sheer force of their genius. Nearer home 
in America, there were many more examples of a similar nature, 
iitiong her contemporaries, ifalt i^itman*s contribution to poetry 
is amasing, considering that he had almost no formal edvMsation 
and had no opportunity to acquaint himself with the great 
masterpieces of poetic ccn^iosition. If there was any influence 
on Emily Dickinson's poetry, it was that of the Bible and the 
hymns from which she sometimes borrowed the puter structure 
of her poems. 
Ill 
The most difficult part of a biographical note on Emily 
Dickinson, is to reconstruct her emotional life. I have already 
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mentioned sane o£ the conjectures that have been made about 
her possible emotional imrolvconents. When these conjectures 
are examined in the li0it of available evidence, they do not 
se^i to have any basis in fact. And yet it is also not possible 
to deny that Emily Dickinson had undergone some kind of an 
^notional and spiritual crisis from which she did not wholly 
recover till the end. During the years of her protracted 
illnessy she often spoke metaphorically of her private sorrow 
as *that old nail in my breast**, and those who knew understood. 
Vfs have no possible source to know what she meant. Again, 
17 
alM3 wrote I 
A boode I have a friend gave 
tlhose pencil, here and there. 
Had notched the place that pleased him. 
At rest his fingers are. 
Now, when 1 read, I read not. 
For interrupting tears 
Obliterate the etchings 
Too costly for repairs. 
We %iould very much like to know the person who had made the 
gift of the book to her and also the passages which he had 
marked. But in spite of the controversies which have raged 
since the publication of the first instalment of her poetry 
in 1890, no conclusive evidence has identified the shadowy 
16 Whichar, This was a Poet, p. 95. 
17 The poem has been quoted by Whicher in This was a Poet. 
p. 94, but does not figure in the Harvard Edition. '. 
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person of her poem. 
In examining the evidence« we are further discouraged 
by the fact that Emily Dickinson, sometimes. Indulged in 
harmless 8elf<-dramatlx«tion and presented iioaginary events as 
real. In one of her po^ns, she has dwelt upon such a 
possibility. ® 
The vision, pondered long. 
So plausible becomes 
That X esteem the fiction real -
The veal, ficticious seems. 
One wonders if this can be applied to the csxistence of person 
or persons with whom she was supposed to have been in love, Zn 
later life* she often liked to say quietly that the beloved of 
her poems is no one other than God. Z have alreody pointed 
out in chapter VIZ that in many of her love poems, it is impossible 
to determine whether the love expressed is profane or divine. 
Thus our search for the Identification of her love is further 
complicated and it becomes all the more difficult to say anything 
with confidtnce. Z have not even mentioned the names of 
George Oould, a classmate and friend of ti»r brother, or Major 
Edward B. Hunt, husband of her friend Helen Hunt Jackson, who 
were once considered to be the men with whom she had fallen in 
love. The case of Benjamin Franklin £lewton is also a weak one 
^^ &jiSL** P* '®* ^^^* Po*" *^A° ^  (lo^  included in the 
Harvard Edition. 
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and doea not warrant the conclusions which the late Professor 
George Friable Vfhlcher had drawn In his book. This Waa a Poet. 
The only person who remains is Rev. Charles Wadaworth about whom 
X have alrcmdy offered coraaents and thore is nothing significant 
left to add, eaosept perhaps his last meeting with Emily 
Dickinson in 1680 as It has been described by Professor Vfhlcl^ r. 
Wadsworth made an ui^xpocted call one summer evening In 1660 
and Lavinla who answered the rlng« ran In excitement and 
announced to her sister, "The ^ ntleman with the iteep voice 
wants to see you, Bmlly*. Emily Dickinson went to moet him 
and In the commonplace small talk that followed she asked him 
how long It took to make the journey (from Philadelphia to 
AmhexBt), ''Twenty years**, said Wadsworth, with Inscrutable 
19 
roguery. Perhaps, that was a humorous way of describing the 
tedious and slow Journey which he had undertaken. But it can 
also be taken as a confession of love whose worth he took 
twenty years to realiee. It must be remembered, however, that 
Emily Dickinson's love for Wadsworth was of a very unusual 
nature. It aeems that it was not the person but his Ima^ 
which haz mind had created, which she adored. Any analysis of 
their relationahlp in texms of what we understand by the texm 
"love-affair**, would be a very misleading and unwarranted 
fallacy. 
Maong her friends to whom she sent her poems or shared her 
Interest In literature were Samuel Bowles, Josiah Gilbert Holland, 
15 a>ld., p. 110. 
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Ifhamaa (tontworth Hlgginson and Helen Hunt Jackson, They had 
alX a professional Interest in literature and, except Helen 
Hunt Jackson, all disapproved the publication o£ her poetry. 
This is not to say that they did not perceive the originality 
or the literary merit of her poems but their disapproval was 
more or less on the score of liberties that Emily Dickinson 
had taken with the accepted technique of poetry, and they 
feared that her poetry would not find acceptance with the 
reading public, Helen Hunt Jackson was the only person who 
enthusiastically greeted her as a great poet and persistently 
implored her to publish her poems. In the face of more %«eighty 
verdicts, Emily Dickinson ignored or did not attach enough 
importance to Helen Hunt Jackson's opinion and decided to remain 
in obscurity during her life»tiroe. One wonders about the 
possible reaction of the critics and the reading public if 
her poetry had been published, for there is no doubt that the 
conception of poetry of the age, dominated by transcendentalist 
poets, was almost an antithesis of her own* In a limited 
sense, it was a blessing in disguise that her poetry remained 
unmutilatod till it was restored in its original integrity by 
Professor Thomas H. Johnson in the monun^ntal Harvard Edition. 
Samuel Bowels was bom in 1826 and took over the weekly. 
Republican, from his father in 1640• By 1844 he expanded it 
into The Springfield Daily Remblican and by 1660 made it 
national in scope. The clarity and power of his editorials 
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earned him considerable £azne and he became one of the leading 
Journalists of i)ew England. He was a £riend of William Austin 
Dickinson and a frequent visitor to the social circle in 
/waherst. Emily Dickinson had great affection and respect for 
this brilliant and articulate Journalist who was senior to 
her only by four years. All her other c^n friends %«ere much 
older people with Whoca she could hardly speak with the same 
frankness and candour with which she conversed with Samuel 
Bowles« His precoature death in 1876 was a great personal 
loss to her and she made touching references to hira in her 
letters to Mrs, Bowles, Theodora Ward, in her book The Capsule 
I of the Mind* has indirectly suggested that Bmir^ s Dickinson was 
in love with hi£) and has quoted from acme of her letters which 
point to a depth in their relationship not very usual in 
friendship. It is difficult to agree with this suggestion 
and considering the intimacy he had with William Austin 
Dickinson and the deep admiration that he expressed for i/ixa, 
Susan Austin Dickinson, it was unlikely that he harboured 
anything more than friendship for Qnily Dickinson. He was 
a gallant man &nA had many distinguisli^d ladies among his 
friends but it is intprobable that his gallantry extended to 
flirtation or a relationship which was not hcmourable towards 
the favourite sister of his dear friend, William Austin 
Dickinson. A story is related how he once came on a visit and 
finding Emily confined to her attic room, caller/outi "Emily, 
you damned rascal, no more of this nonsenseJ l*ve travelled 
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20 
all the way from Springfield to Bee you. Come down at once." 
It is aaid that Emily Dickinson ccxnplied with this friendly 
cocntnand. If this is a true story, one can see that Bowles 
used a language which is not the language used by lovers on 
such occasions. 
Qnily Dickinson also admired J.G.Holland^ '*the Doctor**/ 
as BYm called him, but lapre than him, she loved and respected 
Mrs. Holland for her candid wisdom and sweet temper. Holland 
was known to the Dickinson family circle by his writings in 
^^ Springfield Republican and met Etaily and others in 1851 
when he was awarded the honorary degree of A.M. by Amherst 
college. Since then, he kept up his close relationship as a 
friend till his death. He was a frequent visitor at Dickinson 
homestead and was invariably accompanied by his charming wife. 
A large ntnidoer of Bmily*8 letters were addressed to Mrs. Holland 
whom she loved to call "sweet sister**. Emily Dickinson often 
sent little gifts to them and often sent her po^ aas incorporated 
in the note accompanying such gifts, paxrticularly of flowers. 
Dr. Holland read her poems with amused enjoyment, noting the 
newness of thought or turn of expression which her poems 
enbodied. But he thought her poems too staxrtlingly original 
to be published. 
m 1662, Atlantic i4CHathly published an article by Thomas 
Wentirorth Higginson, entitled **Letter to a Young Contributor**, 
20 Ibid, p. 139. Also see Johnson, Emily Dickinson, p. 46. 
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in which ho advised the author to "charge your style with 
ll£e**, Emily Dickinson wrote to him, enclosing four of her 
poeam, and asked t '*Are you too deeply occupied to say If oiy 
21 
verse Is alive?" Higglrison used a figure frooi one of those 
poems to sum up his Impressions many years later^ after the 
receipt of this letter* when he said, **Tho bee himself did not 
evade the school boy more than she csvoded mei and even to 
this day I still stand bewildered, like the boy."^^ The 
correspondence betiireen Bnlly Dickinson and Higginson continued, 
with intervals, till her death and 1$ the source of her 
views on poetry and art* Higglnson first treated her as an 
oddity but with a little more knowledge of her personality, 
elicited through questions, he was able to read her poetry with 
some insi^it and offered advice whenever he th<night it necessary. 
She received his advice gratefully but aeldom incorporated 
them in the body of her writing. This attitude characterised 
her correspondence with him during the years to come, 
Emily Dickinson had slightly known Helen Hunt Jackson when 
they were both little girls but the ftiendshlp between the two 
gained intimacy only in the closing decades of their lives. 
Mrs. Jackson had achieved fame as a poet and as a novelist, 
which seemed considerable at that time. At her death in 1685, 
at the age of fifty four, Emily Dickinson wrotet "Helen of 
Troy will 4iB, but Helen of Colorado, never." This was a 
21 Letters, Vol. Zl, p. 404. 
22 Johnson, Bwilv Dickinson, p. 111. 
23 Jay Lsyda, Vol.Ii, p. 456. 
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tribute more to a popular author than to a £riend and indicates 
the measure o£ Mrs. Jackson's success as an author* It is one 
of the strange paradoxes of literary histoary that I4rs* Jackson 
is not remenibered today for the poems and stories %rhich 
ceaselessly flowed frcsa her pen and which seemed timeless to 
her ccmtemporaries, but for her association with the recluse 
poet of JUoherst to whom she paid glowing tribute in 1876 in 
a letter,^ 
**I have a little manuscript volume with a few of 
yours verses in it - and I road them very often - You 
are a great poet « and it is a wrong to the day you 
live in« that you will not sing aloud* t4hen you are 
what men call dead, you will be sorry you were so 
stingy*" 
In subsequent years« she implored Emily Dickinson to publish 
or at least to give pexmission for the publication of some of 
her poems in the anthology of anonymous verse to be published 
in the concluding "No Name Series'* by Roberts Brothers of Boston* 
That pexmission was never granted* "How can you print," Emily 
Dickinson said, "a piece of your soul"? But the refusal did 
not cool the friendship between the two and they remained on 
most affectionate terms till the end* 
2* Ibid., Vol, II, p, 245. 
25 Quoted by Richard Wilbur in his essay, "Sumptuous 
Destitution", included in Emily Dickinson, Ed, Richard 
B. Sewall, p. 129* 
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IV 
Emily Dickinson lived a lonely life and from the age of 
thirty* or near about, she gradually withdrew from society. In 
the closing decays o£ her life, she reinaine^  almost confined 
to the attic room of her ancesteral home. Death depleted the 
ranks of l«r relatives and friends. By 1685, her father, soother, 
Samuel Bowles, J.G. Holland, Charles Uadsworth, Otis P. Lord 
and Helen l^ ant Jackson were all dead. In I8G3 her nephew, 
Gilbort, died bringing to l^r a grief from which shB did not 
entirely recover. Her own illness recurred more frequently 
and the litorizon of her life must have looked very gloomy. She 
had seen suffering, waded through them, as ahe said in one of 
her poems which. Professor Macleish confessed that he could 
hardly read without restraining tears. 
I can wade Grief - ^ 
Whole Pools of it -
I'm used to that « 
But the least push of Joy 
Breaks up my fecrt -
And I tip - dzuoken * 
She struggled against her failing health and recovered enough 
strength in 1685 to be allowed to move about in her room. The 
last note from her pen weus a short message addressed to her 
Morcross cousinsi "called back", she passed away peacefully on 
26 See the essay by Macleish in Richard B. Sew«ll, Emily 
Dickinson, p. 156. 
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on May 15« 1666. Three days later, Higglnson saw her carried 
across the blossoming meadows to the burial ground and £or 
the last tiioe saw hor £Qce, as she lay in the co£fin, noted 
its youthfulness with "perfect peace on the beauthful 
27 brow," 
27 Whicher, This Was a Poet, p . 149, 
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